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The focus of this study was on the cross-linguistic and cross-cultural play
interactions of children during free play. The children were observed over the
course of one year and their they were audiotaped and their conversations
analyzed based on aspects of language used, cultural themes of play, the setting of
interactions and the representation of language power during their play. The
children preferred to segregate by language group when given the opportunity and
the language of play tended to be in English. This differed from the language of
official discourse which tended to be in Spanish. The culture of the children’s
play was reflected in their use of elements from their home experiences and in
v

their use of elements based on classroom themes. The settings for play which
most encouraged cross-linguistic interactions generally provided a structure for
the children’s interactions. Games and scripted play routines were the highest
structure activities, while free dramatic play and functional play did not encourage
cross-linguistic interactions because of their low levels of structure. Although the
children used English as their preferred language of play, the teacher’s use of
Spanish for official discourse led to children using Spanish for official discourse
functions. The implications of this study for the development of two-way
immersion programs are that although teachers can control the language of
official discourse, children often use English as their preferred language.
Children should have opportunities for free play in two-way classrooms as this
type of play provides opportunities to develop language with same language and
different language peers.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This dissertation is an investigation into how children adapt to an
environment that encourages bilingual and bicultural development through
interactions between children and teachers. This investigation looks into how
children from different language and cultural backgrounds select a language for
play; learn to negotiate play situations with each other, how their culture is
formed, and how the setting for play influences these interactions. In addition the
issue of language power is explored as I look into how a teacher works to
counteract the power of English in the classroom. The essential element of this
investigation is the environment, which is called two-way immersion (sometimes
also called dual language immersion). I selected this environment because it is
one of the few that plans for children’s bilingual and bicultural development,
which I think is one of the most important elements in creating non-coercive,
additive bilingual programs.
Two-Way Immersion Programs in Early Childhood (Environment)
Two-way immersion programs are defined as programs where linguistic
minority and linguistic majority speaking children are schooled together over a
six or seven year period (Christian, 1996). Two-way immersion programs try to
maintain an even ratio of students between the two language groups, and teachers
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deliver instruction in both the minority language and the majority language.
These language programs have been implemented in a number of languages
including Chinese, Vietnamese and Navajo; however the majority of the programs
are Spanish/English. The actual program content and organization of two-way
immersion programs varies depending on the circumstances of each program, as
each setting adapts the curriculum to fit the local community (Christian, Howard
& Loeb, 2000). In general two-way immersion programs have three main goals:
1) Students will develop high levels of proficiency in their first language
and in a second language.
2) Students will perform at or above grade level in academic areas in both
languages.
3) Students will demonstrate positive cross-cultural attitudes and
behaviors and high levels of self-esteem (Christian, 1994, 1).
Two-way immersion programs have shown great promise in promoting
academic development and positive relations between different linguistic and
cultural groups. Children tend to maintain academic development while attaining
high levels of proficiency in both languages (Lindholm, 1994; Christian, 1996;
Lambert & Cazabon, 1994). According to Thomas and Collier (1997) these
programs outperform all other types of programs for linguistic minority children.
Due to these impressive results, the number of programs has increased over the
2

last three decades from a handful of pilot programs to over 260 spread out across
the United States (Christian, 1996; Thomas & Collier, 1997).
Two-way immersion programs have been developed in response to the
poor results that many programs have had educating English language learners.
For decades children have been thrust into situations where school is not adapted
for students who are learning English (Valdés, 1997). School can be a very
foreign environment when you are very young and the teacher and your
classmates speak another language. As Stein (1985), suggests children often
swim in these settings, but they also often sink.
English language learners are immersed in the wider societal conflict in
the United States between assimilationism and biculturalism. Children have to
make choices about how they will assimilate into United States culture, resist that
culture or maintain elements of both cultures. With the growing number of
Spanish speaking and other linguistic minority children in the United States the
importance of language in schools is intensified. In the United States the number
of children from different linguistic and cultural backgrounds is increasing. The
increase in the Latino population continues to challenge how people in the United
States view their country. Lima and Lima (1998) discuss how we have had a
history of “at times painful and in many ways ‘invisible’ or ‘unconscious’,
process of assimilation” (325).
3

Two-way immersion programs try to create an environment where
children from two different language groups are on an even footing as far as
language is concerned. In order to create a positive environment for language
learning, teachers in two-way immersion programs work against the power of
English by reinforcing the value of Spanish in the classroom (Smith, 2001).
According to Smith, language planning in two-way programs can be used to,
“manipulate the status of the language and its speakers” (3). This language
planning can elevate the status of the minority language within the majority
language context. Teacher support or lack of support of one language is an
important influence on what language is used in the classroom (Cohen, 1974;
Christian, Montone, Lindholm & Carranza 1997). Teachers in two-way
immersion early childhood programs use and encourage Spanish in play situations
to encourage a balance of languages in the classroom (Sutterby, 1996; 1998).
This investigation looked into the implementation of a two-way
immersion program in a pre-kindergarten classroom. In general the first
encounter that children have in the two-way immersion program is in an early
childhood classroom, this may mean pre-kindergarten, kindergarten or first grade
depending on the setting. In addition, many two way programs do not accept
English dominant children after the 2nd or 3rd grade because program leaders often
feel that these children do not integrate well after 3rd grade (Christian, et al, 1996).
4

Immersing children into a second language while they are still developing
their first requires careful consideration of the curriculum in order that the
emphasis on bilingualism also includes development of the whole child as well as
taking into consideration the way that young children learn. The curriculum of an
early childhood two-way immersion program should take into consideration the
special needs of young children. The National Association for the Education of
Young Children (NAEYC) defines early childhood programs as covering the ages
of birth through age eight. According to the NAEYC, programs for young
children need to take into consideration the individual and developmental needs
of this age group (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997).
In meeting the cultural and individual needs of each child early childhood
programs frequently emphasize child-centered activities where children have the
option of selecting activities that interest them. One way of implementing a childcentered curriculum is to allow children sufficient time for free play (Van Hoorn,
Nourot, Scales & Alward, 1999). This time for play is called by different names
like center time or free time but generally is an extended amount of time when
children can move around the classroom and interact with classmates and play
materials. Two-way immersion early childhood classrooms in Texas have
curriculums that emphasize having opportunities for children to play together and
interact with materials in areas called learning centers (Sutterby, 1996; 1998).
5

Summary of Two-Way Programs
Two-way programs have been developed to meet the needs of both
English speakers and minority language speakers. These programs try to meet
students’ needs linguistically, academically and socially and have a goal of
promoting bilingualism and biculturalism for all students. The classroom that was
studied was an early childhood classroom which has an important impact on
young children. The environment of school that children are exposed to greatly
influences the experiences that children have and how they will develop socially,
academically and linguistically. The key influences for this study are the twoway immersion program for language development and a developmentally
appropriate play based program for early childhood. The setting for this study,
Ms. Baker’s pre-kindergarten classroom at Drake Elementary fits both of these
requirements.
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Language

Culture

Environment

Play

Figure 1.
The model above represents the relationship between the elements of play,
language and culture as seen by myself. The items are circular rather than
hierarchical in their importance.
Play, Language and Culture
The intersection of play, language, culture and environment is where this
study is going to be situated. A close examination of these elements indicates
how two-way immersion classrooms are being implemented and it also indicates
7

how children are adapting to this environment and how they are being influenced
and changed by the cross-cultural and cross-linguistic interactions that they are
engaging in.
Play
Play is one of the most intriguing aspects of early childhood development.
All children play. A very simple statement, but one that has tremendous
implications for how we understand the development of children, in that since
play is a universal than there must be some reason for its existence. Philosophers
and researchers have been interested in play since the time of Plato (Frost,
Wortham & Reifel, 2001). Some researchers believe play is an important
foundation for how children learn and develop, it is “a primary factor in the
development of intelligence, personality, competencies, sense of self, and social
awareness" (Van Hoorn, et al., 1999, iii).
In short, play is a primary activity for young children and social play
during the preschool years is seen as a leading activity in the development of
children's intelligence and social awareness (Vygotsky, 1978). As children play
together, they weave together elements of culture and language that reflect where
they come from and in addition they reflect the environment of where their play
takes place.

8

Play and language
The children in this study began the period of investigation as either
Spanish speaking, English speaking or bilingual. They came from an
environment where bilingualism was fairly common although Spanish appears to
be in danger of being lost by the community which is one of the reasons for
implementing the program. The language children use for play is important in
that language is a key element of play, language reflects the wider societal context
of play, and the setting of the study a two-way immersion classroom is a specific
context for bilingual play.
One use of language for play is the idea that children are negotiating with
each other as they play. For this study the reflection of the wider societal context
and the specific environment of play will be expressed by the children in the
choices they make about what language to use and in the way players control the
play situation using language. The broader term negotiation will be used to
reflect the combination of the two elements of choices and control. As children
create a play situation they cannot just act however they want, instead there is a
give and take about the rules that children will follow for play and the roles they
will take on. Children as they negotiate have to work out who will be allowed to
play, where the play will occur, who will control the play (Corsaro, 1985) and
what play themes will be the content of play (Orellana, 1994).
9

Negotiation is a very complex process involving communication and
power, which children work out during the play episode. The term negotiation in
this paper implies everything from deciding what language will be used, what the
children are going to play, how they decide what to play, how they decide who
plays what role and where they are going to do it. If there is disagreement
negotiation is also about how children repair their play. In effect this negotiation
of an imaginary world involves transformations of themselves and objects. All of
these complex interactions are part of how children negotiate during play.
Piaget (1962) suggests that the earliest play activities and explorations of
children are non verbal in nature. As children acquire language it increasingly
becomes important in the development of play. Language and play are
interrelated in that children use language to create imaginary situations that are
the foundation of pretend play. Vygotsky (1978) also discusses how children use
language as a tool for bridging the gap between the mind and action during play.
According to Bateson (1955), play is metalinguistic in that children are
communicating with each other about communication. Language and play signals
are used in the creation of an imaginary situation in which the two partners must
agree in order for the play to continue. Language is also used to create an
imaginary situation between two players. According to Lin and Reifel “pretend
play is seen as an activity in which children create an imaginary world of roles
10

and events” (1999, 152). This imaginary world is created between the players as
they suggest unreal or imaginary uses for objects, and pretend character roles.
The players accept the pretend elements as Bateson (1955) suggests, ‘as if’ they
are real.
Language is also a key element in this study in that the children are either
Spanish speaking, English speaking or bilingual. The children in this study made
choices about which language to use based on their judgments of what language is
most appropriate for a given situation. Adult bilingual speakers make choices
about when to use different languages dependent on the context of the situation
(Becker, 1997). Children also are aware of the importance of language and make
conscious choices about the language that is most appropriate for a given situation
(Griego-Jones, 1994; Orellana, 1994).
The first decision children need to negotiate is what language will be used
for play. As children play in the classroom their conscious and unconscious
experiences with English will influence what they say and do. This influences the
language choices of both the English speaking children and the Spanish speaking
children. Depending on the child and the situation children will select a language
which best fits that situation. Although the players may not explicitly discuss
which language to use, they make decisions about whether or not to respond to
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another child’s language. They also may continue to respond in a different
language than their play partner.
The negotiation of play is also important in that what games and fantasies
get played and how they are played is a reflection of the language and skill of the
players as well as the power relationships between the players (Corsaro, 1985;
Sawyer, 1997; Reifel & Yeatmen, 1993). One part of power relationships is
deciding who plays with whom. Corsaro (1979, 1985) describes the process of
access rituals. Children at play will reject play overtures for a variety of reasons.
Access rituals according to Corsaro, are the activities that children use to gain
access to play. If a child selects an ineffective access ritual, then that child may
be more likely to be rejected (Scales, 1996). Other researchers have investigated
how children assert their power in play by testing friendships (Rizzo, 1992) and
by controlling objects and materials in the classroom (Yeatman & Reifel, 1997)
One of the choices children have to make is based on the prestige that
children sense when using languages in school contexts. According to Wong
Fillmore (1991) children from non-English speaking backgrounds are under
tremendous pressure to assimilate to United States culture and learn English.
Children in two-way immersion programs are also aware of the prestige of the
language and the social situations of the speakers of the two different languages.
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These social differences can be a source of conflict in the classroom (Cohen,
1974; Valdés, 1996).
Play and culture
The children in this study reflect a variety of cultures including immigrant
children from Mexico, native born children of Mexican heritage as well as mixed
ethnicity children from European and Mexican American descent. Like many
urban school situations the multicultural nature of the school is an important part
of, and reflection of, the community that surrounds the school. Language and
culture are closely related as Trueba (1993) writes, “Culture and language are so
intricately intertwined that even trained scholars find it impossible to decide
where language ends and culture begins, or which one of the two impacts the
other most” (26).
Children at play reflect the context of where they grow up and the culture
of the people they grow up with. According to cultural-ecological models of
children’s development, culture and play are intertwined in that children’s
physical environment, historical influences, and cultural and ideological beliefs
influence their play (Whiting, 1980; Roopnarine & Johnson, 1994; 2001). One
example is that children’s imaginative play expressions differ across cultures in
theme, content and style (Johnson, Christie, and Yawkey, 1999).
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Play, a dominant activity in all cultures is viewed to be a cause and an
effect of culture. Play is an expression of a particular culture; play is an
important context or vehicle for cultural learning/transmission, as well as
an indicator and reflection of child development (Roopnarine and Johnson,
1994, 5).
Play is a part of United States culture and needs to be understood in particular
contexts in order to see how culture is transmitted. Children’s play will reflect
the interaction patterns of a culture as well as the themes prevalent in children’s
play (Scales, 1996; Genishi & Galván, 1983; Heath, 1983; Delgado-Gaitán &
Trueba, 1991).
Children’s play also will reflect the interaction patterns of a culture in
many ways. Children play out gender roles that differ across cultures (Corsaro,
1988; Lin & Reifel, 1999). Children play out regionally specific themes like
themes from rural areas (Riojas, 1998; Sutterby, 1998). Children from Mexico
will use themes they have encountered in their home context as will the children
from the United States. Children’s play also reflects the culture of mainstream
United States in that television and movie themes are prevalent in children’s play
(Scales, 1996; Orellana, 1994).
In the two-way immersion classroom children will be from different
cultural backgrounds and thus will have different experiences to use in developing
14

their mutual play together. In addition, the classroom itself has its own culture as
the teacher offers different materials and activities for the children to use during
play. A teacher imposed ban on gun play for example would influence how
children play out conflict and control of space in the classroom (Sutterby, 1996;
1998; Johnson, Christie & Yawkey, 1999). In general the culture of the two-way
immersion classroom will combine elements of all the influential parties and the
play of the children should demonstrate how these cultures are combined.
Summary of Play, Language and Culture
Play, language and culture are interrelated. Play is an important aspect of
children’s development in that children learn through play. Play is related to
language in that players create a pretend world using language. Play is also related
to language in that children use language to negotiate and create the play frame
and to interact with other players. Play is related to culture in that children are
both creating and reproducing culture in the ways they interact and the themes of
their play. Language and culture are related in that the ways we express things
are highly influenced by culture and our culture influences how we express
things.
The location of play is also important in that it is part of our institutional
approach to education. The setting and materials available for play impact the
ways and methods of children’s play. Teachers interested in implementing play
15

based programs try to develop a setting which promotes their values on play. The
two-way classroom is a setting for play and the way the classroom is structured
will impact the language and culture of the children in that setting.
Purpose
The primary purpose of this microethnographic study is to answer my
continuing questions about play in the two-way immersion program (Sutterby,
1996; 1998). It is also meant to fill what I believe is a gap in the research. We
have a lot of research on children’s play and some on dual language programs, but
we know only a little about the student to student interactions that are going on in
these classrooms. The essence of this study is to create a better understanding of
how play, culture, language and environment intersect in early childhood two-way
immersion classrooms. Research has suggested that culture, language and play
are related and intertwined together (Yeatman & Reifel, 1997; Riojas, 1998).
Where more research needs to be done is on how these combinations are created
in dual language classrooms.
Researchers and educators have investigated program curriculum and
environment in order to best meet the needs of children in the educational system.
A number of evaluations or products, like test scores, surveys and checklists, can
be compared in order to determine whether a program is successful or not. On the
other hand, looking into the processes of a program can also be a powerful
16

indicator of how the program is working. This investigation looks more into the
process of children’s learning as they use their language and cultural skills to
work together in the classroom.
In addition, the purpose of this paper is to propose a method of
investigation on how cross-cultural and cross-linguistic differences in children
might be negotiated in a two-way immersion classroom. According to Christian,
Montone, Lindholm and Carranza (1997), there is very little research on two-way
immersion education. What research there is usually focuses on academic and
linguistic development or implementation issues rather than social and cultural
development.
Finally, this research will be looking into a specific cultural context for
play. Roopnarine and Johnson (1994) have compiled descriptions of differences
in play and culture from different parts of the world. They suggest that play needs
further study in culturally discontinuous contexts like with immigrant groups
where the child’s family culture does not match the culture of the mainstream. In
addition Roopnarine and Johnson (2001) suggest that play must be studied in the
context in which it occurs due to the influence of parents, teachers, and
caregivers. Slaughter and Dombroski (1989), discuss how play is transmitted
intergenerationally in both continuous and discontinuous contexts. In
discontinuous contexts children are influenced by a number of cultural influences.
17

Corsaro (1985) and Sawyer (1997) aptly show how observation of children in free
play settings allows for better understanding of how children develop social
communication.
Significance of the Study
In order to meet the needs of teachers, administrators and parents
interested in developing two-way immersion programs it is important to know the
processes of these programs as well as the products. This dissertation looks into
the process of two-way instruction and into how that impacts children’s language
choice and identity. The choices that children make about language of play and
playmates will help us better understand how a two-way program is influencing
children. The setting for the study also has a specific impact on the children.
This study also explores the ways that the setting either promotes or discourages
cross-linguistic and cross-cultural interactions. Exploring how the setting impacts
the children will give us a better understanding of what elements are important in
the development of two-way programs.
Definitions of terms
Free play – Although play in classrooms always has some limitations, free
play in this study refers to an extended time period where children have the ability
to come and go as they please in a classroom play situation. Play according to
Rubin, Fein & Vandenberg (1983), is a freely chosen, spontaneous, open-ended
18

and enjoyable. Without any of these characteristics then the activity becomes less
play like.
Two-way immersion classroom – A classroom where the children are
expected to develop bilingually and biculturally. At some point the teacher also
immerses the children in Spanish and English, concurrent translation is not used
(Lindholm, 1990).
Play setting or center – The different areas of the classroom which are
geographically separated and have materials associated with different types of
play (Frost, Wortham & Reifel, 2001). The play settings or centers for this study
include: Housekeeping, blocks, science, manipulatives, computers, sand and
water table, art, writing, game center, and Montessori practical life.
Culture- The shared beliefs, values, practices and institutions of a group of
people (Frost, Wortham & Reifel, 2001).
Play episode – The primary focus of analysis for this study is the play
episode. A play episode is one where players are located together in the same
center and are trying to communicate with each other. According to Sawyer
(1997), “A group play episode is a continuous sequence of play turns among a
group of children who have acknowledged each other and agreed to play
together” (81).
Cognitive play categories based on Johnson, Christie & Yawkey (1999)
19

Functional-Play involving movement for the pure
enjoyment of the activity.
Dramatic play-Symbolic play in which the players create
different roles for themselves and others which is different from
reality.
Construction play- Play involving the manipulation of
materials in a symbolic manner. These materials are put together
to represent some other object.
Games with Rules- Interactive games which have
predetermined rules agreed on by the players. Typical games in
this classroom include Trouble and matching card games.
Social play categories based on Johnson, Christie & Yawkey (1999)
Solitary-The child plays alone without paying attention to
the play going on around them.
Parallel-A child plays next to another child and is
influenced by the other child’s play.
Cooperative-Children work together to create an imaginary
play situation.
Language

20

Codeswitching-When a person uses grammatical or linguistic elements
from two languages in the same linguistic context, in this case English and
Spanish (Becker, 1997).
Official Discourse- Discourse which takes place in the presence of adults
or in organized group activities.
Unofficial or play discourse-Discourse which takes place away from
adults during center time. Gumperz (1976), refers to ‘we code’ as the language of
informal activities while the ‘they code’ is used in more formal settings, usually
business or work.
Pre Language Assessment Scales (PreLAS)-Language assessment given to
the children at the beginning and end of the school year to assess both Spanish
and English language development. The PreLAS is published by McGraw Hill.
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature
Introduction
Several factors are important in the study of play interactions in two-way
immersion classrooms. This review discusses the foundations of two-way
immersion education and how this relates to the implementation of a two-way
program in early childhood. One important element of two-way immersion
programs is language development and the effect the environment has on creating
a positive environment for learning. Two-way programs are also designed to
encourage bilingual development. The development of bilingualism in children is
related to language identity issues and codeswitching.
The second major discussion will be on children’s play in early childhood
settings. Play is a part of children’s development of language and culture. The
environment that children play in has an important influence on what language is
used and how it is used. The culture of children has an important impact on the
way that children play.

Two-Way Immersion Education
We have seen over the last century that children of Mexican origin have
faced many barriers to an effective education in the United States. These barriers
have led to lower educational attainments in many cases for these children (Stein,
22

1985). Hispanic children have drop out rates as high as 50% nationally
(Escobedo, 1993). A number of possible explanations for this have been
proposed over the years from genetic deficiencies to cultural deficiencies to
differences in social class (Valdés, 1997). Although a number of solutions have
been proposed for improving the education levels of Mexican origin children
including bilingual education, the topic remains largely a point of contention
among parents, teachers, administrators and the public in general.
One program that has been implemented since the 1960's in the United
States has shown some success in educating Mexican origin children. The
program known as dual language immersion or two-way immersion mixes
children from two linguistic backgrounds in the same classroom. This program
differs from earlier programs where children from non-English speaking
backgrounds were submersed in English only classrooms where they were left to
sink or swim (Stein, 1985).
Language planning is a key component of two-way immersion programs.
In this type of program the development of both languages is emphasized and
teachers prepare instruction in both languages. In two-way immersion programs
both English and the home language of the children are used for instruction in the
classroom. In addition to using both languages there is an additional requirement
that children learn content through the second language as well (Christian, 1996).
23

Students in these programs have demonstrated positive academic results
(Lindholm & Gavleck, 1994; Cazabon, Lambert & Hall, 1993) strong bilingual
development (Cohen, 1974; Mahrer & Christian, 1993), and positive social and
psychological outcomes (Lambert & Cazabon, 1994; Lindholm, 1994).
Research on children in two-way immersion programs has focused on the
outcomes of the programs rather than on the processes that lead to the positive
outcomes. There is an assumption that the day to day processes of two way
programs will be based on a set of theoretical assumptions on how children best
learn languages (Lindholm, 1990). These foundations allow for a number of
possible variations between programs in the amount of language used in the
classroom, and the way content is taught (Christian et al, 1997). Most programs
attempt to use current research in setting up their programs (Christian, 1996).
Most research to this point has focused on the outcomes of two-way
immersion programs academically or in the different varieties of two-way
immersion programs. The theoretical foundations for success have been based on
research on bilingual education in general rather than on the processes directly
related to the two-way immersion program. Because of the success of two-way
immersion education the number of programs has increased dramatically in the
last thirty years from 4 programs in 1968 to over 260 programs today (Center for
Applied Linguistics). As the number of programs increases the importance of
24

research describing the processes involved in the programs becomes increasingly
important.
Language Development in Two-Way Immersion Settings
All humans develop language, according to Chomsky (Gliedman, 1983),
children have a predisposition to develop language; he says it would be
impossible to keep a child from learning a language. The language that each child
develops depends on the language they are exposed to by their parents, siblings,
relatives, peers and caregivers. Although there is some variance in the rate of
linguistic development; for all children the expectation is that with normal levels
of interaction they will all develop a first language.
For bilingual development the issues are more complicated. Although
internationally bilingualism is the norm rather than the exception; a number of
different factors can influence the proficiency that a person develops in a second
language. Researchers into second language development identify individual
factors like affect, personality and motivation and group factors like culture and
social distance as influencing the level of proficiency attained. Theories of
second language development try to explain the interactions of these factors for
children learning a second language (Richard-Amato, 1996).
According to Wong Fillmore (1989) the foundation of developing a
second language rests on three factors. The first factor is the learner, which is
25

influenced by many individual and group factors including, personality, culture,
motivation and need. The second factor is the setting for language development.
For the purposes of this study the setting is the early childhood two-way
immersion classroom. Although the children came into contact with both
languages in the community and in their own families, the primary focus of this
study is on the influence of the classroom setting on the linguistic development of
the children.
Finally, the third factor is access to speakers of the target language. As
Wong-Fillmore (1989) writes, “learners must be engaged in some sort of social
relationship with people who speak the language. Language is rarely learned-at
least not by children-in isolation” (281). In this setting there were speakers of
Spanish, speakers of English and bilingual speakers. As the children were free to
move during free play they had several hours of access a day to speakers of the
target language. The combination of these factors creates an environment for
second language learning.
Teachers are an essential part of the language environment in the two-way
classroom. According to Wong-Fillmore (1985), teacher talk tends to be most
successful when there is a clear separation of languages, an emphasis on
communication and comprehension, repeated use of dialogue patterns,
repetitiveness and tailoring of language to reflect the level of the listener. In
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addition, Lindholm-Leary (2001), suggests that teachers follow an initiative,
response, evaluation pattern when speaking with children. The initiative is a
question or statement by the teacher. The response comes from the student to the
teachers initiation and the evaluation is some affirmation or negation from the
teacher based on the child’s response. According to Lindholm-Leary, “These
typical three-part dialogues are in fact what make classroom discourse unique
from normal face to face interactions” (2001, 125).
Teachers in two-way programs scaffold language by using classroom
routines and language which remains consistent over the year. According to
Peregoy & Boyle (1999), classroom routines allow for second language speakers
to participate in classroom activities from the beginning of the school year. The
routines benefit students because they save time and energy that can be used for
other activities. In addition, teachers can have classroom activities which increase
in complexity throughout the year.
Teachers in two-way programs also have the decision to make about
whether to elicit responses from the students in the second language. According
to Montegue & Meza-Zaragosa (1999), the teacher can either choose to require
the students to respond in the second language or they can allow them to respond
in their first language even though the teacher may continue to use the target
language. In their study of a two-way early childhood classroom the teacher had
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the pattern of asking the students, “¿Cómo se dice eso en español? (How do you
say that in Spanish?). The expectation was that the children would then respond
in Spanish. The researchers then altered this pattern by having the teacher
discontinue saying, “How do you say it in Spanish?” The students responded by
reverting back primarily to English during instruction. On the other hand a
number of students also were more likely to participate and were more relaxed
during instruction in the second language.
Peers are also an important part of the language environment. The twoway program differs from both the transitional as well as the Canadian Immersion
program in that speakers from both languages are mixed in the same classroom.
The peers in the classroom become part of the environment for language learning
as suggested by Wong-Fillmore (1989). According to Hirshler (1994), these
peers provide linguistic scaffolding to the second language learner as they
develop the language. This linguistic scaffolding involves pointing or choosing
here and now topics to make their language more comprehensible.
The two-way program is a prepared language environment that attempts to
promote bilingualism and biculturalism through mixing speakers from different
linguistic backgrounds and planning the linguistic input in the classroom. The
linguistic input in a two-way classroom consists of the interactions that students
have between each other and the teacher. As the children are frequently hearing
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input in their second language the teacher and peers need to make their language
comprehensible in order for language development to occur (Krashen, 1985).
Language and Identity Development
The rate of language development and the language choices that children
make are highly influenced by many internal and external factors. Although
many factors influence children’s language development two central factors will
be covered for this investigation the first is individual identity and the second is
language power. Linguistic minority speakers are under pressure to assimilate to
the language and culture of the language majority. This pressure is greater for
children who are from working class backgrounds (Cummins, 2000). Children in
these situations have different ways of dealing with this pressure. The child may
choose to resist assimilation or the child may try to assimilate completely into the
culture. Both of these choices can lead to school failure. The first in that by
resisting the culture the child is left as an outcast, the second can lead to school
failure in that the child may lose part of their identity as they assimilate (Wagner,
1991).
Part of the pressure to assimilate comes from language power as expressed
by the school environment. Language power influences children’s choices in that
the dominant language of the larger community often pressures children to choose
the dominant language and reject their first language. According to Cummins
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(2000) school environments often reflect coercive relationships in that children
are expected to learn the dominant language through threats. These coercive
relationships can lead to children deciding to reject their first language or resisting
the dominant language in order to maintain their cultural identity.
The choices that children make about their linguistic and social identity
are very complex. According to Martínez (1998), people in border regions are in
contact with members of the opposite culture frequently. The response that each
person takes toward the other is influenced by a number of factors. Martínez
categorizes the people along the United States and Mexico border under three
labels, Mexican, Mexican-American or Anglo. Under each label Martínez
subdivides these categories under another eight subcategories which reflect
different responses to the other culture. For example, Mexican nationals can fall
under the categories of:
Transient migrants: Migrants passing through the border.
Newcomers: Recent migrants who reflect the Mexican national
perspective.
Settler migrants: Migrants who are planning on staying.
Biculturalists: Mexicans who can function easily in both Mexico and the
United States
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Uniculturalists: Mexicans who live along the border for long periods but
who are unaffected by United States culture.
Binational concumers: Mexicans who come to the border area solely to
purchase American products.
Nationalists: Mexicans who are very anti-American and pro-Mexican in
outlook.
Commuters: Mexicans who live in Mexico and work in the United States.
Binationalists: Mexicans who have strong economic ties to both sides of
the border.
An equally large array of categories is available for Mexican-Americans
and Anglo-Americans. The complexity of defining the linguistic and national
identity of each child in this study is beyond the scope of this paper. However,
the categories suggested by Martínez do reflect the complexity of choices that
children will be making in the two-way classroom in that each child must decide
their orientation toward their first language and culture and how that fits in with
their second language and culture.
The choices that children make are powerfully influenced by the power of
language in the United States. Rodríguez and Trueba (1998) write,
Wrestling with ethnic identity is a daily event that takes many forms. If we
carry the language and ideology from one setting (our home) to another
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(school, or work), we are in trouble. We readily see ourselves as unable to
function and communicate. If we keep these worlds separate, we feel
marginalized in all of these worlds, and not really belonging to any; worse,
we feel that we are betraying one culture any time we switch (43-44).
Although the children in the classroom may not be aware of the
sophisticated choices they are making, they still are under the influence of the
larger societal choices. For linguistic identity a child makes a choice about who
he or she is. Although influenced by essential factors like parents’ influence,
peers and the language of school it is up to the child to decide what language she
wants to speak. Language is of utmost importance for the identity of young
children. Orellana writes, “language choices that are made in play by young
bilinguals may provide a critical window into the process of language acquisition
as identity construction and into the ways in which children reflect, resist, or
reshape the messages they have received about each language and their attitudes
toward each one” (1993, 175).
Griego-Jones (1994) discusses how children in kindergarten in two-way
immersion programs are very aware of how English is the language of the school
and classroom. The children in this classroom felt that English was the language
of school even if this was only implied. The Spanish speaking children made
many more attempts to communicate in English than the English speaking
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children did in Spanish. This may be a consequence of the strength of English in
general. In the Amigos program a similar result was reached when more children
from the Spanish speaking backgrounds felt more comfortable in both languages
than the English speaking children (Lambert & Cazabon, 1994).
Amrein & Peña (2000), also discuss how imbalances in power can be
harmful to children. According to their investigation of a two-way program, a
number of power asymmetries existed in the school which made English the
dominant language despite efforts to balance the two languages. In the two-way
program school they investigated the Spanish teachers were all bilingual allowing
them to code switch with the students which did not occur with the monolingual
English speaking teachers. In addition the percentage of Spanish language
resources like library books was much smaller than the English language
resources.
Children are also receiving messages about Spanish in the classroom. The
society outside and inside the classroom also sends messages to students about the
style and register of Spanish that they use. McCollum (1999) discusses how
students’ vernacular Spanish was devalued by the teachers in a two-way program.
She writes, “Many of the Mexican-background students in this study were in a
double bind in which both their Spanish and English were devalued” (10). The
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devaluation of their language influenced the children to prefer English as they saw
it as more valued by the school and that it offered greater rewards.
The two-way immersion classroom for this investigation reflects an
awareness of the relationships between children’s identity and the relationship
between language and power. However, the children are still influenced by the
powerful impact English has outside the classroom. The choices that children
make about what language to use in their interactions with others are a factor of
the environment of the classroom, the pressure to speak English from the greater
society and their own personal choices about their own identity.
Codeswitching
Codeswitching is an important part of bilingualism and bilingual
interactions, and it has been the topic of research for decades. Codeswitching is a
linguistic feature of bilinguals who for various reasons switch from one language
to the other (Becker, 1997). Codeswitching often occurs based on unconscious
factors where one language is more salient in a particular situation. This often
occurs when particular topics are more frequently discussed in one language over
another (Huerta, 1980). In addition, linguistically there are some turns of phrase
or topics which are untranslatable, this untranslatability often leads to an
unconscious codeswitching situation (Titone, 1988).
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Bilinguals also codeswitch for conscious reasons based on the addressee
and the setting where language takes place (Becker 1997). The status of the
addressee is important in that the person of lower perceived status will switch to
the language of the higher status person (McClure, 1981). The setting also
influences the choice of language, for example, the scholastic setting has
traditionally been seen as an English language environment which leads children
to use English over their first language even when their first language is
understood by the addressee (Redlinger, 1976). For informal settings bilinguals
tend to use their ‘we code,’ while the ‘they code’ is used in formal settings
(Gumperz, 1976). The ‘we code’ is associated with intimacy and solidarity, while
the ‘they code’ is given a higher status (Zentella, 1990).
Codeswitching in the classroom can reflect two important elements. It can
reflect the unconscious choices that children make about language in that they can
choose to say something because it is more salient linguistically or they can
choose to use a particular word or phrase from a certain language because they are
consciously deciding that that language is more appropriate.
Social Development in Two-Way Immersion Settings
One area of special concern is the development of positive intergroup
relations. The development of positive social relations in two-way immersion
classrooms may not occur as expected unless attention is paid to it. Cohen (1974)
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in his analysis of the Redwood California and Culver City California two-way
immersion programs found that if issues of language power in the classroom are
not addressed then it is unlikely that positive interactions will occur. The Culver
City Programs had much greater success in that they worked to balance
differences in language power relationships. Intercultural communication is a
complex process that we only have a small understanding of. Positive social
interactions between children will not happen by chance, they require intervention
by careful and conscious adults.
Recently some researchers have criticized two-way immersion programs
as part of an educational system that has often overlooked the needs of linguistic
and cultural minorities in favor of the non-minority student. Valdés (1997) in her
critique of the program cautions that two-way immersion programs may be used
to perpetuate the lowered educational outcomes of linguistic minority students in
schools. She suggests that intergroup relations will not improve as middle class
students will look down on students from working class backgrounds. According
to Imber and Scheurich (1997) school reform programs that are ostensibly created
to benefit low performing students can be subverted and used to maintain the
status quo. Any reform program that is implemented may be used by parents
from powerful interest groups to continue to funnel funds and resources to their
own children.
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A number of studies have found that children in two-way programs
frequently separate by language group on the playground and in other informal
settings like the cafeteria (Amrein & Peña, 2001). Although children appear to be
willing to interact in classroom settings it appears that when given the choice they
will separate linguistically. Again this is very specific to the personality and
orientation of the child. Hirshler (1994) found that some children were very
comfortable in multilingual settings while others seemed to isolate themselves
into same language groups.
Children at play often prefer to play with children that are similar to them
in characteristics. Children play with children of the same age, of the same
gender, similar language and intelligence and they play with children who are of
the same race or ethnic group. Children are more likely to play and be more
spontaneous with children they know than with strangers (Rettig, 1995).
Although two-way programs can have harmful affects on children,
especially children who speak a language other than English or who lack
resources to influence their education, the positive results so far for this program
across the country in many different settings is encouraging. Continued research
and investigation into these programs should be emphasized in order to keep the
programs focused on positive academic, language and social goals for all
children.
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Early Childhood Education
A second factor that is related to the education of young children is that
nearly all two-way immersion programs educate children in kindergarten or prekindergarten. According to Escobedo (1993), early childhood education is a
critical period for preventing later failure in school. In addition, she writes that
early childhood, “is the period during which important concepts about the world
and lifelong attitudes are developed” (215). Garcia (1986) suggests, that early
childhood programs for bilingual children should have teachers who mediate
instruction for second language learners, use both languages for instruction, and
used content based language instruction. In addition teachers of second language
speakers need to use discourse structures that are based on the child’s culture.
Smreker (2002) suggests that early childhood bilingual programs should
include the cultural capitol of the students who participate in the program. Many
educational settings are based on middle-class ways of knowing which creates a
feeling of ‘otherness’ for children who are not familiar with these funds of
knowledge. A goal of early childhood programs should be to empower linguistic
minority students and by valuing the language and culture of the children in
bilingual programs (Smreker 2002).
Critiques of traditional early childhood programs are also evident. Kessler
(1991) suggests that early childhood programs are often based on Western
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paternalistic foundations, which may be in conflict with linguistic minority
children's culture and background. At times early childhood programs have been
based on a deficit model in that children are perceived to have some ability that
they are lacking which needs to be cured by early education, this deficit model
can be damaging to young children (Riojas, 1998). The importance of research in
early childhood is paramount in order to ensure that programs take into
consideration the needs of young children and are not used to perpetuate lowered
expectations for linguistic and cultural minorities.
Early childhood programs should be designed to meet the needs of the
whole child (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). For linguistic minority children this
means that in addition to meeting the linguistic needs of these children, programs
should meet the cognitive, social and emotional needs as well. Early childhood
programs also need to be sensitive to the cultural needs of these students in that
early childhood programs have frequently alienated children and parents when
they are not adapted to the children’s culture.

Play
Children’s play is an important element in their learning and development.
The children in this program are playing in a school setting which influences their
play. The central focus of this investigation is on children’s social play and
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language. This investigation also looks into the element of culture and how that is
interrelated with play.
Social Development and Play
Previously, maturationist and Piagetian foundations have left us with a
laissez faire attitude toward children's social development. Parton (1932) related
children's social development to maturational stages, which were reflected in the
increasing competencies that children show in social play. Play, according to
Piaget, was more of a reflection of children's development rather than a leading
factor in development. Children passed through universal inalterable stages of
development that reflected a biological change over an environmental change
(Nicolopoulou, 1993).
More recently, practitioners and theorists in early childhood are beginning
to see play through a different lens, a lens based on the writings and theories of
Vygotski and other social constructivists who saw play as an important part of
how children developed. These practitioners and researchers are beginning to
investigate play in new ways that involve how play relates to children's
understandings of adult meanings and culture (Meckley, 1995). Briggs (1992)
presents the idea that the reception of culture by the child is an active process in
that “culture consists of ingredients, which people actively select, interpret and
use in various ways, as opportunities, capabilities, and experience allow” (25). At
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the same time it is individuals working together in the co-creation of meanings
that become our culture.
According to Vygotski (1978), play serves several functions in
development. Play allows children to gratify their immediate desires, play allows
children to negotiate roles and rules, and play allows children to separate actions
and objects from meaning. In the negotiation of roles and rules we see the
importance of social play. Play is "a social activity, which means not only an
interactive one but also a cultural and imaginative one" (Nicolopoulou, 1993, 19).
According to cultural-ecological models of development, influences on children’s
development are bi-directional in that the child influences the environment as the
environment influences the child (Roopnarine & Johnson, 1994).
For this paper I will be concentrating on the idea of negotiation of roles
and rules in play. According to Vygotski, "The imaginary situation of any form
of play already contains rules for behavior" (1978, 94). In play the child cannot
just do as he pleases, instead he must follow a set of hidden rules made up in the
mind of the child and based on the rules for behavior found in the larger social
context. These rules must be followed by the child in order to maintain the
imaginary situation created in play. The hidden rules in play that the child
follows are part of the child's development of self-regulation as the child cannot
remain in play and act on immediate impulse.
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Play is also about players creating a common activity based on common
understandings. Intersubjectivity as described by File (1995) is involved in the
negotiation between play partners as each partner changes their idea of an
imaginary situation to fit the understanding of the other. The ability to create play
situations is an important part in maintaining the play frame. Children come to
the play situation with different ideas, which need to be negotiated.
In negotiating the play situation, players must communicate with each
other in order to set the play stage. Bateson (1955) first outlined how play is
about communication between the play partners. In play, the players must make
assumptions about what is going on in the play situation and negotiate the
meaning of an imaginary situation. In a sense then, play is a form of metacommunication in that children discuss what is not real as if it were real.
Children must give signals to each other which in Bateson’s words say to
their play partners, “this is play” (1955, 119). These play signals can be seen in
primates and other higher mammals in that young lions for example can indicate
that their combat is not for real by the shape of the mouth and positioning of the
body. According to Bateson, biting in these situations is more a symbol of an
actual bite allowing for the idea of the abstraction of combat into an imaginary
situation.
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The view of play as adaptive has changed greatly over the last century.
The theories of Vygotsky, File and Bateson help us better understand the
complexity of children’s play as a social event. As children play together in the
classroom they are involved in communicating with each other. This
communication is based on social rules for behavior and on common language
and understandings between the players. As children play they are learning from
each other accepted ways of communicating with each other during the play
scene.
Play in the Early Childhood Classroom
Free play is often a part of the curriculum in early childhood classrooms.
According to the guidelines of the National Association for the Education of
Young Children (NAEYC), play should be part of programs for young children.
Play is an important part of children's development and should be included in
early childhood programs (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). Van Hoorn, et al
(1999), also see play as a foundation for early childhood education and
curriculum “play is the central force in children’s development. Consequently, a
developmentally based program is a play centered program” (3). If we follow
these precepts than the study of play becomes a key element in understanding the
development of children from different backgrounds in play with each other.
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First, a rapidly growing population of young children from culturally
diverse backgrounds is entering schools. Second, play is a way for children to
learn about the world around them and to learn cultural values. They not only
learn about themselves but also about differences in other people. And finally,
early education programs must work to enhance a positive awareness of
individual differences and cultural diversity as a whole. Play experiences may
serve as an excellent way to help teach children about the differences in other
people and that these differences are not bad (Rettig, 1995, 1).
Play in schools also differs greatly from what occurs in more informal
settings (Roopnarine & Johnson, 2001). The play activities in school are
influenced by the attitudes and beliefs about play that are held by the society and
the caretakers in the school program. Caretakers for school programs influence
the play of children by the materials for play that they make available, the
curriculum for play that they implement and their attitude towards limiting certain
types of play. Early childhood programs can range from a “hands-off” approach
to play to a direct instruction approach (Frost, Wortham & Reifel, 2001).
The choices that the teacher makes about play are an important influence
on the play of children. According to Roopnarine & Johnson (2001), “Children
are more likely to engage in particular forms of play that are supported by the
adults of the culture” (309).

Implementing a program which supports active free
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play is a delicate balance as the teacher makes constant decisions about what play
to support and the materials that are important for play.
Play and Social Development
According to Nicolopoulou (1993), the negotiation of rules between
players is part of the development of culture. To Vygotsky (1978), play was
essentially a social event; the children involved in the imaginary situation play out
cultural roles that are passed down by parents, adults and peers. Play becomes an
instrument of cultural transmission as children develop in a social context
consisting of important adults and peers. This social context transmits cultural
and conceptual systems through the elements of language and communication.
Therefore the negotiation that takes place between the players is part of the
continued transmission of culture.
Research on play and culture has found that the roles and themes of play
differ across cultures (Roopnarine & Johnson, 1994). The importance of adults,
siblings and peers also differs across cultures (Johnson, Christie, & Yawkey,
1999). Play as an element of early childhood education is a part of the
transmission of culture. A number of studies have identified how the themes and
content of children's play differ across cultures (Soto & Negron, 1994; Pan, 1994;
Farver, 1992). External influences like the setting for play, materials available
and the presence of peers lead to changes in children’s play behavior.
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In play, situations involving children from different linguistic and cultural
backgrounds, the negotiation of hidden rules may be enhanced, reduced or limited
to areas where the two cultures intersect. The culture that is transmitted also
might be changed in that one or the other culture might be subverted or the two
cultures may be mixed to form a third hybrid culture. Obviously complex
research will need to be attempted in order to explore what the possible outcomes
might be.
The ways that children learn to interact can have an influence on their
interactions in the classroom. Children who are perceived to be aggressive are
likely to be rejected by potential play partners thus limiting their opportunities for
play (Dodge, 1987). On the other hand, rough and tumble play has been
associated with peer acceptance and popularity (Pellegrini, 1995). A child’s
ability to identify the difference between aggression and rough and tumble play is
an important skill needed for complex social play. Sociometric research on peer
status and interaction styles identifies several factors that are related to how
children become rejected in play situations. These sociometric scales have been
used to relate how many factors might interact to encourage popularity or
rejection in children, some possible factors might include cooperativeness,
parenting style or interaction style (Kemple, 1992).
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One factor that relates to how children might interact is race. Children
being part of the culture that surrounds them are also aware of how race and
prejudice are determined by society. Children are aware of race from a very
young age, children especially children of color are aware that race is part of what
makes them different. According to Banks (1994), race and racism are not fixed
constructs in the minds of children, rather they are flexible beliefs that may
change as the social and historical context changes. Children internalize the
meanings of racism, which in turn shapes how children view the world around
them. Different cultures have different concepts of race, which are socially and
historically determined.
In general the determination of race in the United States is based on the
interactions of African Americans and European Americans. Latin Americans
have also seen the consequences of racism and prejudice in the United States. For
example Stein (1985) discusses how Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans have
systematically been excluded from the educational system. The conflict between
the immigrant identity of Latin Americans also is a source of conflict in the
United States.
Children develop socially through play. They learn the particular
interaction patterns of their peers and learn to react to those interactions. The
experiences that children have during play have an impact on how they learn to
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play and what the content of their play is. The types of play that children engage
in are highly influenced by the setting for play which in this case is the classroom.
The interactions that children have during play are influenced by factors such as
interaction patterns and race and racism in the larger society as well as their own
personal factors.
Play and Culture
Children’s play is directly influenced by their culture. According to
Garvey (1990) “Play themes found in different groups tend to reflect activities
important to the particular culture. The children of Hopi Indian settlements, for
example, conduct pretend rabbit hunts and play at modeling pottery” (97). The
complication for this study is that the identification of the children’s culture in
Ms. Baker’s classroom is wrapped up in a complex set of circumstances, which
could be described as a discontinuous play context (Roopnarine & Johnson;
1994). According to Roopnarine and Johnson a discontinuous play context is one
in which the children have moved from one culture to another. Play and language
are intricately linked, through language children can signal each other that what is
happening it not really real, but pretend (Bateson, 1972). Play can both modify
culture and transmit culture in that a social groups try to transmit values and
beliefs while at the same time these values and beliefs and changeable as different
influences impact the play (Johnson, Christie & Yawkie, 1999).
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Research on play and language usually occurs in situations where children
share the same language (for example Garvey, 1990; Corsaro, 1985; Reifel &
Yeatman, 1993; Sawyer, 1997). Cross cultural research has emphasized looking
at homogenous groups of children who share common backgrounds and language
(Corsaro, 1988). Research which explores children’s play in cross linguistic
situations is not as common. Peregoy (1991) and Ervin Tripp (1991) both try to
define the conditions where children are able to maintain the play situation crosslinguistically. On the other hand, Griego-Jones (1994) and Orellana (1993) both
look at play from the position of how language power in the larger society is
reflected in the play of children.
In describing the culture of the classroom a number of influences
influenced the children’s choice of play themes. Whiting (1980) divides cultural
influences on play into three broad categories, distal influences, environment for
play, and the proximal social networks that children have for play. The focus of
this study was on the environment and the proximal social networks of the
children. Although the proximal influences were most obvious it is important to
mention some of the important distal influences on the children’s culture.
The most obvious distal influence on the children at the school was their
national origin and ethnic background. The children in the classroom I loosely
grouped into three categories based on the children’s backgrounds. These
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categories roughly correspond to the categories Mexican, Mexican-American and
Anglo-American suggested by Martínez (1998). Martínez uses the term Chicano
interchangeably with Mexican-American. I have used the term Chicano instead
of Mexican-American as a representation of the political nature of the
neighborhood. I view Mexican-Americans as people who are relatively
politically neutral and with a strong sense of identification with the United States
and often hostility toward Mexico. Chicano to me represents people who are in
resistance to United States culture and who identify with political leaders like
César Chávez who protest against the power of United States economic interests.
Based on these categories the largest group was heritage speakers of
Spanish. Some in the community self identify as Chicanos others as Hispanics
and still others as Mexican Americans. This group consisted of children who had
parents who had lived in the United States for at least two generations. The
children heard Spanish spoken in the home but who were also heavily influenced
by Southwestern Mexican American culture, they were also long term residents of
the section of the city, their neighborhood had historically been settled by people
of Mexican heritage.
The second category of students in the classroom was recent immigrants
from Mexico. These children had a closer connection to modern Mexican culture.
Several of the children traveled back and forth to Mexico during the year or had
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their parents regularly travel to Mexico. The third group of students was mixed
ethnicity. These children had one Latino parent and one European American
parent. For these children the influences of biculturalism were present in the
homes. They also were very strong English speakers and were most like AngloAmericans in their actions.
According to Garvey (1990) all aspects of language are resources for play.
Language, culture and play are related in that the content of language play differs
across cultures and the interaction patterns of children differ across cultures. Play
and language are interconnected in that in play children learn different aspects of
communication.
Many aspects of culture content are transmitted through play. Opie and
Opie (1957) discuss how children transmit aspects of language from child to child
which they call ‘school rhymes’. Unlike nursery rhymes which are part of the
literary culture that is transmitted from adult to child, children have their own
language that is only meant for children.
This language is made up of poems, tricks, games and songs that are
passed from generation to generation by word of mouth. Often these poems and
songs are scatological and are not meant for adult ears. The content of these
poems make up the foundation of cultural knowledge for children and are a
source of power mimicking and mocking teachers and adults in authority.
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Generations of poems have been passed down from child to child for hundreds of
years in places in England.
Peer interaction skills relate to many areas of a child's future success in
school. Social skills in kindergarten are directly related to future success in first
grade (Pelligrini & Glickman, 1990). However, the social skills appropriate for
one culture may not be applicable for another culture. A very simple example is
the idea of interpersonal spacing. A long history of research has shown that the
appropriate distance between two people in one culture may be different in
another culture (Baxter, 1970). These differences in social distance appear in
even very young children (Aiello & Jones, 1971). The significance of these
differences may relate to how children interact in classrooms and how they relate
to children from other ethnic, racial and linguistic groups.
Rituals are an important part of communication, according to Goffman
(1971) these rituals allow us to access others personal space. These rituals might
include a nod or handshake or greeting. Corsaro (1979) began the study of how
these access rituals are learned. Corsaro discusses how children use different entry
strategies when trying to enter a group of children playing. The learning of these
access strategies is part of cultural understandings.
Access rituals are culturally bounded. The access rituals appropriate to
one culture may not be appropriate in another. Scales (1996) investigated the
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access strategies of an African American child in a primarily European American
setting. She found that certain access strategies were more helpful than others. If
the child used primarily African American dialect he was rejected by his peers, on
the other hand if he used stereotypical superhero roles from television as an
access strategy he was more likely to be accepted. The linguistic cues and access
rituals appropriate in the school situation differed from the boys’ home
environment, which caused conflict in his school interactions.
In another example from Scales (1996) research a pair of females in the
drama corner are playing house. One consistently avoids the play expansions of
the other when they refer to birthday parties and wine. “Closer analysis of the
episode revealed the unique and adroit ways in which the non-responding child,
whose religion forbade celebrating birthdays or drinking wine, managed the
communicative tasks necessary to maintain the activity without acknowledging
the offensive theme expansions” (253). One important factor that might relate to
play between children across cultures is differences in interactional style
associated with cultural factors.
Corsaro (1979; 1985), for example, describes how children's language
affects who gets to enter a playgroup and how play is maintained. He also
identified how children's social interactions relate to social status and rank in play
episodes. Corsaro (1988) writes about how peer culture in the nursery school is
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created by the children themselves. In his analysis of peer culture, Corsaro tries
to understand less how the individual relates to the culture and more about how
children work together to create social meanings through repeated routines. In his
investigation Corsaro studied children from two different cultures and looks for
similarities and differences in how the children interact with each other.
Although his data suggested many themes, Corsaro (1988) primarily
describes two recurring themes in this paper. The first theme he called an
analogous theme, which means that it was a theme consistent across the two
cultures. The second theme was called a divergent theme because features of the
activity differed across cultures.
The first theme was called approach-avoidance and consisted of a chase
game like activity. The children would select a member of the group to be the
chaser and the rest would flee from that child. He found this theme in both the
Italian school and in the American school. Children liked to run from witches and
monsters and they appeared to enjoy the opportunity to be the chaser as well.
The second theme was called protection of interactive space. Although
this theme had similarities across the two cultures, the children's implementation
of the theme had differences. In enacting this theme the children would select an
area for play like the sandbox for example, they would then limit which children
could enter the play space. This theme occurred in both settings, however in the
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Italian nursery school the children would sometimes offer a limited access pass to
the setting that could be accepted or rejected by the child trying to enter the group.
According to Corsaro, these two themes, and how they were played out
consistently by the children, helped children adapt to their social situation and fit
in with the peer culture. The approach-avoidance theme "allows for the
personification of the feared," and leads "to a buildup and a release of tension and
excitement" (7). The protection of interactive space theme allowed children to
control disruptions to their social play. Corsaro theorizes that these two themes
are both examples of children trying to control their lives at school. According to
Corsaro, "the children made persistent attempts to gain control of their lives and
to share that control with each other" (3).
Scales (1996) also discusses how play might be related to cross cultural
understandings in that children who use warrants in play that are not culturally
accepted are more likely to be rejected. This rejection can lead to frustration as
the child may not realize that it is the interaction style that is causing the rejection.
On the other hand research has shown that children may also be of assistance to
each other. It has been found that in two-way immersion classrooms children
provide models and scaffolding for each other's language development (Hirschler,
1994; Peregoy, 1991).
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Play, language and culture are related in many ways. As these factors are
so closely related it is perhaps easier to look at the different components of these
constructs rather than try to separate them out as a whole. Some of the
components discussed in this section include the content of play, the peer
interaction skills, access rituals and ways of controlling space. Children’s
knowledge of these components is an important part of how they learn to interact
in the classroom.
Setting Effect on Play
The materials available for play impact the kinds of play that occur in that
setting. Children prefer to engage in more dramatic play in familiar scenes like
pizzerias, and house centers than in less familiar settings like pharmacies and
hospitals (Howe, Moller & Chambers, 1994). While boys prefer to play in theme
centers like ice cream shops rather than dramatic play centers that are more based
on traditional housekeeping (Dodge & Frost, 1986).
Setting also has an effect on play in that the setting can be more or less
structured for language. According to Peregoy and Boyle (1999), the structure of
the setting can be more or less demanding linguistically. The factors which
influence the participation structure are the purpose of communication,
complexity of talk needed and the importance of the context of the situation
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(Wong-Fillmore, 1985). Peregoy and Boyle relate this to the early childhood twoway classroom:
The participation structure in which a native Spanish-speaking child builds
blocks with a limited Spanish proficient child differs from the
participation structure in which the teacher leads a story discussion with
the whole class. Each generates its own language learning opportunities
as meaning is negotiated, e.g., where to put the next block vs. the question
of whether Goldilocks should have entered the bear’s house when no one
was home. (3)
The setting for play is the classroom. The teacher has included a number
of centers and materials for the children to engage with. She has also created
daily routines for the children to follow and through her interactions she has
taught them ways of interacting with each other. The setting has a great influence
on the ability of children to communicate cross-linguistically because of these
factors.
Play Patterns of Mexican Origin Children
As far as I can tell there is no research on cross-linguistic or cross-cultural
friendships. Most research has focused on children from English speaking
households and upper socioeconomic backgrounds or on describing children from
different cultures and how they play with children in their own culture
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(Roopnarine & Johnson, 1994). Currently there is very little research on the play
activities and interaction styles of Mexican origin children in the United States.
According to Farver (1992) Mexican origin children in the United States develop
similarly to American children and they use similar communication strategies.
On the other hand the children of Mexican origin differed in the thematic content
of their play.
Genishi and Galván (1985) studied children of Mexican origin in play
settings and found that they were aware of social distinctions in play, preferred to
play dominant roles such as mother, teacher and doctor, and they use a variety of
negotiation and enactment strategies. The children in this study also were
involved in that two children were dominant and one was submissive.
Soto and Negron (1994) in a study of Puerto Rican children living in the
United States found that Puerto Rican immigrants made allowances for and
encouraged play in the home. Parents in this study complained about lack of
outdoor play spaces and the safety of children playing outdoors. On the other
hand the children in this study were similar to mainstream children in that they
viewed American television, had similar toys like rollerskates, Legos and Barbie
Dolls.
Riojas (1998), in a study of Mexican origin children in South Texas, found
that the play interactions of working class Mexican origin children in the
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classroom were complex and organized. Her research study contradicted previous
research by Smilansky (1968), which suggested that children from working class
backgrounds had less sophisticated play in comparison to middle class children.
Play interactions in early childhood classrooms involve a number of
complex factors that may not be evident from the limited cross section of the
population that has been studied so far. Adding an additional dimension of cross
cultural and cross linguistic interactions may complicate the processes involved in
play negotiation and maintenance. The children in this study are all at least
partially Mexican oriented and so they will differ more in their level of
assimilation and language ability.
Summary
This section describes some of the important elements and research that
impact this study. First there is a description of the two-way programs, which are
programs that have been successful because of the importance of language
planning and creating a balance between the language groups in the classroom.
The balance of language groups also has had an effect on social development
because children from different language groups are educated together. Many
programs are working on adjusting their program to create positive social
interactions.
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This chapter also discusses the importance of play. Play is related to
language and culture in ways that it is difficult to separate them from each other.
In addition, play is important for social development as children learn ways to
communicate with each other while they play. The communication that takes
place during play is also important as children select play partners and exclude
play partners for various reasons. Play is also important for this study in that it
takes place in the classroom which is an educational context. The educational
context is key in that the teacher is making choices about the setting for play
which impacts children’s play choices. Finally, this chapter describes some of the
cultural influences on the play of Mexican origin children.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
The methodology chapter describes several important elements of the
study. The first section covers the questions to be answered. The second section
describes the specific methods used to collect and analyze data. The second
section also describes my role as researcher in the classroom. Finally the third
section describes the setting for the study.
Questions
The purpose of this microethnographic study (Fetterman, 1989) was to
examine the intersection of play, language, culture and environment. Although a
number of questions could be asked which would reflect these elements, I have
selected three primary questions that best answer these questions in my mind.
The three questions are related to language, themes and settings for play.
1. What language choices do children making during play?
2. How are the cultural themes for play influenced by the cross-cultural
cross-linguistic situation of the classroom?
3. How does the setting of play influence children’s choice of language
and play partner?
First, how is language used by children in a two-way immersion classroom
during play? In answering that question I researched a number of areas that
reflect how language is used in the classroom including looking at how the choice
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of language reflects a child’s identity. The choices that children make about
playmates in a two-way immersion classroom also reflect on decisions that
children are making about language and play. I also looked into how children
modify their language in order to play with others.
Second, how is culture reflected in the themes of children’s play in a twoway immersion classroom? What are the themes for play which were selected by
children and how might this reflect their culture. In addition I identified social
roles that the children selected based on their language choices. Finally, how
does the setting and materials for play influence children’s choice of language and
choice of play partners? How does the setting support or discourage interactions
between children from different language backgrounds?
In order to answer these questions I used traditional and historical
categories of play that reflect aspects of language and culture as a foundation for
analyzing the complex ethnographic data collected for this study. The broad
foundation of research on play and culture has been used to create categories for
investigation that are important in understanding how children relate to each
other. The aspects I investigated include negotiation and language of play
(Corsaro, 1978, 1985; Orellana, 1994; Riojas, 1998), themes of play (Orellana,
1994; Riojas, 1998) and categories and context of play (Piaget, 1962; Parten,
1932; Yeatman & Reifel, 1997)
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Negotiation and Language of Play
The negotiation and language of play are manifested in many ways, for the
purposes of this study negotiation and language were looked at in terms of the
choices children make for which language to use, who they choose to play with
and who decides what is going to be played.
When looking at negotiation and language I looked at the aspects of
1.

Language – What languages are used during play?

2.

Playmates- What playmates do children prefer in the two-way

classroom?
3.

Play conflicts – What is the nature of conflict over language in the

classroom? And how do children work out conflicts in the classroom?
The negotiation of language is an important aspect of two-way classrooms
in that the choices that children make about the language they are going to use
depend on many factors. The environment of the two-way classroom is designed
to promote interactions between children across language groups. The discourse
of the classroom reflects the effectiveness of the environment in influencing
language. As Orellana (1994) suggests, although adults may want to create an
environment which promotes both English and Spanish development, inequalities
may encourage one language over the other.
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Themes
The themes of play are important in that they reflect both the home culture
and the culture of the wider world of school and television. Children may act out
themes from their own like experiences like visiting the ranch or the “pulga” (flea
market) (Riojas, 1998). Children may act out media related themes based on
television and super heroes (Paley, 1984; Orellana, 1994) and themes based on the
thematic unit and materials of the classroom (Johnson, Christie & Yawkey, 1999).
These themes also reflect the experiences of the children and form part of the
common culture of the school (Lin & Reifel, 1999).
The questions I asked about themes cover three categories.
1.

Classroom independent themes – How do children play out their
own experiences in the classroom?

2.

Media categories – How does media and popular culture influence
the children’s play in the classroom?

3.

Classroom dependent categories – How are the literature,
materials, rules and content of the classroom reflected in the
children’s play themes?

These categories are important in that creating a shared theme requires
that all players are familiar with the theme in order to continue and extend the
activity. The experiences that children have become themes for their play. A
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child who introduces a theme which is unfamiliar to the other children may be
ignored or rejected (Scales, 1996). In a cross-cultural context children are
bringing themes from different cultural backgrounds and trying to create a
common cultural understanding.
Context
The context for play is an important element in how children react during
a play situation. The materials available in a setting suggest certain activities like
games or dramatic play. The other children in a setting also form part of the
context as children decide whether they want to play with another child or not.
The presence of an adult in a setting also can influence the type of play that goes
on in a setting.
1. What is the influence of the structure of the activity on cross linguistic
play?
2. What is the influence of the level of interaction required on cross
linguistic play?
3. What is the influence of teachers on the children’s play?
The context of play relates to the types of materials and spaces that
children use for play. Some types of contexts encourage interactive play and
some types of materials and spaces discourage interactive play. Early childhood
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classrooms are usually divided into centers. The centers in this classroom include
10 identifiable centers which were the focus of this study:
Housekeeping
Blocks and small toys
Sand table
Art table
Writing table
Computers
Practical life/Montessori
Science
Math/Puzzles/Manipulatives
Games/Open area/library
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Bathroom

Writing

Sand Table

Art

Science

Montessori

Blocks
Math
Games

Computers

Housekeeping

Figure 2
Classroom layout

The wood working center and the listening center were not included in this
study as initial observations indicated that both of these centers discouraged any
type of communication between players. The wood working center faced the wall
and only one child was allowed to play there at a time. The listening center with
its headphones and tape recorder was not a site of much interaction between the
children for obvious reasons.
The context of play is important in that activities may encourage or
discourage social interaction. Manipulative activities like sand and water play
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and art usually encourage more solitary play (i.e. less language), while blocks and
dramatic play generally require more language and cooperation. According to
Lin & Reifel (1999), materials are important in that they may elicit a number of
different symbolic transformations. In their study, materials were an important
part of the children’s interactions. The toys contributed to the children’s ability to
make symbolic transformations and created opportunities for different types of
transformations. The physical properties of the materials often suggested
different types of transformations. For example play dough could be transformed
into “pancakes”. These transformations are language dependent in that children
need to understand the labeling put on the material in order to continue or extend
the transformations.
The context of play also may affect the cognitive type of play that occurs
in the center. According to Rubin (1977), activities like sand and water
encourage behaviors like functional play, while art activities encouraged
constructive play. Rubin also found that dramatic play and vehicle play
encouraged more cooperative and social play, while sand and water play
encouraged more solitary activities. The activities in the classroom can therefore
support or discourage interactions between second language speakers.
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Language Identity and Power
Finally an additional question emerged during the course of the study and
data analysis. This question has to do with the power of language in the
classroom and the identities chosen by the children which were reflected in their
language choices. This question is also directly related to the language
development of the children in the classroom. The environment created in the
classroom directly influenced the choices that children made about what language
to speak and when. In order to investigate issues of identity and language power I
came up with these questions:
1. How did the children’s language develop over the course of the year?
2. How did the children use codeswitching in the classroom?
3. How did the children use language to control others in the classroom?
This question relates to Amrein & Peña (2001) and Orellana (1994) and
their discussion of how two-way programs may face an uphill battle in trying to
encourage bilingualism in children when English is such an important influence
on everyone in the United States. Ms. Baker tried to create a linguistic
environment that supported Spanish. The success of her program can be seen in
the amount of language which the children learned and the ways they used
language in the classroom.
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Using Ethnographic Methods
In order to investigate the cross-linguistic and cross-cultural interactions
of children I engaged in a yearlong microethnographic portrait of a classroom
which was implementing a two-way immersion program. Ethnography is
especially appropriate for collecting cultural information because the long term
engagement allows for a better understanding of the context of the situation under
investigation. A microethnography looks into a particular situation closely trying
to understand the context of the interactions in that one unique setting. In
interpreting Fetterman (1989), Riojas (1999) writes, “A microethnography is a
close-up view, as if under a microscope, of a small social unit or an identifiable
activity within the social unit” (30). Similar to Riojas this study looked into the
play in a pre-kindergarten classroom as the activity within the social unit.
Although the study continued over the course of a year, there were
basically four identifiable phases to the study, the initial interview phase, an
observation phase, a recording phase and a follow up phase. During each phase
field notes were taken and each phase also emphasized a particular method of data
collection.
Initial Interview Phase
Initial interviews with the teacher in charge of the program began at the
end of the school year 1999-2000. Interviews were conducted with 5 different
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teachers about the types of play that occurred in their classroom. Of these five,
one teacher’s classroom appeared to best fit the needs of this investigation. The
teacher identified by these interviews was Ms. Baker. For the initial interview
with Ms. Baker I spoke with her about how she used play in the classroom and
how she planned for children’s interactions for the program. I followed up this
interview with a member check interview. Based on these interviews I decided
this site would fulfill my objectives for this research project. These objectives
included a two-way program, and a play based program where the children would
be able to choose their own play partners.
Observation Phase
Beginning during the fall of 2000 I visited the classroom weekly taking
notes on the children and the class and school environment. During this period I
looked at the larger picture of what was going on at the school. I also looked at
the classroom in order to prepare for the final phase of my research. I observed in
several of the kindergarten and first grade classrooms as well as in Ms. Baker’s
classroom. For this period I also emphasized my role as volunteer assistant in the
classroom. I would arrive before or during the children’s breakfast where I would
help with opening milk cartons and cleaning spills. This initial phase continued
until the winter holidays.
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It was during this phase that I explained the purpose of my research to the
parents of the children who were going to be the subjects of my observations. I
spoke with each parent at least long enough to explain the study and offered to
answer any questions. I also invited the parents to an informal gathering to
explain the study. Seven mothers came to the informal gathering and Ms. Baker
and I explained the study and again took questions. The questions that they asked
ranged from the best way to learn a second language to the possible negative
influence of the local Spanish. The parents seemed enthusiastic about the study
from their questions.
The initial phase served several purposes. First, I was able to learn the
class routines and I got to know both Ms. Baker and the children well enough for
them to be comfortable with my presence in the classroom. Second, I was able to
identify and prepare the technical aspects for recording the children during play.
Finally, I was able to practice my observational techniques which I would use
during the recording phase.
Recording Phase
The recording phase was designed to gather linguistic evidence in context.
Field notes were taken as the children played in addition to recordings. As Reifel
and Yeatman (1993) suggest “Both action and talk must be considered when we
assess children’s play” (169). I recorded the fieldnotes in notebooks. The
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fieldnotes consisted of notes on the actions that occurred during play, suppositions
on the emotions of the children, which were reflected during play, as well as other
contextual elements which may have influenced their play. These field notes
were later transcribed into Microsoft Word files.
Similar to the observation phase, I participated in many of the classroom
routines as I had before. During group time, outside free play, lunch and other
non-free play activities I would work with the children or assist the teacher and
teacher’s assistant. During the day my role varied from zipping jackets, to cutting
materials for the art center or setting up paints. The children during these times
treated me as another adult. As there were a number of other adults engaged with
the children they appeared very accustomed to engaging with many different
adults. In taking the role of an adult in the classroom I was at times called on to
assist in more formal ways. For example, when the assistants were having a meal
together during the holiday Ms. Carmen asked me to fill in for her in the
classroom, which I gladly accepted. On another occasion Ms. Baker was absent,
on that day I read stories to the children during their ESL time as the substitute
was uncomfortable using English in front of the children.
For the free play activities I would assume a different role in the
classroom. During center time I would wait until the children had moved to the
centers and then I would take a small chair and my microphone and I would sit
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near where the children were playing at a particular center. I would place the
microphone close to the children without getting it in their way. During these
times I would have limited engagements with the children. These engagements
were generally answers to questions or for assistance with classroom materials. If
all the children left a center I would move to another center. This was quite easy
as the microphone was very portable.
The recording phase continued through the spring semester up until the
end of the school year. The recording phase served the important purpose of
gathering actual observations of the children in a formal manner. It also helped
me to begin to formulate questions based on the ongoing observations.
Follow Up Phase
The follow up phase began over the summer and continued through the
fall. During this phase I transcribed notes and recordings and analyzed the data. I
also spoke with the cooperating teacher several times on the phone to discuss the
ongoing study and met with her one time formally to discuss her interpretations of
the data. This phase served as a member check with Ms. Baker.
Data Collection
Data collection took several forms, which consisted of in the words of
Harry Wolcott, “borrowing ethnographic techniques” (1999, 42). Although not a
pure ethnographic study in the sense of an anthropological study, traditional
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qualitative methods of data formation were used. The three primary methods of
data collection involved taking field notes, formal and informal interviews and
audio recordings of the children’s play. In addition I took a role as a participant
in the classroom becoming a participant observer.
Field Notes
Field notes were taken at many times during the day. Formal
observational notes were taken of the children during center time. These, formal
field observation notes were taken as the children were playing; I recorded their
actions, snippets of conversations and observations and interpretations of play.
Observation notes were also taken of children’s outdoor play, during large group
time and participation in non-play activities like field trips and during story time
at the library. I would write these notes during breaks from participating in class,
during lunch or at home as I reflected back on that day’s observations.
For many of these notes, I often sat at a table watching Ms. Baker singing,
dancing, or reading with the children. At these times I would take out my
notebook and record thoughts and observations of the children, hoping to gather
some of the context that would then be reflected in their play during their center
time.
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Formal and Informal Conversations
The initial interview with Ms. Baker took place in late May in her
classroom. The previous school year had just finished and so Ms. Baker was
cleaning up the classroom, storing materials in boxes and finishing year end
paperwork. Before the interview I showed Ms. Baker the list of prepared
questions I was interested in discussing. After she was acquainted with the
questions I turned on a tape recorder and started the interview. Following the
transcription of the interview I called Ms. Baker and member checked with her to
discuss the major themes of the conversation. Ms. Baker also reviewed the scripts
used as data for this study. She and I discussed the translations as well as the
possible interpretations of what the children were doing.
This was the only formal interview of the study. Once this phase was
completed I continued to discuss the study and observations of the children with
Ms. Baker. I spent the afternoons after school and lunch in informal conversations
with Ms. Baker about the events of the day. I would describe an event between
the children that appealed to me and she would comment on it. None of these
conversations were recorded, instead notes on these commentaries were added to
the field notes. In describing her relationship between herself and her
collaborator Martha George, Goldstein writes of her method, “I eschewed the
standard data gathering interview in favor of more conversational interactions, as
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we engaged in daily debriefing-style informal discussions throughout the period
during which I participated in her classroom” (1997, 33-34).
These informal discussions would often send me on different directions or
would provide insight into a particular event that might be puzzling. I also spent
time in informal conversations with the other early childhood teachers, the
principal of the school and parents of the children. Again these conversations
were added to the notes and were treated as informal conversations rather than
formal interviews.
Recordings
In describing the importance of language “language is a key to
understanding meaning because it is both primary tool by which human beings
negotiate divergent points of view and construct shared realities and the primary
tool by which children gain entry into the interpretive frameworks of their
culture” (Gaskins, Miller & Corsaro, 1992, 13).
In addition to the field notes audio recordings of the children’s play were
collected in a similar method used by Sawyer (1997). An AKG microphone was
placed on a microphone stand directed at the children’s play. The height of the
microphone stand was set at the level of the children’s faces in order to best
gather usable recordings. The classroom centers were relatively small and were
well defined by the use of shelves, which created visual boundaries and marked
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the edges of different centers. This allowed the microphone to be placed within a
few feet of the children playing. The microphone was connected by a long cord
to a Beringer mixing board and then to a Radio Shack tape recorder which were
placed in an unobtrusive location. This allowed the microphone to be moved
quickly if needed to a location closer to a group of children.
The microphone and tape recorder were introduced to the children before
recording. I demonstrated the functioning of the tape and microphone, and I
explained that I would be writing down what they were doing. Then I had the
class sing a song and recorded it, afterwards when I played it back the children
laughed. After demonstrating the equipment to the children, I explained the
importance of not disturbing the equipment. The class had a symbol for items
which were not to be touched which was a picture of a hand crossed out and the
words “No tocar” (Do not touch) on it.
The introduction of the microphone was interesting for the children for the
first few days. On March 1st, while observing in the block corner, several
children came up to observe me observing them. They also took different
attitudes toward the microphone. Aime took a moment to sing into the
microphone, while Javier and José had a discussion about the rules of the
microphone.
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José (to Javier): La mano dice, “no tocar.” ¿verdad? (The hand says,
“don’t touch, right?)
Javier (to me): No toques. ¿verdad? (Don’t touch, right?)
I replied by nodding. Obviously, introducing any type of observation into a
situation alters the situation and this was no different.
Over the course of the observations Aime remained attracted to the
microphone, taking moments when I was observing the other children to sing into
the microphone as if she were a four year old pop star. I usually had to call her
name or shake my head at her to get her to stop, and she would stop quickly and
move on to another activity. As the microphone did not produce any sound it
mostly would be no more than a prop for her singing play.
My presence often drew the attention of children, especially if they were
between activities and looking for someone to interact with. When this occurred I
would respond with a short phrase or nod, and then begin writing again. The
children would also pay attention to the activity in the center that I was observing,
so we would watch the activity in the center together. In general, I tried to be as
boring as possible in order not to draw too much attention to myself.
Participant Observer
There are many perspectives on the role of participant observer. Wolcott
in commenting on the role of the participant observer, “As a general guideline, it
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seems preferable to stay on the cautious side, becoming only as involved as
necessary to obtain whatever information is sought” (48). Corsaro (1985)
suggests that the children should not see the researcher as a parent or teacher so
they will not suppress their play. He suggests that the adult should try to become
a part of the children’s peer culture rather than as an adult who tries to influence
play. Sawyer (1997), on the other hand suggests that as an observer he was acting
as “a fly on the wall” (58). He claims that, “I believe that I acquired natural play
interaction” (58), because his presence did not affect the play since the children
eventually ignored him.
As an early childhood teacher and parent I would suggest that I also
sought ‘natural play interactions.’ However my perspective differs from Sawyer
in that I feel that in a classroom children expect adults to be around and to
influence their play so the ‘natural play interactions’ are ones that are already
manipulated by adults. A classroom usually has teachers, teacher’s assistants,
parents, administration and custodians passing through and participating all the
time. Adults appear to influence play because the children already are aware of
the presence of adult in the classroom and act accordingly. In my approach to
observation I do not see my role as that different than Corsaro’s or Sawyer’s,
except that I do see my role in the classroom as a natural one. Thus the play
proceeded the way it did because I was part of the environment. Ms. Baker’s
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classroom was very busy, in addition to Ms. Baker and Ms. Carmen there were
other frequent visits from student observers and their mentors, the school nurse,
and others in addition to my regular visits.
Taking a role as an observer and participant in the classroom requires that
the observer consider how and when to interact with the children during the
activities. In reflecting on my role in the classroom I carefully considered the role
I would take. I do not think a person can enter a classroom and observe children
without altering the situation. As Garvey suggests during a study of children’s
play, “The availability of adults had restricted the children’s conversation with
one another” (1990, 12). They found the children would interact with the adult
rather than the child in many situations. Children are very aware of adults and
they respond to adults in many different ways. Often children seek the attention
and approval of adults during play. At times a child will avoid an adult in order to
engage in illicit play. At other times a child will intentionally misbehave in front
of an adult in order to get a reaction. All of these are normal responses to an adult
observer. Children will act very differently in response to the presence of adults,
and for children a school play situation is very different than one engaged in at
home with a sister or brother or in the presence of parents.
Awareness of the affect on children offers the participant observer the
opportunity to take a different response to viewing the affect of the observer on
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the situation. In order to give myself a foundation for determining how and when
to intervene in the classroom I felt that the best solution was similar to the saying,
“The best way to hide a tree is in a forest.” For myself this means the best way to
hide an adult in a school is to act as a teacher or teacher’s assistant would. As a
former teacher of young children I was most comfortable with a role where I
would act as a teacher’s assistant. As a teacher’s assistant I would interact in
ways that children would expect me to act. They would expect me to enforce
rules, intervene in situations of conflict and generally be helpful.
To Intervene or Not
As an adult in the classroom I felt it was important to maintain that role
for the children. This led me to intervene in the classroom. Although this may
not be erring on the side of caution as suggested by Wolcott (1999) I found these
interventions appropriate and helpful in the classroom. These interventions
tended to occur in three different situations. First, I would intervene to stop
children from directly misbehaving in front of me. Second, I would intervene if I
needed to provide a small service to the children. Third, I would intervene if a
serious disagreement occurred. Awareness of my role in the classroom also
reveals upon reflection that all of these interventions are self-serving in that by
intervening in some situations or choosing not to intervene in others I was often
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able to get access to more play situations and keep play situations going in order
to gather more data.
If the children were obviously behaving in unsanctioned ways in the
classroom, for example throwing or breaking toys, I would intervene and state the
rule in a way that was similar style to what Ms. Baker or Ms. Carmen would. I
would say to Jaime on several occasions, “Tenemos que respetar los materiales.”
(We need to respect the materials.) My first role in the classroom was to be a
responsible adult. By observing the activity and not intervening I would tacitly be
sanctioning this type of behavior. Therefore I felt it was important to intervene in
this situation.
I also intervened by being aware when children needed assistance in the
classroom. I zipped up the pink and red dresses in the house corner on a number
of occasions. I would supply paper and open stuck glue bottles when ever these
services were needed. As a responsible adult I was part of the smooth functioning
of the classroom. Doing these minor services for the children facilitated their play
and allowed Ms. Baker and Ms. Carmen to focus on the activities they were
involved in.
Finally, I intervened in situations where a major disagreement had
occurred and I felt that the children needed a mediator. With a minor
disagreement, over a toy for example, I would usually watch and not intervene.
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At times this made me uncomfortable. As a former teacher I was used to
intervening in play on a regular basis. It was difficult not to step in and offer
solutions and extensions for children’s play.
There were situations where I did step in and help children negotiate a
solution. I would do this intervention to help keep the play going, which
indirectly served my purpose of observing children’s interactions. In one
situation during a card game the girls were in disagreement over the direction of
play. I gave a solution which was to arbitrarily select a direction for play. The
girls accepted my intervention and play continued. If I had not intervened in this
situation the play may have disintegrated or the girls may have worked out a
solution.
In most situations I intervened less than what I would have if it were my
own classroom. In my own classroom I would offer suggestions for play, give
children advice for extending their play and I would help negotiate differences so
that children who had difficulty in play would get a chance to participate. Several
times I found myself with the solution to a disagreement on the tip of my tongue.
I would then watch as the play fell apart knowing if I had stepped in the play
might have continued, although frustrating I had to make many on the spot
decisions about whether to intervene or not, sometimes it worked out and
sometimes it didn’t.
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In some ways my general lack of intervention in negotiations helped
maintain the play. One of the rules of the classroom was that the number of
children allowed in a center was limited, and all children in the center needed to
be wearing an official necklace for that center. If they left the center they were
supposed to hang up the necklace. If a child entered a center without a necklace I
would let the other children in the center arbitrate that situation. Inevitably
someone would notice the interloper and tell him to leave. The player would then
have to leave the area or he would be made to leave by one of the teachers in the
classroom. Because I liked to see different combinations of children playing I
conveniently ignored this blatant rule breaking mostly because it served my own
purposes. If the child turned to me to intervene I would often just look at them for
a few seconds to see if they were concerned enough to pursue the issue. In most
cases the children would go to Ms. Carmen to get her to intervene. Ms. Carmen
was very reliable in that she would immediately correct any breaking of
classroom regulations. I believe my lack of responsiveness encouraged the
children to turn to her and allowed me to remain neutral.
My final main area of intervention in the classroom was through my
conversations with Ms. Baker. During lunch or after school I would often discuss
the things I would see during my observations. I might mention that some child
had used Spanish for the first time during play or I would talk about an interesting
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play theme the children had engaged in that day. Ms. Baker would often give me
additional background about the child at the time, like in many cases we talked
about Alejandra because of her recurring difficulties in playing.
In these discussions Ms. Baker would often comment that she was
planning to discuss the issue during whole group time during the afternoon. For
example one day Jaime and Javier were arguing over who would get to use some
new police cars in the block corner. Jaime instead of offering to share demanded
all of the cars. In my typical fashion I offered to hold the cars until the boys came
up with a solution. Jaime instead of offering to negotiate instead threw a tantrum
and Javier began apologizing for even desiring to play with the cars in the first
place. Javier then offered to let Jaime have all the cars. When I mentioned this to
Ms. Baker, we discussed the power that Jaime had over many of the children
through his use of tantrums. As Ms. Baker and I talked about this she decided to
talk to the group about the general classroom rules about sharing. If I had not
observed this situation and Ms. Baker remained unaware of it then perhaps she
would not have had this discussion with the children.
I also intervened with Ms. Baker in that I would request that she have an
additional play time so that I could get additional recordings for my data. On
several occasions the morning play situation would be interrupted by an assembly,
a visit to the library or a visit from a group of teachers from Honduras. Ms Baker
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would then cancel the mid afternoon activities in order to give the children a
chance to have free play. This allowed me to gather data during atypical play
times.
Analysis of Data Sources
Field Notes
Field notes were collected in bound volumes of ruled paper. Notes on
notes were recorded in the margins and following a days observations. The notes
recorded the presence of children who may not have been audible on the tapes.
From these notes I charted the typical playmates in the classroom. These notes
were transcribed following the initial session into Microsoft Word files and
additional notes were added.
Recordings
Over the course of the spring semester I observed and recorded 47
different sessions. The length of the play sessions varied from as short as 15
minutes for a session that was interrupted by being called to an assembly, to one
session which took place just before the break for spring vacation which lasted
one hour and 20 minutes. The morning sessions typically lasted 45 minutes,
while the afternoon sessions lasted between 30 and 40 minutes. Between
afternoon and morning sessions there was a total of 32 hours of recordings.
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Transcriptions
The recordings were transcribed along with the field notes to determine
speakers along with indications of who was present in each center during the
conversation. The field notes were also used to determine who was speaking to
whom and which children remained silent while in the center. Children who were
audible but not part of the center were also transcribed, these conversations were
marked within the transcripts as being from a separate area. Transcriptions scripts
that were used for the study were reviewed by Ms. Baker and two other bilingual
individuals with experience in early childhood and bilingual programs. The
translations were discussed as well as interpretations of the children’s actions.
Analysis
Following the transcription of the recordings and field notes an Excel File
was created to track the children’s movement from center to center, the children
who were present in the center during the conversation and the primary language
used by the child during the conversation. The analysis was broken down by play
episode. A play episode began when two players initiated a play event. The
initiation may have been verbal in which the player would say something like “Yo
quiero jugar,” (I want to play) or the event may have begun when the player just
stated a role like “I’m the Mom.” The episode continued until a new player
arrived, or one of the players left. As Sawyer (1997) suggests, “Whenever the
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group composition changes, the group episode terminates, and a new episode
begins” (82).
As players arrived and left a play situation a separate play episode was
designated. Although the theme may have continued with the addition or loss of a
player, the arrival or loss of a player often presented the players with the
opportunity to switch languages. As the players rarely switched languages during
the same play situation this was determined to be the most reflective method of
evaluating the play episode. For each center a list of children was created that
played in that center. The groups that played together were recorded to identify
patterns of play partners and to identify who was most likely to play with whom.
This analysis was also used to indicate children’s preferred playmates and
play language. Based on these conversations the children were classified into 5
categories depending on the frequency of each language they used during play.
Although all of the children used both languages at least once, the predominance
of their language was used as the determiner of category. The “categories of their
language use” only reflects their language use during play. Many of the children
used Spanish for the large group activities conducted by Ms. Baker while they
rarely used Spanish in the play contexts. Other Spanish dominant children may
have used more English during their ESL time but this also was not considered in
their categorization.
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Table I
Categories of language use in the classroom
Rarely Some
used
English,
English Mostly
Spanish

Some Spanish,
Mostly English

Frequent use
of both
languages
(Bilingual)

Rarely used
Spanish

Setting
The setting was extremely important in identifying how the play evolved
over time. The cultural elements of play reflect the distal and proximal influences
on children. The important influences on the children’s play and language
include the community, the school, the two-way program, the teacher and
teacher’s assistant, the classroom and the children themselves.
Community
Drake Elementary is literally on the other side of the tracks, located a few
miles from the center of a central Texas city. The last ten years of economic
growth in the United States has not made much of an impact on the area around
the school. To get to the school I daily drive down a busy commercial street. An
inventory of local businesses would show auto body repair and used car lots,
pawn shops, fast food restaurants, a Handy Andy Grocery store and a couple of
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taco stands. In between the businesses are vacant lots and several of the buildings
are boarded up and graffitied. A few patches of sidewalks exist, but mostly there
is long grass and broken concrete driveways.
When I initially proposed this study, a person familiar with the area
around the school warned me that I might be at risk entering the neighborhood as
an unfamiliar stranger. I was aware on a couple of occasions of standing out as
the only non-Latino, however I never felt unsafe or uncomfortable. Although the
neighborhood had a history of crime and gang related activity, according to Ms.
Baker the closing of a federal housing project to the south of the school had
reduced the level of crime in the area significantly.
Turning into the neighborhood of the school, off the main commercial
street there is very little traffic. There are mostly small wood frame or stucco
houses, which date from the 1940’s and earlier. A few are well painted with
gardens and lawns, others are not. Most houses have a fence either chain link or
iron rod, which extends around the house to the front of the yard along the
sidewalk. A gate usually opens to allow cars to get to the driveway. Many of the
students come from these houses. When the class took a walk in the
neighborhood some of the children pointed out their houses to me as we walked.
Other students lived in the large apartment complexes along General MacArthur
Street which is a busy street a few blocks from the school.
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The majority of the people who live in the neighborhood are low to middle
income. Nearly all are Latino, most of whom are Mexican American and have
lived in the area for several generations, many identify themselves as Chicanos.
There is a parade in honor of César Chávez every year and there is a Chicano arts
center which sponsors local arts groups, poetry readings and low-rider car shows.
A sizable minority of the people in the neighborhood are more recent immigrants
from Mexico. Spanish is common, most of the signs in stores and along the
commercial streets are in both Spanish and English, and I hear a mix of Spanish
and English in the businesses around the school. Spanish language and bilingual
newspapers and magazines can also be found in the neighborhood stores.
Typical of working class neighborhoods there are a number of groups
working in the neighborhood to assist the people who live in the community
around Drake Elementary. Churches, local universities, city, state and federal
programs exist to offer programs of various types. Many of the groups were
active in organizing the families around the school politically. The Mexican
American Legal Defense and Education Fund as well as the Union of
Communication Workers for example, were active in the community, and parents
from the school district traveled to Austin to lobby the legislature.
Finally, one of the most important community influences on the school
was the local interfaith alliance between religious organizations and the schools.
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The interfaith organization worked to organize the parents to develop the two-way
program. This organization worked to keep parents informed and provided an
important influence separate from the school and district organization.
Drake Elementary School
Drake Elementary is a two-story brick building. In front and back are
black topped parking areas. Pressed up to the sides of the school are tall chain
link fences that protect the back yards of the houses to the sides of the school.
There are a few portables, one for the parent workshop and a couple for the 3 year
old classes. Also in front of the school is a medical clinic, which provides
services for people from the neighborhood. A row a wood boxed garden plots
was also located in front of the school. In the spring the pre-kindergarten and
kindergarten classes each planted large gardens of flowers and vegetables. By
late spring the students got to eat many of the vegetables from the gardens.
Inside the school is bright and displays of children’s work cover the walls.
A staircase takes students to the second floor, which is covered with a large
banner trumpeting the school Recognized Status on the Texas Assessment of
Academic Skills (TAAS) from 1998-1999. The year I worked in the school the
school moved up to TAAS Exemplary Status which made the principal and staff
very proud. The school also received 5 stars, the highest possible rating, in the
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Texas Monthly (2001) rating system. Because of the success of the school,
groups often visited the school from neighboring schools and districts.
The school was also the focal point for a number of local groups. Arts
groups taught music and dance after school. One large closet near the staircase
was filled with brightly colored dresses for the students who participated in the
Ballet Folklorico. A local university also sent their students to work and observe
in the classrooms. The gardens in the front of the school were installed and
maintain by the local agricultural agency. When I first went to visit the school the
principal mentioned that she was concerned that the number of comings and
goings of visitors might be interrupting the classrooms. At times while I was
observing there were as many as 5 adults in the classroom including myself.
Ms. Gámez, the Principal, was a first year principal at the school. She was
the third principal in 4 years. The other principals had either moved up into
higher administration or retired. Ms. Gámez was bilingual, speaking both Spanish
and English at parent meetings. Her staff was experienced and many had been at
the school for several years. The teachers in the bilingual program were either
from Central or Latin America or were second or third generation Mexican
Americans or Chicanos with the exception of Ms. Baker who was the only Anglo
among the bilingual teachers.
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The school had a number of characteristics which I noted which reflected
the culture of the school and affected the children. One characteristic was that the
district had instituted a uniform policy, which at Drake Elementary consisted of
white shirts and khaki or navy blue bottoms. The students consistently wore their
uniforms to school, except for days when they got to dress up in different clothes,
like on picture day. These days were always a little surprising to me as the
children would show up in bright colors in place of their somewhat drab uniforms.
The school uniform policy was not strictly enforced and so on occasion children
would wear jeans and t-shirts to class.
The income of the students reflected the low to middle income of the
neighborhood. Because so many of the students qualified for free lunch the
school had a free lunch program for all of the students. Many brought quarters to
school to buy juice or crackers from the cafeteria. The students also received free
breakfast, which Ms. Baker served in the classroom. The children usually had
cereal and toast as well as milk and juice to drink. I enjoyed this time of the
morning as the children were often quite vocal during this informal social
situation.
The Two-Way Program
The year I spent in the school was the third year of implementation of a
federal Title VII grant to institute a two-way program. The first year the school
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had implemented the program with pre-kindergarten, kindergarten and first, the
original first grade class was in third grade the year I observed. A few plans had
been made to implement the program into the junior high school but that was still
in the developmental stages. The program was currently being implemented as a
strand within the school although plans were being made to make the program
school wide.
The program was a 90-10 model. The teachers in pre-kindergarten would
only speak Spanish to their own classes and in the afternoon they would switch
classes for a half hour of English as a Second Language time. Ms. Baker also had
a full time teacher’s assistant who stayed in the class most of the time. The
teacher’s assistant was born and raised in the area around the school and spoke
Spanish fluently.
The program was also designated as a magnet program in that students
interested in attending the school from areas outside the school’s neighborhood
boundary could enter the school. Two of the students in Ms. Baker’s class,
Wendy and Sandra came to the school because of the magnet status of the
program. Ms. Baker preferred working with the children from the neighborhood
and was a little wary of the magnet part of the program. She says, “I see affluent
whites flocking to public schools for the two-way program. But what needs to
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happen is to achieve not just educational goals, but social justice and economic
ones as well.
Teacher
The teacher, Ms. Baker, really set the tone for the program with her
manner and experience. Ms. Baker was a European American from Minnesota
who had spent several years living and working in Mexico. She was an
experienced teacher having over 10 years of experience in the classroom as well
as a master’s degree in bilingual education. She spoke native like Spanish
although influenced and accented by her first language in tone and method of
speaking. She was comfortable enough in Spanish to write and read poetry in
Spanish, which she did frequently.
Ms. Baker was very committed to the program having been a part of the
implementation of the program 3 years earlier from and she had enrolled her
daughter in the program as well. She said in an interview with a local paper, “I
feel so wonderful when I see the neighborhood kids being looked up to from other
kids in town. I’ve seen these bilingual kids with skills being rewarded for it.”
Ms. Baker was very active in the community, participating in local arts
organizations. She was familiar with the area around the school, frequenting local
restaurants and flea markets. She organized a poetry contest at the district level,
which was covered by the local newspaper and television stations. She was also
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interviewed by local newspapers who were interested in the two-way program.
She frequently mentioned the importance of empowering the local community
and children and this was reflected in the curriculum of the classroom. Decisions
were made based on elections, with the children making suggestions and then
having the children decide by raising their hands.
Two important features of Ms. Baker’s curriculum were the emphasis on
social justice and the importance of the children’s own experiences. She
addressed these features through elements; curriculum and language. She would
often encourage the children to resist elements of United States culture, for
example on a field trip around the neighborhood she encouraged the children to
patronize a local Tex-Mex restaurant owned by a community activitist over the
McDonald’s the was next door.
Ms. Baker also advocated for social justice in the school as well. At one
point the local curriculum committee was working on the Social Studies
curriculum for the school and they suggested an extensive unit based on
“Westward Movement.” This unit was going to emphasize how Anglo-American
pioneers moved west and the advantages this brought to the United States. Ms.
Baker spoke out at the curriculum meeting against this idea, she opposed this
curriculum because it did not represent the experiences of the children in the
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school and the children at the school were part of the people negatively affected
by the arrival of the Anglo-Americans.
In response she wrote a poem called, “Westward Movement,” which she
read at a local poetry reading. The poem, spoken from the voice of a child,
represents what that child might think about the unit.
Westward Movement begins:
Mi ticher me dijo que ya ‘tamos aprendiendo algo nuevo que se llama
Guesguorc múmen. Guesguorc múmen se llama y pues no sé que es eso.
Dice la Mis que antes no había nada por aquí donde vivimos en el
Westside.
(My teacher told me that we are learning something new that is called
Westward Movement. It is called Westward Movement and I don’t know
what it is. The teacher says that before there was nothing here in the
Westside where we live.)
Later in the poem Ms. Baker expresses part of her philosophy of how
English is part of the oppressive language for students.
Lego mi maestra me dijo que los señores blancos del Guesguorc múmen,
los que vinieron en sus campers, dice que ellos hablaban inglés y por eso
hay que aprender inglés.
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(Then the teacher told me that the White men of Westward Movement, the
ones that came in their campers, they spoke English and that is why we
have to learn English.)
For Ms. Baker, the school was not necessarily a safe place for her students
in that they would find their language and culture assaulted while they were there
and that at least for her class she would be able to protect them.

She worked in

what Constantino and Faltis (1998) call the ‘resistance zone’. The resistance zone
is the area that teachers create to subvert the dominant scripts. To protect the
students Ms. Baker worked to create an environment where the language and
culture of the students were present in the everyday activities of the classroom.
She used elements of the children’s everyday culture in the displays of the
classroom like the local grocery stores and businesses. She did this rather than
emphasize an exotic culture, perhaps based on Spain or rural Mexico, which were
exotic cultures for the children.
Ms. Baker’s curriculum was theme based, during the course of the year
there were themes of community helpers, transportation, buildings, food, animals,
and holidays. These themes were reflected in all of the centers of the classroom.
Each theme also had a field trip designed to emphasize the topic. The students
took trips to the post office, the local cemetery, the HEB grocery store, and the
zoo, in addition to regular trips around the neighborhood to look at houses or to
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visit local restaurants. I attended several of these field trips. Many of the parents
also attended the field trips as well, the trip to the zoo for example was
accompanied by 14 parents. My sense was that the parents were comfortable in
these situations and felt welcomed and part of their children’s education when
they could visit local sites with their children.
Ms. Baker’s approach to using language in the classroom was to speak
Spanish with the children on all occasions. She felt that the language of the
students was an important part of the program. She said in an interview:
The raising of the status of Spanish in a public institution is a great step
forward for the Spanish speaking of this community. When the child gets
the message that the experience is valued by others, especially by the
school, it’s saying to the child, ‘the names you bring to me for what you
see happening around you are accepted and powerful.’ When the message
gets through in early childhood it gives a lifetime sense of empowerment.
On the other hand, she accepted children’s responses in English and
responded to them in Spanish. She thus modeled for the child while at the same
time accepting their attempts to communicate. She felt this was part of validating
the experiences of the children. Ms. Baker did not do a great deal of elicited
response with the children. Calendar time for example was expected to be done
in Spanish and the responses offered by the children were expected to be in
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Spanish. Since this activity was done nearly every day the children had plenty of
practice in this area.
Ms. Baker was an essential part of this study. She prepared the
environment. She set the tone of the classroom. She also prepared and
implemented the curriculum. She created the linguistic environment. The
classroom setting which she produced reflected her ideals of social justice and
empowerment for the children. She also emphasized how important Spanish was
for the children. In all of these ways Ms. Baker shaped the environment that the
children experienced and thus shaped their development as well.
Teacher’s Assistant
Ms. Carmen also had been at the school for many years. She and Ms.
Baker had worked together for 8 years so she and Ms. Baker seemed to work well
together. Ms. Baker and Ms. Carmen would talk briefly just before the start of
class about the area that Ms. Baker wanted her to concentrate on. Ms. Carmen’s
favorite parts of the classroom were the art and writing centers. While Ms. Baker
would often work with a small group in one part of the classroom, Ms. Carmen
would sit at the art center and help the children with the projects that were there.
She was responsible for making sure each child completed the art projects for the
theme. Often on Friday’s she would call over the last few children, usually the
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boys, who had not finished their projects and she would supervise them until all
their work was done and then they could go back and play.
Since Ms. Baker was often occupied with these small group activities, it
was usually Ms. Carmen’s job to monitor the play in the classroom. Whenever
there was a disagreement or one of the children wanted to get someone in trouble
they would turn to Ms. Carmen who was very firm in enforcing the rules.
Although she was very firm the children seemed to be very comfortable around
Ms. Carmen, she would sometimes tease or joke with the children and her
laughter was frequently heard as I transcribed tapes from all over the classroom.
Limitations on Play
One area that I was especially concerned with was identifying the outside
limitations on the children’s play. Although free play is often interpreted as
meaning no limitations on play, this is really a misnomer. Teachers normally put
some limitations on play and these limitations come from their particular lenses
on how play influences children’s development (Frost, Wortham and Reifel,
2001). Ms Baker and Ms. Carmen limited the children’s play in several ways,
through limiting which centers the children could enter, through creating themes
for children’s play and through sanctions for certain play activities.
The limitation on the entrance into the centers was accomplished through
‘the necklaces’ or ‘los collares’. Each center had a set of necklaces that had a
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symbol on it that identified it as being a part of the center. There were colored
circles, squares and triangles painted onto spools that were strung through by a
string. The necklaces were hung on a peg near the center. When a child wanted
to enter a center she would take the necklace off of the peg and put it around her
neck. Then upon leaving she would take the necklace off and returning it to the
peg. The teachers used the necklaces to limit the number of children for a
particular center. Most centers had 3 necklaces but at times there were four and
sometimes 2 if the center was new or had the potential for a lot of chaos.
The children took the necklaces very seriously and they were used as a
symbol of power on many occasions. For example one way of forcing a child to
leave a center was to note that they did not have a necklace by saying, “tú no
tienes collar” (You don’t have a necklace). Necklaces from premium centers like
the house or blocks were traded for promises or children would threaten
friendship if a child did not want to give up a necklace. In March, I also noticed
that some of the children were hiding the necklaces for blocks and the house so
that they could work at another center and then return there without fear that their
place would be taken.
This subversion of the rules usually went something like this. On March
23 I noticed that Jaime was called away from the block corner, he was told to
return his necklace to the center. I wrote in my field notes:
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“Jaime comes in to the block center and gives his necklace to Rocío,
telling her to hide it. She puts it behind the box of blocks. Later Javier
asks, “Can I come here?” and Rocío tells him, “There is no necklace.”
Rocío was able to gain friendship from Jaime by participating in his desire
to subvert the rules.”
Play was also limited in that children were expected to follow the theme of
the play center. When the housekeeping center was set up as an HEB store the
children were given props for a store and the play was expected to follow the
theme. At times the children would stick to themes that they enjoyed which did
not follow the theme, when Ms. Carmen or Ms Baker would notice this they
would remind the children that they needed to be following the theme of the
center. When the housekeeping center was changed to other themes sometimes
the domestic play which the children enjoyed would move to other locations in
the classroom like the Practical life center or the science center.
The children sometimes resisted the themes of the center. In one case,
Aime and Beatrice are at the sand table when the following conversation occurs.
Both are English speakers who use Spanish rarely in the classroom. The theme of
the week is building houses. The two girls are supposed to be using the sand in
the sand table to make sand castles. In this scene Beatrice reinforces the control
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of the theme of the classroom by correcting Aime when she wants to alter the
activity and make a cake instead.
As Beatrice uses a shovel to fill a plastic form of a sand castle. Aime says,
“I’m making a cake.”
Beatrice replies, “You’re not supposed to make a cake you’re supposed to
make that.” (points to a house)
Aime fills a low pan with her hands and says, “I wish we could make
anything we want.”
“We can make anything we want,” Beatrice replies. Beatrice agrees with
Aime perhaps because she also was much more interested in a domestic theme of
cooking than in the house building theme of the week.
Aime then reinforces this and returns to her original theme, saying, “I’m
making cake.” This conversation represents how children were aware of what
they were supposed to be doing according to the adult rules. The rule of
following the theme was frequently broken by the children and was one that I
never enforced.
Finally, play was also limited in that children were discouraged from some
activities which were forbidden from the classroom, like gun play. The children
were aware of this limitation as there was a large sign over the block corner of a
gun with a red circle around it and a line through it. As Javier described his
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creation by saying as he showed me his suspicious looking Tinkertoy object:
“Verdad Mr. John, éste no es una pistola, es un avión. Allí viene el avión, viene el
avión.” (Really Mr. John, this is not a pistol, it is a plane. Here comes the plane,
here comes the plane).
Children
The children as a group were described by Ms. Baker as one of the best
classes she had ever had. There were two pre-kindergarten classes at the school.
At the beginning of the school year the two pre-kindergarten teachers had worked
to create a balance of students based on gender and language. According to Ms.
Baker there were approximately 1/3 English speakers, 1/3 Spanish speakers and
1/3 bilingual children in the classroom. In addition all of the children had some
close relative either a parent or grandparent who spoke Spanish. As the children
were part of a bilingual community they all had experience with Spanish in one
way or another.
There were several unique features of the group of children that are worth
mentioning. The children as a whole rarely missed school. During my note
taking during the year I noted only one day when more than 3 children were
absent and on most days the entire class was in attendance. Second, the class as a
whole had two long periods of stability as far as mobility is concerned. During
the fall there were three children who left the program for various reasons. Then
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over the winter holiday there were a number of shifts by the children, four new
children were enrolled in Ms. Baker’s classroom and two students left the
program one of whom was one of the new children who had just arrived. From
the end of January to May there were no added students and all of the students
remained in the program.
The final unique feature of the class was that there were 14 girls and only
5 boys in the classroom. This appeared to influence the play in that there were
many choices for the girls as far as play partners. For the boys there were fewer
choices. Although in most cases the boys preferred to play with their same
gender peers they were more likely to select cross gender partners than the girls
perhaps because of the lack of male play partners.
Each of the children in the classroom was an important part of the context
of the classroom. They brought with them unique experiences and attitudes about
school and language which reflected their experiences.
The Classroom
Moving from the neighborhood to the school and then to the classroom I
moved into a familiar environment. Being in an elementary school is one of the
most familiar and comfortable environments for me. As a child and teenager I
often visited my mother’s classrooms, taking part in activities. As an adult I also
worked as a teacher of an early childhood classroom. Working with Ms. Baker I
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was in a familiar environment. In an initial interview to find out about her
classroom we found ourselves in a discussion of the different ways of setting up
the classroom.
Ms. Baker’s classroom shared many of the characteristics of most early
childhood classrooms, and was similar to classrooms I myself have set up.
Moving through the classroom was at times difficult, nearly every inch of space
was used for some purpose. Depending on the week there were usually 10 to 12
centers for the children to choose from. The classroom had a variety of low
furniture, shelves and tables, from the door I could see across the classroom to the
house corner on the other side of the room. Near the door there were the writing
and art tables which also doubled as the breakfast tables in the morning. On the
other side of a shelf was the carpet which doubled as the large group area and the
library. Behind the carpet was a table with two computers. In the center of the
room was the puzzle/math area.
To the back were my favorite spaces, blocks and housekeeping. The
windows overlooked the block center which was changed depending on the theme
of the week from small toy cars to cardboard blocks to zoo animals over the
course of the year. Housekeeping also wore many faces, changing from a house
to an HEB to a post office. To the left along the wall were the science area and
the practical life area. A variety of Montessori like materials were in the practical
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life center and different plants, seeds and shells could be found in the science
area. Also along the wall were the sand table and a small area with wood and
tools.
The toys in the classroom were generally non-commercial and nonelectronic. Dolls were basic, commercial toys like Barbie or other materials were
not available and the children were not allowed to bring them from home. There
were a number of nondescript multicolored dolls for the children to play with.
Although there were many low shelves for displaying materials for the
children there was not much storage for materials that were not in use. This
created a very crowded space. One corner of the classroom was basically used as
storage and two tricycles were kept in the bathroom. Student papers were hung
from different points in the room to dry and then were usually transferred outside
the classroom to the hallway. Most of the bulletin boards were not changed
during the year. The theme bulletin board was changed monthly, and of course
calendar was along one wall.
Summary
This chapter describes the questions, methods and setting of the study.
The first part of this chapter described the questions I asked prior to the study and
the questions which emerged during the study. It describes the theoretical lens on
qualitative research that I am using for this study which is based on ethnographic
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methods of data collection. Especially important is the description of the lens I
am using as a researcher involved in observations with children. I have described
the method of data transcription and analysis for this study.
This chapter also describes the setting for the ethnography in order to
provide a rich description of the context. I have described several elements of the
setting including the community, school, program, the teachers and the classroom.
As I am looking closely at the negotiations that children have during play I have
described in detail the outside limitations that were imposed on the children’s play
by the classroom and the teachers.
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Chapter 4
Research findings
I took several pictures with Ms. Baker’s class on the last day of school
before summer vacation. It is a moment captured in time. Reflecting on that day
I think about all that they shared with me and the tolerance they had for me as I
followed them with my notebooks and microphone. I have been back to the
school several times since then but the children are bigger and they have new
teachers now. The last time I was there, many came up and wanted to read their
books for me, and show me all they knew. I have tried to do justice to their words
and experiences in this study. Although the conversations and play activities took
place over the course of a year and unfolded from day to day I have taken what
they have said and did and put it together in different ways. I have chosen to
report the data based on the questions I asked rather than in linear fashion as that
reflects best on how I analyzed the data.
As you read the sections below you will see long scenes or scripts from
the data. These scenes were pulled from the actual transcriptions, I do this so that
the reader can hear the actual words of the children. One of my greatest
disappointments with Sawyer’s (1997) Play as Improvisation is that he never used
more than a handful of the quotes from his recordings. In an attempt to give the
fullest picture of what is going on in the classroom I have tried to preserve as
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much as I can of the words and actions of the students. Each scene may reflect a
number of points, from cultural themes to use of language to reflections on power.
I have attempted to preserve and transcribe the materials as faithfully as possible
and so grammatical errors in the children’s and adult’s speech, including my own,
are preserved. In many cases I have preserved the conversation from beginning
to end, in others I have cut them down to the illustrative example. Looking at the
selections over all gives a very good picture of the ways that language was used in
the classroom as well as the choices that children were making about language.
The conversations are the foundation of this study. As I pulled apart the
children’s conversations and play activities I have had in the back of my mind the
central questions I asked before the study even began.
1. What language choices do children make during play?
2. How are the cultural themes for play influenced by the cross-cultural
cross-linguistic situation of the classroom?
3. How does the setting of play influence children’s choice of language
and play partner?
In looking at the language used in the classroom it also became clear that
children were making important choices about what language to use based on
their understanding of the importance of language, their linguistic identities and
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experiences in the classroom. The following question explores this additional
theme that evolved from the data,
4. How is language power and identity reflected in this cross-cultural and
cross-linguistic classroom?

Research Question 1 What language choices do children make during
play?
Language of Play
1.

Language – What language choices are made during play?

Differences between official and play discourse
Ms. Baker’s grandmother came to visit the class in April. She had
traveled down from chilly Minnesota. Over 90 years old and somewhat frail the
elder Ms. Baker was escorted by Ms. Baker to the teacher’s chair in front of the
classroom. The children sit in rapt silence as the grandmother spoke to them
about her flight, and how she liked coming to Texas to get out of the snow. For
the first time the children were given permission to use English in the classroom
during group time.
“Les voy a avisar, mi abuela no habla espanol. Habla ingles.” (I’m
going to warn you that my grandmother does not speak Spanish). Ms. Baker also
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for the first time in my presence spoke English with the children, which did not
seem to surprise them. After Ms. Baker finished, the time came for questions.
“Do you have a cat?” Jennifer asked. A good four-year-old question I
note.
“Yes, I have two cats a yellow one and a white one I call Snowshoes
because he has black feet,” the grandmother replied.
Sofía got to speak next. “My name is Sofía, but in English it is Sophie,”
Sofía announces. She announces this to the elder Ms. Baker so she will know
exactly who she is, bilingual and bicultural. “Do you drink coffee? My gramma
drinks coffee,” Sofía adds. In her world all grammas must drink coffee no matter
how distant they are from her world in Tarrytown. In Ms. Baker’s classroom
these children were all bilingual and bicultural and at the same time aware of the
similarities that all people share like having cats and drinking coffee. And also
some of their unique features like having a name which is pronounced differently
depending on who you are talking to.
The ability to speak two different languages allows bilingual speakers to
exist in two different worlds, and to shift back and forth between these worlds as
they choose to. Switching codes requires a sufficient understanding of both codes
as well as an awareness of when and where it is appropriate to switch (Becker,
1997). The children in Ms. Baker’s classroom understood the importance and had
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a great awareness of bilingualism. Sofía’s commentary on her name reflected this
understanding in the context of the classroom.
Although group activities were not the central focus of this study I spent
many hours observing the group activities in the classroom and recorded several
during the course of the study. Group activities are very different than free play
activities. Group activities usually have the teacher to center the conversation and
the large group activities are not voluntary so the children are required to use
different discourse methods than they would in a free play situation.
“¿Qué es la Pascua?” (What is Easter?) Sandra asks. Sandra came to the
classroom speaking no Spanish yet when the conversation came up at Easter time
about traditions for the holidays she was able to participate in the conversation.
Large group discussions were conducted by Ms. Baker in Spanish. Although
some children continued to speak English during circle time, they knew that the
expected discourse was in Spanish. In speaking with Ms. Baker about this
situation she told me that she at first thought Sandra’s development of Spanish
was unique, but as she worked with her new group of students she realized that
many of the children were making this adaptation.
Later in the conversation, Aime volunteered to speak in front of the class.
Aime was a dominant English speaker and a heritage speaker of Spanish. She
stood up and moved to the front of the group, standing next to Ms. Baker as she
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turned to face the class. She looked down as she began to talk about her
memories of Easter from the year before. She started to tell about cascarones and
she began haltingly in English. When Aime paused, Ms. Baker asked her a
question about the cascarones, “¿Quién te enseñó cómo hacen los cascarones?”
(Who taught you how to make cascarones?). The question acted as a trigger for
Aime who replied, “Mi abuela y mi tía.” She then continued her discourse on
cascarones in Spanish. Although Ms. Baker accepted the conversation in English
from the students they quickly identified circle time as a time to speak Spanish.
The child’s dominant language did not appear to be a factor in whether or
not the child took an interest in activities like circle time. Mary and Sandra, both
English dominant, always had their hands raised and they liked to stand at the
front and tell stories about what happened at home that weekend. Other children
were not so fond of circle time, Sara also English dominant spent most of the time
investigating the patterns on the carpet. Alejandra particularly seemed to see
circle time as a time to resist instruction. She would tease the person next to her
until Ms. Baker had her sit in a chair at the back of the group. From here she
could stare around the room and ignore what was going on.
The children in Ms. Baker’s classroom were aware that Spanish was the
official language of discourse. This was reflected in that children used Spanish
with adults and during official discourse like during circle time. Although
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children knew that their use of English would not be sanctioned they preferred to
use as much Spanish as they were able during these times. The discourse for
circle time is very different from the language provided during play situations.
Play Scene 1:
In the following scene there are two girls in the house corner, Beatrice and
Jennifer. In the beginning Sofía tries to join them in play, however her attempt to
join is rejected by the other two girls. Beatrice and Jennifer are a tight pair who
almost always play together.
Sofía: Can we play here?
Beatrice: No.
Sofía: Why?
Beatrice: Cause we have collares (necklaces)
Jennifer: No hay más collares. (There are no more necklaces)
At this point Sofía leaves and Jennifer and Beatrice begin to get dressed in the
dress up clothes. They are putting on the dresses and high heeled shoes.
Jennifer: Beatrice, All done.
Beatrice: No, I’m not done yet
Jennifer: There.
Beatrice: You’re tickling me. (Jennifer begins to tickle Beatrice)
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When Jennifer stops tickling her, Beatrice stops playing and asks me a question
about whether their play is okay or not. These two girls often get in trouble for
misbehaving and tickling and the resultant laughter are usually discouraged.
Brittany asks me this to see if I am going to stop their play.
Beatrice: ¿Estamos haciendo bien? (We’re doing good?)
Jennifer: We dressed him okay. (Jennifer goes on with the play theme that they
are going to take care of one of the dolls)
Beatrice: Okay.
Beatrice: Pretend? (Asks whether they are going to pretend to dress the doll, at
this point Beatrice is stepping out of the play frame in order to ask whether they
are going to do the dressing of the doll for real or not)
Jennifer: No for real (Jennifer responds that they really are physically going to
dress the doll)
Beatrice: Oh, brother, okay
Jennifer: Oh, brother
Beatrice: ¿Estamos jugando bien? (Again she asks me if they are playing okay)
Mr. John: Hmm?
Beatrice: ¿Estamos jugando bien?
Mr. John: Sí, muy bien. (Yes, very good)
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Jennifer: We’re waiting. (Jennifer wants the shoes that Beatrice is wearing and
so she says this to get her to give her the shoes)
Beatrice: Know what?
Jennifer: Take it off, Beatrice
Beatrice: Mr. John, Mr. John said estamos jugando I said estamos jugando bien
and he said yes. (Here she tells Jennifer about our conversation a few moments
earlier)
Jennifer: Did he? Give me those tacones (high heels) I was wearing them first.
The play scene continues on from there as the girls continue to get dressed
and take one of the dolls for a walk in the carriage. At this point I want to
emphasize the uses of the children’s codeswitching. In the above scene the
children are codeswitching in two different instances. First the children are
codeswitching at the lexical level when they say the words “collares” and
“tacones” in Spanish at the end of a phrase in English. This codeswitching most
likely occurs because the children are exposed more to these words in one
language over the other. According to Huerta (1980), certain lexical terms are
easier to access in one language over the other because they are more commonly
used or associated with one language. This type of codeswitching, tends to be
done at the unconscious level and is an indication that the bilingual speaker,
“produced the one at the tip of the tongue” (Lipski, 1980, 36).
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On the other hand the children were also codeswitching at the conscious
level. This codeswitching in this context reflects language choice. The children
were selecting an appropriate language for the context. In this scene we can see
how the children would use English for their play interactions and then use
Spanish as official discourse. First when they reject Sofía’s attempt to play they
tell her that there are no more necklaces, to give this added weight they tell her
this in Spanish even though her attempt to enter the group was done in English.
In the example above we can also see how the two girls negotiate in English, but
use Spanish when speaking me and when referring to speech with an adult.
Play activities appeared to represent a different situation than group
activities and conversations with adults. For activities like circle time most of the
language was provided by the teacher, during play the children were able to make
their own choices about what language they wanted to use and how they wanted
to use it. Unlike the circle time conversations where the dominant language was
Spanish the children’s expression and interest in English was frequently
expressed. This is the opposite of the typical situation for most bilingual
situations. Gumperz (1976) found that English would be used for formal business
work while Spanish was used in informal settings. The formal setting of circle
time corresponds roughly to the code used by adults in formal business work.
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Beatrice was thus using a ‘they code’ as she switched from the English of her play
situation to the Spanish of conversing with an adult.
The reversal of language power reflects the powerful influence of teacher
language in the two-way classroom. Teachers and other adults were associated
with Spanish which created a situation where children would code-switch
consciously into the language of the teacher. According to McClure (1981),
children tend to codeswitch to the language of people of higher status. This
applies in play situations when, “Children at play have been observed to switch
from Spanish to English when switching from a peer relationship to a teacherpupil relationship” (76). Again the opposite occurred in this play situation. The
children switched situationally from the play language of English to the Spanish
language for the purpose of speaking to a person who in their eyes was of higher
status.
This adjustment of language also demonstrated the children’s selection of
identities based on their experiences. The children in Ms. Baker’s class created
their own identities through the use of language during play as they tried to
understand the messages sent to them. They understood that the communication
with adults was in Spanish but this understanding was not necessarily reflected in
the language of play in the classroom. For most children, the preferred language
of interaction with each other was English. The preference for language seemed
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to reflect the need of the children to understand each other and themselves.
Eleven children used English for most or nearly all of their conversations while
five children used primarily Spanish for their play interactions. While three
switched languages depending on who they were playing with.
Art Table scene: One day at the art table Wendy and Pablo had a
discussion about the colors they were working with.
Wendy: Look baby blue, baby blue.
Pablo: That’s light blue it’s called light blue
Wendy: Some people call it baby blue
Pablo: They always call it light blue
Wendy: No they call it baby blue
Pablo: Okay you call baby blue and I’ll call it light blue. Then you’ll have to
call it all the times baby blue. I’ll call it light blue.
Wendy: I don’t call it all the time baby blue sometimes I call it light blue.
As we can see from this debate over the merits of color names we can see
the sophistication that children had in their linguistic ability in English. In this
informal situation the children preferred a ‘we code’ of English. The children in
this scene are some of the most balanced bilinguals in the classroom based on
their PreLAS scores. The children all took the pre-kindergarten version of the
Language Assessment Scales (PreLAS) in both English and Spanish at the
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beginning of the year in order to measure their progress over the course of the
year. Although not a perfect measure of linguistic ability this test does indicate to
a certain extent the proficiency level of the child in both English and Spanish.
Pablo and Wendy were very balanced bilinguals based on their PreLAS scores.
(For PreLAS scores see tables VII, VIII, IX) They also demonstrated an ability to
produce and understand both Spanish and English depending on the situation.
Once a language was established in a particular center it only changed when
substantial members of the groups changed, in this case once Pablo and Wendy
began the conversation in English it continued that way even though they may
have been able to maintain the conversation in Spanish.
Wendy regularly used Spanish when speaking with adults and
demonstrated tremendous bilingualism based on her test scores. On the other
hand during play she preferred to play primarily in English with English speaking
play partners. Pablo was primarily a loner in the classroom. He also spent most of
his time at the art or writing table. Pablo was another case of high levels of
Spanish but nearly every recording I have of him playing he is only speaking
English.
Table II represents where the children fell based on their play interactions
based on the analysis of the transcriptions. After transcribing the tapes I counted
the number of times each children used each language depending on the play
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situation. It is important to note that the chart does not directly correspond to the
level of language ability that a child demonstrated through testing on the PreLAS
or in situations with adults.
As the members of a play group would fluctuate and the language of play
would fluctuate along with them. The other four boys, Jaime, José, Javier and
Raymond would work in groups of two or three frequently. Their play often
appeared to have a sort of see-saw effect with José on one end and Raymond on
the other. Javier and José would be in the middle in that they would adjust their
language to who ever was on the end of the see-saw. If they were playing with
José they would use Spanish and if they were playing with Raymond they would
use English.
For the girls the situation was more complex in that since there were more
girls it was easier for them to find consistent play partners. This changing effect
was less prevalent with them although Mirella and Sofía were most likely to
switch from language to language. Of the English speaking girls their play groups
were often interchangeable as different combinations of play partners were
possible depending on the activity. The Spanish speaking girls were more limited
as far as play partners goes. This resulted in Andrea, Carmen and Iliana playing
together and traveling together through the classroom. At times Iliana would
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become frustrated when Carmen would insist that she come along and play when
she would have preferred not to.
Mirella is an interesting case. From Mirella’s PreLAS scores you would
see her as a Spanish speaker is a similar group with Carmen and Andrea. But she
does not identify with them and rarely, if ever, plays with them. She instead
really prefers to play with girls like Sara, Alejandra, Aime, Beatrice and Jennifer.
I hear both English and Spanish from her but usually it is English. Her
positioning in the English camp is clear, “I’m her friend” Mirella says to me one
day about Aime while they worked together at the writing table. On another day
Aime has to tell me that Mirella only wants to be friends with Jennifer and
Beatrice. This upsets her since she is the excluded one and she was playing with
Aime first.
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Table II
Children’s ethnic background based on Martínez’ categories of ethnicity
Chicano

Recent Immigrant

Mixed Ethnicity

Alejandra
Sara
Raymond
Jennifer
Aime
Rocío
Sofía

José
Javier
Mirella
Andrea
Carmen
Iliana
Jaime
Pablo

Wendy
Mary
Beatrice
Sandra

Table III
Language Preferences of Ms. Baker’s Children During Play
Few if any
words in
English

Some English
but primarily
Spanish

Frequent use
of both
languages

Some Spanish
but primarily
English

José

Javier

Jaime

Raymond
Pablo

Andrea
Carmen

Iliana

Mirella
Sofía

Few if any
words in
Spanish

Wendy
Alejandra
Mary
Sara
Sandra
Jennifer
Beatrice
Aime
Rocío
Note. Boys and girls are separated in order to simplify identification of the
children
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The children who primarily used Spanish were more likely to be recent
immigrants and a couple took trips to Mexico over the winter holidays. So their
connection to Spanish is stronger than the other children who did not have that
direct connection. The Chicano students preferred to speak English during their
play. Although Spanish was frequently used in the community most of the
speakers in the community are bilingual. Children who have grown up in the
community and whose relations have been part of the community for many years
or even generations may not have had as much experience. The mixed ethnicity
children were also most likely to use English during their play. Three children
spoke proficiently in both Spanish and in English, these children would adjust
their language of conversation to the people who they were playing with. They
would also always use Spanish with adults.
Overall it appears that the language of play more closely reflects the
identities that children have selected for themselves as being either an English
speaker, a Spanish speaker or a Spanish-English bilingual. It also to a certain
extent reflected the child’s ability to speak the other language for example, José
and Carmen were very strong Spanish speakers and so their natural choice of
language was Spanish. On the other hand, Mirella started the school year as
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almost an exclusive Spanish speaker, but by the end of the year she primarily
played with English speaking children.
Based on their language aptitude scores Wendy, Jaime and Pablo were the
most balanced bilinguals in the classroom. Although all three would use Spanish
in group time, only Jaime frequently switched back and forth during play. Both
Pablo and Wendy used English for the creation of their play situations. It appears
they saw themselves primarily as English speakers and secondarily as Spanish
speakers.
The difference between official and play discourse is documented in
several studies. The results from this study reflect the results found in Hickey
(2001) study of Irish immersion programs in Ireland. In her study she found that
home language significantly reflected the language used by the children in the
classroom. Her data also show that only about 25% of the utterances among her
target children were in Irish. In her study the Irish speakers spoke Irish about half
the time, but the English speakers spoke English nearly all the time and the Irish
speakers adapted their language to the dominant language rather than the other
way around. Bilingual speakers also preferred to use English over Irish as well.
Researchers in two-way classrooms also have looked into the differences
between official discourse and play discourse. Orellana (1994) describes a twoway classroom where the goal of the program is to present curriculum in both
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Spanish and in English. The children however frequently use English as their
preferred language of play. This language according to Orellana represents the
“other” for these children as they switch languages to represents changes in
frame. As the children play “Peter Pan” and “Wendy” they become these
characters by taking on their English speaking voices. The children in Ms.
Baker’s classroom appear to have a different “other” represented by the presence
of Spanish speaking adults in their play. They switch to this other voice in order
to communicate with adults in the classroom.
Correia (2001) in an ethnographic study of a two-way preschool in
California discusses how the children preferred to use English in their
conversations even if they were Spanish dominant. “English speaking children
spoke Spanish minimally, and usually codeswitched at the word level when they
spoke. The number of times they spoke English far outnumbered the amount of
times they spoke Spanish. Spanish speaking students spoke Spanish on several
occasions, but spoke more English than they spoke Spanish during small group
work” (2). This is in spite of the fact that teachers used Spanish 90% of the time
during instruction.
Stipek, Ryan and Alarcón (2001) in a research study of a two way
classroom found that English speaking children made few gains in Spanish. In
addition, “Even the children who were more proficient in Spanish seemed to
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prefer to speak English, despite efforts to make Spanish a sanctioned, valued
choice” (146). This led the instructors in this program to attempt to elevate the
Spanish language even more in the program as part of their attempt to improve the
program.
Overall it appears from the data that the children were making a choice
during play to choose English. This pattern reflects a number of studies which
have found that children are highly influenced by the language of the larger
society. This language of choice is different than lexical codeswitching in that the
children were not just producing the language at the ‘tip of the tongue’ but were
actively selecting a language for their interactions. Children who were very
balanced bilinguals tended to speak to each other in English even as they switched
to Spanish for conversations with adults. This choice of language appears to be
based on the assumed identity of the child as they tried to adapt to the play
situation of the classroom.
Language and Playmates
Scene at the Montessori center: One day in late January, I observed the
following scene between several children at the Montessori/practical life center.
Aime is using a set of keys to open a set of locks of various sizes. Aime is
Chicana and determined to do her own thing most of the time. She often gets in
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trouble for using too much art material. Ms. Carmen and the other children want
to civilize her and she wants to use too much.
Ms. Carmen says, “Aime, es mucho pegamento; quítale unos así. Echale
gotita, gotita, gotita, gotita, y volteas.” (Aime, that is a lot of glue, take some off
like this. Put on drop, drop, drop, drop and then turn it over.)
Even the children get into the action. On the day they are making
valentines Jennifer tells her, “Aime you can’t be wasting that stuff,” as they work
with the glitter glue pens. Aime is immersed in squeezing the tubes until they are
all empty. When Jennifer tries to use the glue she finds that it is all gone. She
announces “Aime wasted it.”
Finally as the last of the glue sticks is used up Aime announces, “Okay, I
put mucho already.” Aime was a strong personality in the classroom and tended
to dominate the activity that she was a part of.
In the following scene we can see how Aime is put in charge of the
activity. Aime is carefully arranging the locks and keys when Mirella and
Raymond enter the center. Mirella helps Aime and Raymond takes out another
activity with nuts and bolts of different sizes. Alejandra enters and says “Mom,
Mom.” to Aime. Rather than taking the role of mother, Alejandra assumes that
this will be Aime’s role. Alejandra begins to do the activity with Mirella and
Aime.
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“I’m the sister,” Mirella says.
“Sister,” Alejandra says to her.
“She’s going to her own house,” Aime says continuing the family theme.
Alejandra tries to do one of the locks that Aime has already done. “I
already did that one,” Aime tells her as she takes it away.
“Mommy” Mirella says.
“Look it I took it out,” Aime says about one of the locks and shows it to
Mirella.
At this point Ms. Baker enters and gets all of the children to say “llaves”
(keys), one of the vocabulary words for the week. Each of the children say the
word “llave” in turn. Ms. Baker moves on and the conversation immediately
returns to English as the children discuss the keys, ignoring the vocabulary lesson.
“Where’s the other ones?” Raymond says.
“I need a key,” Aime says.
“I open it with a key, a key,” Alejandra says. “I open, I was opening it. I
got the key already.”
“This ain’t the key, this is the key, I need the little one,” Raymond says.
“Look one, two, three,” Alejandra says. “Look guys I know how to do it.”
“Anyone could do it.” Aime says in her superior voice. Raymond takes the
keys from Aime.
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“Give me the keys,” Aime demands.
“Give me one first,” Raymond says, asking for a lock.
“Give me one, she won’t give me one,” Raymond complains that Aime
won’t give him a lock. “Give me one, she won’t give me one,” Raymond and
Aime again are battling over the locks then Aime gives him the small lock
“I don’t want that one, give me that one, she won’t give me that one,”
Raymond finally frustrated puts up the necklace and leaves.
In the scene above we can see how groups of children worked together in
play situations primarily with members who shared their language. As Ms. Baker
suggests, Alejandra was often the foil for Aime. Aime was a powerful figure who
dominated the play situations that she was a part of. One of the clearest
indications of the importance of language in the classroom was that the children
tended to engage in dramatic play with children who spoke the same language.
The preponderance of play interactions took place between players who shared a
language. In addition the children rarely engaged in conflict with children that
they did not share a language with.
Finding a play partner who shared your language usually is not a problem.
There are only three children who have maintained a strong enough attachment to
Spanish to remain in Spanish during their play. This would be José for the boys
and Carmen and Andrea for the girls. There are another 3 or 4 who are especially
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attached to English and tended to stay in English no matter what, this would be
Sara, Alejandra and Beatrice for the girls and Raymond for the boys. The general
tendency is for the girls to stay in English. The boys tended to prefer Spanish
except for Raymond and Pablo who often got left out.
Although the children may not have been aware that they were choosing
playmates based on language, older children in two-way programs make more
conscious choices that may reflect actions from their earlier experiences. A study
by McCollum (1999), found that middle school students associated popularity
with speaking English. In a discussion of popularity one student responded,
“Well I guess you could (be popular and speak Spanish), but it would be hard.
Like if you only spoke Spanish you’d be popular with the kids who just spoke
Spanish, and there aren’t that many” (14). To a certain extent this reflects what
happened in Ms. Baker’s class. The children to a certain extent may have been
choosing English based on numbers and opportunities to play.
For the children in the middle range of ability between English and
Spanish there is an ease of negotiation. The girls keep sophisticated games going
in English as they all share the common language. The boys have similar
activities in Spanish. The children in this group include Mirella, Sofía and Jaime.
From the language patterns of play it felt like most of the girls were moving
toward more English in their play while the boys seemed to be moving more
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toward Spanish. José was a solid anchor for Spanish, which drew in Javier and
Jaime. Raymond who was often left out made a concerted effort to improve his
Spanish when he would speak to Ms. Carmen or to José. His early rejection by
the boys left him separated which he tried to rectify by using more Spanish.
Children tend to prefer to play with familiar peers and children tend to
modify their language in order to adapt to the play of their peers. According to
Scales (1996), the children in her study rejected a child because he did not follow
the discourse of the children in the group. When they boy adjusted his discourse
to one more familiar to the other children he was more accepted by the group.
The children in this study had to make a choice about whether to adjust their
language to their peers or move on and find a peer who shared their method of
discourse. Thus the choice of playmates came down to ones that you could
negotiate with and follow the activity.
The children in this study preferred same language playmates almost
exclusively while playing in the classroom. In addition the children who had the
strongest friendship relationships always used one language for play. Although
there were only rare rejections for play based on language, the lack of shared
language did limit the number of choices for who a child could play with.
Mirella, for example, seemed to be choosing English because it offered her the
opportunity to play more with the English speaking girls. Although Ms. Baker
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attempted to allow children to play cross linguistically, this did not tend to occur
very frequently as only a small handful of children felt comfortable moving from
English to Spanish.
Cross-linguistic situations
Scene 2: In this scene José is the store keeper, Rocío is the shopper; she
fills the small shopping cart with food. José is a dominant Spanish speaker and
Rocío primarily speaks Spanish.
José: ¿Y esto, quiere poquito? ¿Quiere mucho? ¿Mucho? ¿Quiere fruta? (And
this do you want a little? Do you want a lot? A lot, do you want fruit?)
Rocío: No
José: Y, este fruta o salsa y salsa y salsa (And fruit, or salsa and salsa and salsa)
José points to the can of green pringles chips and calls this the salsa) Esta es la
salsa, mi papá compra de esto mi papa ¿Qué quiere? es todo? a ver dame…dame
dinero (This is the salsa, my papa buys this my papa. What do you want? Is that
all? Let’s see give me, give me money)
José: ¿Y qué? …..esto es la tapa. (And what? This is the top) José takes the
shopping list paper and writes on it. Rocío puts her groceries on the counter
Rocío: Ahí está. Ahí está. (There it is. There it is)
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José: Lo he hecho, eh. (I did it, okay.) José then puts Rocío’s groceries in bags
and takes her money. Soon after José leaves, perhaps because Rocío is not much
of a play partner.
Although not common there were situations where children who did not
share a language would engage in play with each other. The situations where
children do not share a common control of the language are very different from
the scenes where children understand each other. In the above scene we can see
one way of approaching a cross linguistic play situation. In this case José keeps
up a running commentary and Rocío responds to his suggestions. Typically there
were two possible responses to a cross linguistic situation.
1) One player speaks and the other takes on a non-speaking role. In one
situation a child took on the role of an animal while the other played the zoo
keeper.
2) The players play independently of each other. In the following
situation we see Carmen maintaining a separate activity while the other girls play
their activity in English.
3) One player tries to get the other to change her language. Also in the
following scene we see a situation where one girl challenges another over her
choice of language.
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Shortly after the winter holiday a new girl was enrolled in the classroom.
Joanna was a native Spanish speaker from Laredo whose parents had recently
arrived in San Patricio. Like all new students she was taking a while getting used
to the rules and routines in the classroom. As mentioned earlier one rule which
she did not seem to get the hang of was the rule of the necklaces. At first she
would just move from setting to setting without wearing a necklace. The children
were very clear in telling her she was out of compliance on this regulation. Once
she had that figured out she began selecting a necklace from one center and then
moving to another. Technically out of compliance the children sort of ignored
these transgressions as you would forgive an infant for getting into the pots and
pans in a cabinet.
One morning in January, Sara and Joanna, Mirella and Carmen were
playing in the house corner. There should only be three players but Joanna
doesn’t know that she is not supposed to be in the house corner. This was also an
odd combination because Carmen rarely played with Mirella and Sara. Carmen’s
best friend in the classroom Andrea, was absent and so she was at loose ends in
finding someone to interact with.
Sara is English dominant and the other children frequently look to her to
lead a play activity. She as usual starts the activity off by defining her role. “I’m
the Mom okay?” she says. If Sara had a choice she would be the mom every time
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she played. She is the largest girl in the classroom and so the other girls see her
as a bit motherly I think.
Mirella follows along “Mommy, Mommy!” she calls out to Sara. Mirella
is one of the more balanced bilinguals, but she prefers to play in English. She
also likes to get along with the other children and avoids challenging the other
children over roles. Carmen and Joanna don’t respond, this is not unusual as
neither is a typical play partner in this scenario. Joanna also has another problem
in that she has picked up Sara’s favorite doll.
“Kids!” Sara says to the girls.
“What?” Again Mirella is the only one to respond.
Joanna finally says, “Es el bebito de ella” (It is her baby). She is talking
about the doll and pointing to Sara, she holds onto the doll though. Although the
play is going on in English, Joanna makes this statement in Spanish. This is an
unusual occurrence in that the language usually follows the first speaker, but for
several potential reasons Joanna does not follow along.
Sara and Mirella begin to get into character, this in a typical situation
involves putting on the dress up clothes. Sara puts on a fine pair of silver boots
and Mirella puts on a flowing pink dress and asks me to zip it for her. Carmen
has put on another dress and is holding a doll. Oblivious to the whole scene
Carmen puts her dolls in the sink and pretends to bathe them. Joanna holds onto
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her doll while the girls begin to act out their roles, Sara irons and Mirella talks on
the phone.
“Soy la abuelita.” (I’m the grandmother) Joanna says. She has selected a
role for herself and knows enough about what is going on to know that the
grandmother is an appropriate role. On the other hand, the other girls seem to
ignore this statement. They know abuelita is an appropriate role, but they are not
responding in this case because Joanna has made the statement in Spanish which
is not following the language of play.
Although Sara and Mirella are not speaking to Joanna and rarely even look
at her they are very aware of her presence in the house corner. Sara has not said
anything to this point about the doll she suddenly turns to Joanna and demands the
doll, “Its mine” she says. Joanna looks at Sara and holds onto the doll with both
arms. Sara turns away from her and begins talking to Mirella about birthdays.
Sara continues to be frustrated by Joanna’s resistance “give her back to
me!” she says, but Joanna still holds onto the doll. Without a doll to play mother
to, Sara seems a little anxious. Joanna holds onto the doll and begins to care for
the doll by adjusting the baby’s clothes and pretending to feed it.
Joanna says, “Voy a dar de comer.” (I’m going to feed it)
Sara says, “give me my baby.”
Joanna says, “No quiero,” (I don’t want to) and walks away with the doll.
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Sara says, “Look at what you’re doing.”
Mirella says, “Clean the kitchen.” I guess she is trying to distract Sara.
The girls usually get along really well and so this is upsetting to her.
Sara says, “I need that baby,” to Mirella.
Mirella says, “You need to take a shower,” Mirella then pretends to talk
on the phone. While this has been going on Carmen has been coming and going.
She has two dolls which she rocks in the rocking chair and pretends to feed.
Carmen does not talk with Sara or Mirella, nor does she intervene at all in the
play situation even though Joanna is speaking Spanish.
Joanna puts the dolls into the sink to bathe them. Sara stands nearby
pretending to cook on the stove. In a moment when Joanna does not have her
hands firmly on the doll Sara says, “let me see your baby sister,” to Mirella and
grabs the doll from Joanna and begins to cook on the stove again. I guess she
needs to remain in character even though she is grabbing the doll from Joanna.
Joanna just stands and watches for a minute then tries to busy herself with the
cupboards, she seems a little stunned but perhaps she is used to this sort of
treatment and expects no better. She does not complain or report Sara’s actions to
an adult.
Sara begins to feed the baby in the high chair and Mirella says , “I need to
go to my friend’s house” Joanna stays nearby and arranges the table cloth. Now
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that Sara has taken the doll she decides to treat Joanna as a baby, she tries to pick
Joanna up and says, “Pretend you want to sit on momma’s lap.” Joanna squirms
away unsure of what Sara is saying.
“What are you doing, Mom?” Mirella says.
Sara says, “Pretend you’re getting married.” Sara pretends to mother the
other girls as she adds themes to the play. Mirella is following along, but Joanna
seems a little out of it. Joanna says something to Sara and Mirella in Spanish
which I can’t quite hear and Sara responds with, “We’re going to speak in
English, Ok.” This is the first time I have heard anything like this. Clearly Sara
prefers to use English and she does not like it that Joanna is not following her
pretend themes. Joanna’s response is to continue playing without saying
anything, she takes a tea kettle and pretends to fill cups. I am not sure if she
understood Sara’s command but it does achieve the purpose of keeping her from
speaking.
Sara says, “sit down on your bed.”
Sara then picks up one of the dolls that Carmen was playing with.
Carmen rushes up and says “My Baby!” and grabs the doll back from Sara. This
is a bit of a shock. Carmen is speaking for the first time during the play episode
and she is using English, which for her is very rare. Sara does not seem to mind
losing this doll and she goes back to cooking. Sara takes the pan from the stove
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and says, “Its atole” and pretends to spoon it onto the plates. The play continues
for a while longer with Carmen on her own and Joanna wandering around.
Mirella plays a while longer with Sara but gets tired of being told what to do and
leaves.
This scene illustrates an unusual event, which was English dominant girl
in a dramatic play area with Spanish dominant children. Negotiation of conflict
like this over language actually was fairly rare. A more typical scene between
Sara, Alejandra and Rocío shows how complex the negotiations are between
speakers who share the same language. Sara wants to enter the house corner.
Rocío and Alejandra are there already.
Sara: La collar (The necklace)
Alejandra: Mr. John, Nobody is helping
me.
Sara: ¿Dónde esta la otra collar? (Where is the necklace) Alejandra has the
necklace.
Rocío wants to be the the storekeeper, Sara also wants to enter, but Alejandra
already has the necklace. Alejandra convinces her to go and then begins
shopping. Rocío wants to be the shopper but Alejandra does not want to give up
this premium role. The children are trying to decide who gets to be the shopper
and who gets to be the storekeeper in the house corner.
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Rocío: I’m that, I’m that.
Alejandra: I buy something. I’m go buy down here.
Alejandra: Nobody buy down here right
Rocío: I be here. You be that.
Alejandra: No. No.
Rocío: Please.
Alejandra: No (whining). This is an especially effective tactic for some reason.
When she whines the other children tend to give in.
Sara: I’m going to tell
Rocío: Let me be…
Sara: Mr John. (Here she is trying to get me to intervene)
Rocío: Hey
Alejandra: What?
Rocío Oh no
Alejandra: Buy. Do that over here. (Here she is telling Rocío that she needs to
be the shopkeeper)
Sara: If you let me do it I’ll be your friend. (Since I did not intervene and make
Alejandra give up her necklace Sara tries to get Alejandra to let her play through
bargaining.)
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Alejandra: Can I do it then I’ll be your friend and When I finish this one I’ll be
the store okay, When I finish this one okay.
Sara: okay
This more typical play situation was three monolingual speakers. When
the speakers share a common language and there is a conflict the speakers try to
work it out with each other using all the means of negotiation at their disposal.
They threaten friendship, offer rewards for winning their point, or offer the
possibility of exchange in order to get what they want. In situations where the
two partners shared a language and a resolution was not worked out then one of
the parties usually responded by engaging an adult in the negotiations.
In the situation where the play partners do not share a language there are
three options for negotiating conflicts. The first possibility is to resort to physical
response. We can see this with the situation of Joanna and Sara that Sara finally
has to resort to taking the doll when Joanna is not paying attention. Her verbal
attempts failed to resolve the situation and so a physical response was required.
The second option is to leave the situation, this was by far the most
popular option. The children were free to come and go as they pleased and being
in a situation with a child who was not following your plan of action was not
something the children enjoyed. In cases like this the child would usually look
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around the classroom and find an empty center or try to find someone who was
playing alone.
The third option was to go to an adult. In the situations where the two
parties did not share a language and the situation was not resolved the tendency
was not to resort to going to an adult. There were not many situations like this so
it is hard to say why they never took this final step except that perhaps the
children felt it was just easier to move on then to try to work something out. Also
conflict over language may be an illicit conflict. The children knew that they
were supposed to get along and follow the rules. Intervention by an adult was
usually limited to rule breakers rather than conflicts over language.
As far as the nature of conflict over language is concerned the children
tended to avoid getting into conflicts with children who do not share a language.
Since interactions between children who did not share a language were
uncommon this is not unforeseen. In the few situations that did occur the children
most frequently would leave the play situation rather than try to work things out.
In the handful of cases where a cross linguistic conflict occurred and the children
were persistent enough to challenge each other than they usually resorted to a
physical response as was the case with both Joanna and Sara and Carmen and
Sara.
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The conflict over language was recently played out in the debate for Texas
governor. As Dan Morales says, in Texas ‘we speak English.’ The greater
political debate over Spanish and English is played out in the classroom as
children share a classroom, share meals and experiences, but find the most
comfort playing with children who they share a language with. A number of
studies have explored how play can help children to play together in the
classroom.
Silver (1999), for example calls play “a fundamental equalizer for ESL
children” (62). He says that because the activities for play are fun and enjoyable
that it helps children work together. “Play facilitates communication amoung
students even when they do not speak the same language and helps foster
friendships for those children” (67).

Although Silver did most of his work with

older children who were playing games with rules his suggestion that play helps
children gain confidence and find friends does not coincide with the results of this
study in the two way classroom.
Although play is pleasurable for children it is also full of conflict.
Children must negotiate roles, argue over resources and control play spaces. The
above scenes amply illustrate that children prefer to do these activities with
someone they understand rather than with a child who they may share interests
with. For play partners creating a play scene is very difficult when they do not
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understand the other player. Corsaro (1985, 1988) discusses how play is about
negotiation between players as dominant players control situations by allowing
other players to join in the situation.
The separation of children by language is not uncommon in two way
programs. Amrein and Peña (2001) found that although a school encouraged the
children to work together in the classroom and play together at recess, the
children tended to separate by language group when they had a choice.
According to the authors, “students separated themselves voluntarily into
language cliques during formal instruction, free class time, and outside of the
classroom setting…if students were allowed to form their own groups for group
work, the students would break off into homogenous language groups” (10). The
findings by Amrein & Peña reflect the separation of the children for my own
study by breaking up into homogenous language groups for play. Although the
children in Ms. Baker’s class were willing and able to participate in group
activities together, they preferred same language peers during play time.
Hirshler (1994) also found a similar situation in that the personality of the
child played an important role in how often the individual child was in
interactions with speakers of the other language. The author found that the
English speaking children were more likely to engage in interactions with second
language speakers who had higher levels of English ability. The average went
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from initiations once every 15 minutes for children with high English language
ability to once every 53 minutes for children of low English language ability.
Hirshler found in her study that particular groups, especially boys would isolate
themselves from the other children.
Summary of Question 1: What Language Choices do Children Make During
Play?
Although the stated goal of the two-way program is to produce bilingual
and biliterate children, in this classroom the majority of the children preferred to
speak English primarily during play. This reflects a number of studies with
similar findings of how the stated goal does not match the actual outcomes of
children’s production of Spanish. At the same time, although there was an
imbalance in the number of speakers who chose Spanish as the preferred language
the children did acquire a high level of Spanish over the course of the year (See
question 4).
There is a difference in the language of the children between official
discourse which takes place at group time and the play play discourse of the
children in the classroom. A handful of children, like José, Andrea and Carmen
find their use of Spanish reinforced. These children have strong Spanish speaking
skills rooted in their families and visits to Mexico. Another handful of children
like Sofía and Jaime have themselves seated squarely between both camps. They
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move gracefully from Spanish to English and back again depending on the
situation and their playmates.
The children do tend to separate by language group in the classroom.
Nearly all of the playgroups were same language peers. In addition the children
who showed the strongest preferences for close friends all selected same language
peers. This appears to be based on the fact that in order to develop sophisticated
play scenes the children needed to be able to communicate with each other
clearly. In addition, close friendships require negotiations of power that are
nearly impossible to conduct without clear understandings.
Cross-linguistic play does occur in the classroom. This will be explored
further under question 3. This play is fairly rare as children prefer playmates who
speak the same language. This cross-linguistic play usually involves one player
dominating the play situation while the other responds with short answers. This
cross linguistic play is most likely rare because it is difficult for children to create
a satisfactory play frame and to become deeply involved in the play. Cross
linguistic play may also be rare because it is difficult for children to negotiate
conflict between players. Although play is generally fun and pleasurable for the
players it is also a very serious activity and children are uncomfortable when they
cannot get their point across to the other player.
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Research question 2
How are the cultural themes for play influenced by the cross-cultural crosslinguistic situation of the classroom?
Cross-Cultural Negotiation
In the following scene we see three children playing together in the house
corner. It is an unusual trio in that they rarely played together as a group. José
and Carmen are Spanish dominant while Sofía is very bilingual. José is one of the
few children from rural Mexico. He brings a big Charro hat to school when it is
his day to talk about himself. He also brings pictures of horses from the ranch.
When we visit the post office he stares in fascination at the murals across the
ceiling of cowboys and cattle drives. “Yo quiero ser vaquero,” (I want to be a
cowboy) he tells me. At the same time he is afraid of the bat, spider and snake
toys that are part of the block corner play materials. Whenever Jaime picks one
up José jumps up and breaks up his play to get on the other side of the block
corner from them. Jaime of course then knows he can tease José with them
whenever he gets bored.
Prior to the start of this scene there is a long conversation about cooking.
At first José takes on a role by proclaiming himself ‘El Rey’ (The King), wearing
a cape but soon he converts to the father. Carmen is the mother from the
beginning and Sofía is the baby. Carmen is caring for a baby doll as well.
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José: Madrina (Godmother)
Carmen: Dé las que (Give it that)
José: No, es de la madrina (No it is the Godmother’s) Te llevo la silla ahora a la
madrina (I’ll carry the chair now to the Godmother for you.)
Carmen: ¿Le dé leche a la bebe? ¿Dónde está la niña? (Did you give milk to the
baby? Where is the girl?)
Sofía: Mamá, vamos a México, Nos vamos, mami. (Mommy, let’s go to Mexico,
let’s go Mommy.)
Sofía has introduced a play theme that I have not heard in this classroom
before. As Sofía says this she begins to stuff clothes into a basket. José does not
immediately follow along; in fact he wanders off and then comes back and lies
down on the floor. Carmen on the other hand also begins to put shoes into the
basket where she has her baby.
Carmen: Nos vamos para México. ¿Tú te quedas aquí, verdad? Adiós. (Let’s go
to Mexico, You’re going to stay here, right? Goodbye.)
José: Yo me voy. (I’m going.)
Carmen: Ya tienes que poner todo la que está aquí (We have to put every thing
here)
José: ¿Va ella también? (She’s going too?)
Carmen: No va a salir (She’s not going to go out)
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José: Dame las botas (Give me the boots)
Carmen: Sí, llevetelos (Yes, take them)
José: Porque no me lleva las botas. (Because I don’t have the boots)
Carmen Allí te llevamos (There you take them)
José: Llevamos los zapatos (Let’s take the shoes)
Carmen: Vamos a ir a México (We’re going to Mexico)
Daniela: Nos vamos. (Let’s go)
Once the bags have been packed the three children set off across the classroom
where they are intercepted by Ms. Carmen who sends them back. Dramatic play
materials are limited to the house corner and Ms. Carmen is enforcing the rule.
The three children return to the house.
Ms. Carmen: ¿Qué pasa? Te quedas allá. Allí adentro. Quédate allí. (What’s
going on. You stay over there.)
Sofía: Vamos a México (We’re going to Mexico)
Ms. Carmen: Allí hay México. Agarra la otra. (Over there is Mexico, get the
other one)
As soon as it began this play theme ended. As soon as Ms. Carmen
limited the play to the house corner the children gave up the theme of traveling
and they returned to what they were doing before. This play theme was very
specific to this group of children. All of them had made a trip or two to Mexico
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and were familiar with the procedure of packing bags and suitcases and traveling.
The chance of this play activity occurring between the Chicano children and
Mexican children was very unlikely. Traveling to Mexico was not part of the
repertoire of the Chicano children.
This research study investigated the interactions between children from
different linguistic and cultural backgrounds. As discussed in chapter 2, culture
and play are intricately intertwined. Children play through the experiences they
have had in life some of which come from home and others that are learned at
school and still others that are learned at school. These experiences based on
cultural ecological models may be from distant experiences like economic factors
to more closely related factors like familial status.
Interestingly the effect of the multi-cultural experience did not seem to be
especially apparent in this classroom. Most of the children lived in the same
neighborhood and had similar experiences on the weekends (based on their
descriptions of events). They visited similar fast food places and went shopping
in similar places. Language was clearly an issue as far as the development of play
episodes is concerned, on the other hand pointing to particular situations and
saying that there was conflict in play based on culture is difficult to point out. In
discussing the cultural elements of play I have been cautious in trying to
determine the exact meaning behind the play routines. As an outsider to the
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classroom and to the home experiences of the children I am unable to determine
most of the cultural elements and how they affected play. Instead I have focused
on the elements of which I had the most experience, which are the cultural
elements of the classroom and of the media.
The children in Ms. Baker’s classroom come from low to middle income
families. Smilansky (1968; 1990) suggests that children from lower socio
economic status are less likely to play in group socio dramatic play. This deficit
model of children’s play may come from expectations of play by researchers or
from differences in environment, which may be limiting children’s play.
According to Riojas (1998) in her study of Mexican American children’s play,
“The sociodramatic play of the Mexican American preschoolers in this rural town
was not unimaginative, repetitive, simplistic, disconnected, dependent on objects,
or concrete as some research has qualified the sociodramatic play of low income
children and Mexican American migrant children” (209).
The play of the children in Ms. Baker’s class also demonstrated
imaginative, unique and complex play. In my observations of children’s play at
Baker elementary a similar pattern was found in that Ms. Baker’s classroom socio
dramatic play was the norm rather than the exception. Woods (1997) suggests
that the culture of the home may be different from the culture of the school in that
the expectations for children to be seen as separate and independent may be in
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conflict with experiences in the classroom. According to Woods children from
her school preferred to have their sleeping cots close to their classmates, which
the teachers at the school discouraged. The children were socialized at home to
want to be near each other.
In a similar phenomenon in the observations at Baker elementary the
children preferred to play together in groups rather than alone. In many cases a
child would wait especially at the housekeeping center for anther child to come.
The waiting posture typically was a searching look while holding an extra
necklace. From this posture the child could quickly find another play partner.
Playing alone in the house or with the blocks was not typical for any of the
children.
Thus negating play and withdrawing friendship were powerful weapons
for children who wanted to change a particular role. Because socio dramatic play
was seen to occur most frequently in groups the children would resist having
someone leave and break up the game. It was also important that fairness be
achieved in the division of roles. If one player had played the store for awhile
then they would get a chance to be the shopper, which was the preferred role
because it allowed them to take a proactive role in the play.
Socio dramatic play was so important that it was not limited to the
predetermined places, which Ms. Baker had assigned it to. Dramatic play always
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occurred in the housekeeping center and block corner. It would also occur at the
edge of the computer center, at the science table and at the practical life table.
Although the Montessori type tasks were meant to exercise fine motor skills as
well as develop organizational thinking and a sense of order, instead the small
bottles became food containers and make up containers that the girls would put on
before going out.
The most prevalent themes that appeared to be affecting the children’s
play tended to fall under two categories, classroom dependent themes and
classroom independent themes. Classroom dependent themes were themes that
were sanctioned by Ms. Baker and Ms. Carmen and followed the themes of the
particular classroom activity. Like many classrooms the teachers introduced
themes in order to organize the elements of learning for the week and each center
of the classroom had an element of the theme. For example in February the house
corner was set up as a post office. Classroom independent themes were themes
that may have been suggested by the materials of the classroom but were not
always part of the sanctioned ‘learning’ themes. An example of this would be
using the toy animals to combat each other when the children were supposed to be
building a zoo. A third element that was notable in its absence were media based
themes like cartoon characters and television character based play. These themes
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which are commonly discussed in the literature on children’s play were nearly
non-existent in the classroom.
Table IV
Classroom Dependent and Classroom Independent Themes
Classroom Dependent Themes
Post Office
Shopping at HEB
Building the zoo
Three little pigs house
Constructing buildings
Taking care of animals
Writing letters
Sorting domestic and wild animals

Classroom Independent
Themes
Visiting Family
Going on a date/to a party
Going to the doctor
Cooking meals
Having a baby
Caring for children
Traveling
Police chase
Animal Combat

Classroom Dependent Themes
In the following classroom dependent theme, Rocío and Andrea are
playing post office. Since Andrea and Rocío do not share the same language
Andrea tells Rocío what to do and Rocío responds with short answers. The
housekeeping corner is set up as a post office. Rocío has a postal carrier’s hat and
bag while Andrea is stamping letters. There is a table for stamping letters, a place
for sorting the letters by name. There is also a mailbox that the children can put
mail in. There are children at the writing table writing letters to each other.
Andrea is Spanish dominant and Rocío is English dominant.
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Andrea: Más, necesito más cartas. (More I need more letters) (She has finished
stamping all the letters and wants Rocío to give her more).
Rocío: Mira (shows Andrea some more letters).
Andrea: Más cartas, necesito, allá hay uno, estos están sellados. Hay cartas en
el correo (More letters I need, there is one. These are stamped. There are letters
in the mailbox)
(Andrea sends Rocío to the mailbox to pick up more letters. Andrea sits at the
table and pushes the buttons on the cash register).
Andrea: El cartero va a recoger las cartas (The mail carrier goes to pick up the
letters)
Rocío returns with a bag full of envelopes
Andrea: Vamos a mandar estas. Una mariposa, pone las aquí. (We’re going to
send these, a butterfly, put them over here) Rocío has pulled about 50 letters from
her bag and is putting them in a pile. Andrea directs her actions.Andrea holds up
two letters and looks at them, she notices a butterfly on one of the letters.
Andrea: Necesita una estampilla. ¿Quién escribió este? (I need a stamp, who
wrote this one?)
(Rocío looks at one of the cards and Andrea holds open an envelope so that Rocío
can put a letter in the envelope.)
Andrea: Mira Mirella (Andrea reads the name from on of the letters).
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Rocío: Me lo abrió (I opened it)
Andrea: Aquí no más abrímos esto (Here we only opened this)
Rocío: Mire (Rocío looks at another card after reading it she puts it back in the
envelope)
Andrea: A ver, ésta no vamos a mandar a nada, no tiene nada. (Let’s see, this
we’re not going to send it doesn’t have anything.) (Andrea sees no address on an
envelope so she doesn’t have a place to send it.)
Andrea: Fijate. (look here) Vamos a poner a esto también, esto también. (We’re
going to put this one and this one also) Andrea is putting envelopes on the scale.
Now that Andrea has sorted all the letters she suddenly gets up and takes off her
necklace. She calls out loudly: ¿Quién quiere collar? (Who wants a necklace?)
José comes up and takes the necklace. First Rocío tries to keep him from playing
then she announces: “No voy a jugar aquí” (I’m not going to play here) and puts
her hat on the table and leaves.
The scene above represents a classroom dependent theme. The girls are
playing out a post office script that the teachers have presented earlier in the
week. In this particular scene we see children from different linguistic
backgrounds playing together. The classroom dependent themes were more likely
to draw cross linguistic play interactions in that they were more scripted and the
children could quickly learn the vocabulary of the theme and follow the
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instructions of the other children during play. As in the previous example of cross
linguistic play we also see one child doing most of the talking while the other
responds with short responses.
The classroom dependent theme activities tended to be more scripted and
shorter in duration than the classroom independent themes with predetermined
roles in the classroom. The scene above between Rocío and Alejandra in the
house corner was typical of this type of play. Often the children would have
predetermined roles that they were supposed to play in these scripted scenes.
Once the activity would be completed the players would switch roles. For
example after Rocío and Alejandra completed the HEB shopping activity with
Alejandra as the shopper then Rocío became the shopper and Alejandra worked
the cash register. A player could cause instant conflict if he or she refused to play
out the second role after completing the first.
The importance of play material for setting the theme for play is discussed
in Lin & Reifel (1999). They found that the materials available for play had a
large impact on the types of fantasy that were created. Similar to the Lin and
Reifel study, materials aided the metacommunicative strategies used by the
children. Knowing the context of HEB and food helped Rocío and Alejandra
create a script together based on their previous experiences.
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This script had been described by Ms. Baker before the center was opened
so that the players would have a common idea of what was meant by the different
materials that were present in the play area. For many of the play areas the
children would follow the prescribed script for their play. On the other hand there
was also a fair amount of subversion of the play scripts. As described earlier,
some children were regularly avoiding the official play theme. In the scene
between Jennifer and Aime the two girls discussed how they would prefer to do
another activity rather than the official theme of the classroom.
Ms. Baker saw part of her role as setting up opportunities for play. On the
other hand she also firmly believed in the importance of creativity in enacting the
themes. As Ms. Baker frequently worked with a small group during play she
rarely had time to interact or observe the children as they enacted these themes.
Ms. Carmen was usually responsible for the different play centers during center
time. Since Ms. Carmen appeared to prefer the art and writing centers, this
usually left little supervision of the other centers. The limited nature of
interactions during the classroom dependent themes may have been due to the
limited amount of scaffolding that the children received during these play scenes.
Classroom Independent Themes
In the following scene there are five girls using the Montessori Practical
life materials as “make up.” The activity was supposed to be finding the correct
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fitting lid for a bottle. The tiny containers however were very appealing for the
children for the purpose of pretending they were lipsticks and powders. Aime
appears to be the leader of this scene and she introduces the theme of dating
which clearly is surprising for some of the children and even gets transposed
slightly to become more of a going to a party theme.
The girls use this theme to exclude Sofía who gets put in the role of
younger sister who doesn’t get to go. Sofía does not like this and so she comes up
with her own theme which is going to a friend’s house. Towards the end of this
scene we see an indication of cross cultural/cross linguistic conflict in the
classroom. Wendy says the word “caca” which depending on the Spanish
speaking region can be a mild word like saying “poop” in English or a strong
word roughly equivalent to saying “shit.” Wendy appears to have been taught to
say that “caca” is “part of our body” and is a natural thing. Sofía reacts strongly
to the use of the word as she clearly feels that it represents the much stronger
interpretation of the word. Her response, “Just don’t say it.” Is strong enough to
end the debate leaving Wendy to figure out exactly what she said that was wrong.
Wendy: I’m going to be the brother. (Wendy often selected male roles for play,
she seems to prefer the more powerful roles males represented to her. She is
engaged in another practical life activity which is “shoe cleaning.” For this
activity there is a brush, a towel and a small cup of soapy water. Wendy really
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enjoys this activity and she continues to clean her shoes throughout the 45 minute
episode.)
Sofía: I’m the sister.
Wendy: Yeah, yeah, I’m the brother.
Aime: It’s my make up. (Aime has taken out one of the Montessori tasks which
she is pretending to put on her face.)
Jennifer: That’s your makeup.
Aime: Yes, I’m gonna put it on cause I’m going on a date.
Jennifer: Date? (This appears to be unusual to Jennifer)
Aime: Yes.
Jennifer: Oh, With who?
Aime: With Jaime.
Jennifer: He’s your boyfriend? What times he coming? (After this question the
topic switches to who gets to go to a party with Aime)
Wendy: I get be next to Mr. John. I’m the brother.
Aime: He’s bigger than you. (She says this to Sofía while she uses the male
pronoun to refer to Wendy)
Wendy: I’m ten, she’s one. (Refers to Sofía saying that Wendy is ten years old
and Sofía is only one so she is smaller.)
Jennifer: I’m this many. (Holds up six fingers)
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Wendy: I’m ten.
Aime: She’s bigger than you. Do you know who’s going to be bigger than you?
Sofía: Who?
Wendy: My birthdays June the 29th
Sofía: I like that.
Jennifer: Why do you need to go on a date?
Aime: Because I need to.
Jennifer: What’s that?
Sofía: If I could go with you? Mom, if I could go with you?
Aime: No.
Sofía: Why?
Aime: Because, because there’s only big kids there, mija (Dear). (Gives Sofía an
excuse for her not getting to go on the date. She also uses the endearment in
Spanish, this code-switching for terms of endearment is important in that she
appears to associate Spanish with words of comfort that she would hear at home.
It appears perfectly natural to her to switch at this point as she plays the role of
mother to her children as she would have heard at home.)
Wendy: I can go.
Aime: Yes, you can go.
Jennifer: Sister can I?
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Aime: Sorry, mija.
Wendy: Mom, can I help you with this? (Asks if she can help with the bottle top
activity)
Aime: Well, yeah.
Sofía: I’m going to another place.
Jennifer: Okay.
Sofía: I’m going to another place. I’m not playing by myself. I went to my
friend’s party. (Since Sofía is not being included she gets upset and creates
another theme for herself. It appears to be important to her not to be seen as
playing by herself. This relates to Woods (1997) in that children from the barrio
where she did her study felt it was important to play together in groups rather than
playing alone which is more expected in middle class families.)
Wendy: I don’t have to put it back okay. Let me show you, let me show you,
Mom. (Helps Aime with one of the activities)
Sofía: No, Mom I’m going to my friend’s party. I was in my room.
Aime: Who cares?
Jennifer: Mom, You didn’t pick me up Mom.
Aime We’re just going on the bus okay, goodbye.
Sofía: You’re going to dance with him?
Wendy: I can go to that place that you said if I want to right mom?
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Aime: Cause you’re bigger than that one.
Wendy: Yeah, I’m bigger than sis, I’m ten. Ten is more than six right. You
don’t count, you don’t count like this one, two, three, four, five, ten, eleven,
twelve, thirteen, fourteen, six, uh uh
Wendy: You don’t count like this Aime Aime caca na uh
Sofía: Ummm (like you are in trouble)
Wendy: Caca is part of your body. (Tries to explain her point of reference)
Sofía: Uhh you said a bad word
Wendy: What, caca is part of your body.
Sofía: Don’t say it.
Wendy: It’s not a bad word.
Sofía: Yes, it is.
Wendy: No its not, Right caca is not a bad word? (Turns to me)
Sofía: Don’t say it. (Said with determination)
After this the conflict ends as the two girls agree to disagree to a certain
extent and the topic is dropped and play continues. This experience most likely is
drawn from Aime’s experience at home. The introduction of a dating theme by
the teacher would have discouraged in class. The girls also seem to relate to the
experience of being forbidden from going to a particular event or party.
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The vast majority of the classroom independent play themes were
domestic themes played by both the girls and the boys. These activities were
more involved and extended and offered more options for developing the theme.
In the scene above we can see how the play theme directed by Aime offers many
options for taking roles and modifying the play scene. First the girls set off on a
dating theme and then parties and finally Sofía sets off on her own play theme.
The classroom independent themes tended to involve more players and were
much more elaborate than the classroom dependent themed activities.
The classroom dependent play themes are more limited because the
predetermined scripts suggested by Ms. Baker are more focused on the beginning
and ending of play roles. For example in the shopping scenes, the children know
that the scene begins with the shopper selecting products, bringing them to the
cashier and then the clerk putting the products in the bags and then leaving. To a
certain extent this type of scene also is limiting linguistically in that the typical
relationship between shopper and clerk does not encourage a great deal of
language. On the other hand the scene between the girls at the practical life table
offers opportunities for family members to interact which seemed much more
natural for the children.
Lin and Reifel (1999) discuss the importance of experiences outside of
school for creating metacommunication for play. The children in this study used
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their experiences with the outside world to create scenes in their play. As Riojas
(1998) discusses, the themes of Mexican American children’s play are brought
from their own experiences. This can also be seen with the classroom
independent themes as children played out their experiences such as traveling or
going to parties in the classroom. For the children in this study the importance of
their own experiences over the themes that were suggested by the teacher.
The importance of cross-cultural experience seemed muted in the
classroom. Although the children come from different cultural and ethnic
backgrounds the influences on outside culture on the classroom did not appear to
influence choice of play partner. The greatest influence that the child’s
background had (recent immigrant, Chicano, mixed ethnicity) on the development
of play themes was language as discussed above. The children appeared to adapt
to play themes based on their language experiences. Mirella for example was
born in Mexico and traveled there on occasion. Mirella however rarely played
with the group of girls who usually used Spanish for their play. She preferred to
speak English during play and identified with the English speaking girls.
The importance of this is that children actively choose their own identities
influenced by their experiences. To label a child as Chicano or mixed ethnicity
or Mexican immigrant ignores the child’s ability to pick and choose the play
experiences that they relate to. The labels put on the children were selected by me
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based on what I knew about their experiences and backgrounds that I learned over
the course of the school year. Although I have chosen labels for these children it
is important to note that they were not self-selected. The children may not be
aware of the importance of a label. Their parents may have selected a different
label for them or their label may change as they are influenced by their
environment.
As Slaughter and Dombroski (1989) suggest, culturally most children are
in a discontinuous play context in that they are under the influence of several
cultures simultaneously which they are observing and selecting from. The
children in these play scenes are drawing from their experiences at home, seeing
older sisters and even mothers going out on dates is an important cultural theme
that the children are reflecting in their play. Dating rituals differ greatly across
cultures and so Aime’s introduction of this theme is influenced by her culture and
in turn influences the culture of her playmates.
Media Dependent Themes
Media dependent themes, like themes based on popular television
cartoons, popular toys and other media related persons, were almost non-existent
in the classroom. This was something I noticed early on in the observations. The
children rarely took roles of super heroes or media characters. The children were
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aware of these elements of media. José for example wrote about Power Rangers
for one of his dictated stories with Ms. Baker.
He wrote:
Power Rangers
Los Power Rangers ponen los camisas rojos. (The Power Rangers put on
red shirts)
Brincan los Power Rangers (The Power Rangers jump)
Los Power Rangers dan vuelta y no pelean (The Power Rangers turn over
and don’t fight)
When I asked José if he liked to watch Power Rangers on television he
said that he did and he also mentioned that he liked to watch Pokemon as well.
Although a number of these cartoons are available in video in Spanish, it is most
likely that he watched these shows in English. From the story he dictated he
seems to know a number of significant details about these super heroes. Although
he wrote about these characters for his dictation he never played these roles at
school. Instead José would play activities based on the materials available for
play. His preferred location for play, the block center, often had animals and cars
which he would use in sorting exercises, rescue themes or combat themes.
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For several of the girls, pop singers like Selena and Brittany Spears were
important characters, especially if the girls had older sisters. Jennifer for example
chose to write her story about Brittany Spears. She wrote:
Brittany Spears
Brittany Spears canta (sings)
Brittany Spears baila (Dances)
Ella todos los días va en su casa. (Every day she goes to her house)
Luego se cambia. (Then she changes)
Luego se va en su carro. (Then she goes in her car)
Ella va a bailar. (She is going to dance)

Sofía on the other hand chose to write about Selena. She wrote:
Selena
Selena ya se murió y su mamá le puso flores (Selena died and her mother
offered her flowers)
Selena está con diosita allá arriba (Selena is with God up there)
Su mamá fue a buscarla y no sabia que estaba con diosito (Her mother
went to look for her and she didn’t know that she was with God)
Selena estaba cantando, cantando, cantando y luego se murió, como la flor
(Selena was singing, singing, singing and then she died, like a flower)
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From these examples we can see the understanding that the children had of
popular figures of music and cartoons. However much this may have penetrated
into their lives at home, at school these themes were never part of their play.
Indoors the children selected domestic themes and repeated the themes of the
classroom materials. Even out on the playground the children would play
“monster” chase rather then the stereotypical play of superheroes.
This appeared unusual given the importance that other researchers have
put on media characters in children’s play. Riojas (1998) writes, “The popular
culture also had an enormous influence on the themes chosen by the children,
such as when they would role play Batman and the Power Rangers.” Orellana
(1994) also discusses how children saw themselves in the role or other based on
their playing roles like Peter Pan and Wendy in English while they used Spanish
as their own voice.
The influence of English speaking media on children’s play appears in
literature as well. Américo Paredes grew up along the Texas, Mexico border and
most of his stories and corridos relate to the cross cultural experience of Latinos
and European Americans. In his story “Brothers,” two boys, Fred and Arturo, one
German the other Mexican American, find a common language of play. The two
boys are playing along the beach together when Fred says:
“That was a good swim! How about playing something else?”
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“Let’s play at movies,” Arturo said.
“Very good,” said Fred, “but what will we use for guns.”
“I got a couple of them in the truck,” Arturo said. (Paredes, 1994, 85)
The scene continues with the boys playing scenes from cowboy movies as
they chase off rustlers. The boys both speak Spanish until “not particularly
conscious of the fact that they had slipped from Spanish to English, the language
of the movies” (86).
Several possible explanations come to mind for the absence of media
related play in the classroom. First, the children wore uniforms to school so
rarely did the children come to school with images on their clothing of popular
characters. There were no images of popular characters on the walls of the
classroom so these characters were not “present” as the children played. Second,
although Ms. Baker did not actively forbid this type of play she did not encourage
it. The children may have been influenced heavily by the teacher. Finally, the
classroom materials were all basic non-commercial toys. The children may have
played with Barbie and other commercial characters at home, but at school they
played with more open-ended materials.
Lack of media related themes as a sign of lower creativity
It is unusual that the children were not heavily influenced by media play
given its prevalence in literature on children’s play themes. One possible
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explanation is that it was a sign of lower creativity among the children in Ms.
Baker’s class. According to Sawyer (1997), the media related themes suggested
by children are more creative than the domestic themes suggested by these
children during play. He suggests that the domestic role play that is engaged in
by the girls in scene representing a classroom independent theme is a “direct
performance style of play.” According to Sawyer, this type of theme is less
creative than the fantasy type of play, “created out of media exposure” (168).
Sawyer claims that media themes are more suited to the blending of
“themes, characters and events from many sources, to co-create a unique,
improvised performance” (168). The children in the classroom dependent themes
were playing a direct form of play that followed the instruction of Ms. Baker in
the creation of the scene. In this case the scenes were shorter and had fewer
options for the children to offer improvisational elements to. When Andrea had
finished stamping and sorting the envelopes there was little left to do and so she
promptly left, followed by Rocío.
In the scene between Aime, Mirella, Jennifer, Wendy and Sofía we see a
more sophisticated play example that blends the elements of domestic theater that
Sawyer finds so uncreative. As Aime begins her script of going out on a date the
children begin to weave in elements of exclusion, age, parties and preparations for
going out. Although the scene does not contain good guys and bad guys,
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explosions or rescues, it does explore the elements of relationships, freedoms and
the rights of children.
Aime, while playing out the domestic role of a mother going on a date is
deciding which children have the right to go to a party. Wendy is playing with
the role of brother, what is the relationship that a boy would have in this situation
that a girl would not. Sofía on the other hand resists her exclusion and creates an
alternative role for herself of going to a party. All of these elements are blended
together into an improvisational scene that shows the development of themes,
characters and events that Sawyer associates with creative play.
Summary of Question 2: How are the cultural themes for play influenced by the
cross-cultural cross-linguistic situation of the classroom?
The children created complex themes for play based on their own
experiences. Socio-dramatic play was the favored play type in the classroom.
The children drew on their own experiences at home and from each other for
themes for their play. These classroom independent themes were complex and
involved and represented the highest level of play created by the children. The
children were also highly influenced by the materials and themes of the
classroom. Thematic play scenarios set up by the teacher for the children to play
were also important content for thematic play. These classroom dependent theme
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scenarios tended to create less involved and more scripted language, but they also
helped scaffold interactions between Spanish and English speakers.
Finally, the children did not bring many media characters into their play.
Many teachers worry about the stereotypical play created by children based on
television programs. This play did not exist in significant amounts in the
classroom. On the other hand, the lack of media themes may be a reflection of
lack of creativity or it may be an indication that the children are drawing on
different elements in the creation of play themes.
The content of children’s play gives an idea of what is important to
children as they play, understanding the themes created by children in two-way
immersion classrooms helps us reflect on how the classroom impacts children’s
social and bicultural development.
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Research question 3
How does the setting of play influence children’s choice of language and play
partner?
Structure and Interactions
To illustrate how the setting for play impacted the interactions that
occurred there, I have developed a number of scripts from the play tapes which
show how these situations worked. According to Scales (2001) the idiosyncratic
situations of the classroom are often more illustrative than the typical situations.
These scripts were chosen in that they reflect typical and unusual situations. The
typical situation was that two players in a play situation would share a language
either English or Spanish and the play activity would stay in that language until
one or the other player left. In these atypical situations we can see how the
structure of the activity interacts with the required level of interaction.
The following scenes represent situations from the classroom. I have
broken the scenes down into four possible categories:
Low structure Low interactions
High structure High interactions
Low structure High interactions
High structure Low interactions
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Each of these categories represents a cross section of how much
interaction is required for a play activity between the children and how much the
activity structures or scripts the play. These scenes represent either typical or
discrepant interactive events as described by Scales (1996).
Low structure Low interactions (Sand table, Art, Writing, Science)
Scene 1: In this scene we have two master players; both are very interested
in dramatic play and both are very good at creating play scenes. They offer new
ideas to play partners and seek to create cooperative play situations. In the low
structure low interaction situations there were frequently players who would play
next to each other without speaking. In this atypical situation we have two
players determined to communicate.
A Spanish dominant boy (José) and an English dominant girl (Sara) are at
the sand table. Sara is very interested in José’s new baby sister. They are having
trouble communicating, because Sara and José do not share a common language.
They are both very interested in communicating and so they stay at the table and
use what language they have to make the best of the situation. José makes a
number of comments which Sara appears to hear but does not respond to. The
sand table contains some sand castle molds, some cars, shovels, bowls and two
Frisbees. They use these props to create a conversation about cakes and houses.
The children are supposed to be making houses, since that is the theme for the
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week. The conversation is limited to the props at hand and passing materials back
and forth.
The first part of the conversation José offers a number of play suggestions.
He keeps up a running commentary like an announcer for his play. Sara although
she is together with him at the sand table says very little.
José: Mira, voy a hacer esto. (Look, I’m going to do this) Then he tips over a
castle form to make the shape of a castle out of sand.
José: Está bueno. (That’s good)
José: Pancake, mira pancake (Pancake, look a pancake) He says this holding up a
Frisbee full of sand which looks a bit like a pancake.
José: Hay un techo, pancake. (There is a roof, pancake)
José: Yo lo tumbo, lo tumbo (I knock it down, knock it down) José knocks down
his cake
José: Un pastel (A cake)
José: Ay, Chihuahua
José: Hizo un pancake, A ver, sí, es pancake, me subí. (I made a pancake, Look,
yes, it’s a pancake, I got up)( José then puts down the Frisbee and picks up the
castle form again) Si quito éste como hicieron en la mañana. (José destroys castle
with shovel. Sara works silently filling the forms of sand, José is talking to her
but she does not respond to any of his play suggestions.)
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Sara: Wow! (Sara finally makes a comment)
José: Pancake (holds up a Frisbee full of sand) (Sara laughs)
José: A ver si es un pancake en un lugar; mira hay otro pancake (Look, yes, its a
pancake in one place, look another pancake.) (Holds up another Frisbee)
Sara: Let me see that big one that you use. (Points to a Frisbee)
José: This? ¿Por qué? (Why?) (Gives her the Frisbee and turns to a toy car in the
sand) Estos carros dicen Chevy. (These cars say Chevy)
Sara: You don’t have a baby? ¿sí? (Asks about José’s new baby sister)
José: Es girl. (It is a girl)
Sara: Es a boy? (Is it a boy?)
José: Es girl. Mira, es una plancha. (She’s a girl, Look it is an iron)( José shows
a shovel to Sara.) Está plancha (It is flat) (José says this as he pats the sand)
After this very brief conversation they go back to their original activity which is
José talking and Sara working in the sand.
José: Haciendo un pastel (I’m making a cake)
José: Mira hicimos un pastel (Look we made a cake)
José: Está bueno el pastel. ¿eh? Happy birthday to you, happy birthday to you.
(José sings, clearly associating cake with the singing of Happy Birthday).
José: No, mi pancake (No, my pancake)
Sara again is working silently.
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José: Wow, ¿Es un pancake, sí? (Is it a pancake)
Sara: I’m making some cake
José: Esta un pastel (This is a cake)
Sara: Un casa (A house)
José: No un pastel (A cake)
Sara: Un casa (A house)
José: Se parece chocolate, está bueno este pastel. (It looks like chocolate, this
cake is good)
Sara: Gimme that, gimme that, not that one, the purple (Sara reaches for the pink
bowl).
José: No es purple, es pink. (It’s not purple, it is pink) José code switches the
words for colors here. At this point he is code-switching at the lexical level. I
think he is trying to ensure that he is understood by Sara. He has learned a few
words in English to the expressive level including color words.
José: Mira es un pastel (Look it is a cake)
Sara: No es un castillo Ms. Carmen says. (No it is a castle) (Sara is telling José
he needs to follow the theme of the week rather than play the cooking theme that
he was interested in.
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José stops playing briefly and sweeps up some sand that has fallen onto the floor.
Again we see the attempt to subvert the classroom play theme of building castles
and replacing it with the birthday cake theme).
José: Ahora, yo lo tumbo. (Now, I knock it down)
José: ¿Qué hacemos? (What do we do next?)
José and Sara fill forms silently next to each other.
José: Que hacemos un pastel. (Let’s make a cake)
Sara: No es un pastel (It is not a cake) Again Sara tries to keep to the theme.
Sara grabs a yellow form that José was playing with. Sara also code switches into
Spanish to indicate that she is speaking with the authority of the teacher. As
teachers are represented by speaking Spanish Sara feels it is important to use
Spanish when trying to get José to follow the theme.
José: No! (José says keeping Sara from taking the form from him. José then tips
the yellow form and makes a castle shape and then tips another castle form over.)
José: Mira que hacemos una casa (Look let’s make a house)
Sara: I’m making a cake. (Now Sara has switched theme from house to
cooking.)
Sara: I’m making a house but I’m going to mix it up.
José: Tapamos éste, vamos a tapar (Cover this one, lets cover it)
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José: ¿Sí? ¿Sí? ¿Sí o no? (Yes? Yes? Yes or No?) Asks Sara whether he should
cover it.
José: Estamos haciendo un cake. (We’re making a cake)
Sara: I’m making a house
José: Cake o house? (José seems to have missed the change in theme as Sara
moves from making a cake to a house and then back again. In order to find out
what is going on he switches back to English so that he is more certain of being
understood. As the shape of the sand is so ambiguous he cannot look at what she
is doing to determine what she is saying, instead he has to ask her what is going
on.)
José: Está tapando un cake. (I’m covering a cake)
Bell rings to clean up, scene ends.
This is an important conversation in that we see how two players who
want to maintain a play situation can work together. They use the props that they
have available to support the play theme. The conversation however, never gets
past the commenting on the object phase. Although they are naming objects they
never begin an involved imaginary play situation. The frame is also frequently
broken as they can not seem to agree on whether they are making cakes or houses.
Typical of sand play the players often go a minute or two between comments and
one player seems to dominate the conversation as the other makes very few
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comments. He can continue his activity without responses from his play partner.
In similar events in the art table, writing and puzzles players would work next to
each other without speaking.

High Structure Low Interactions
Scene 2: The teacher’s assistant Ms. Carmen., two boys one English
dominant (Raymond) and the other Spanish dominant (José), and one girl
(Jennifer), English dominant are using cut shapes to create a picture of a car at the
art center. In this situation we see how the teacher controls the conversation.
Although the two children are sitting at the same table they have no need to
interact with each other. All of their comments are addressed to the teacher.
Ms. Carmen: El lado que te falta un nube. Tú pones el nube. Alli puede poner
nubes. (On that side you’re missing a cloud. Put a cloud, there you can put clouds)
(Talks to Jennifer about her picture, the teacher knowing that Jennifer is a limited
Spanish speaker repeats herself several times and points to the place where she
wants Jennifer to put a cloud)
José: Ms. Carmen, Ms. Carmen! (Interrupts and shows Ms. Carmen his picture)
Ms. Carmen: (Looks at José’s picture and sees that he is has a car with five
wheels and he has not put on the clouds and road which are part of the
assignment) ¿Dónde está el resto? ¿Dónde están los demas? ¿Cuántas llantas
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tienes? ¿Cuántas llantas tiene un carro, José? (Where is the rest, where are the
other parts of the picture? How many wheels do you have? How many wheels
does a car have?)
José: Uno, dos, tres, cuatro, cinco. (One, two, three, four, five) (Counts the tires
on his picture)
Ms. Carmen: No. Tu carro de tu papa cuántas llantas tiene? (No, your father’s
car how many wheels does it have?)
José: Uno, dos, tres, cuatro. (One, two, three, four) (José counts them out to
himself)
Ms. Carmen: Cuatro, muy bien José, cuatro llantas. (Four, very good José, four
tires) (He starts to take off one of the tires)
Jennifer: Un sol (Looks for a shape for a sun)
Ms. Carmen: Un sol
Jennifer: Yo quiero un sol. (I want a sun)
Ms. Carmen: No hay grandes, ponen chiquitas. Déjame cortar más. A ver si sale
uno. ¿Qué te faltaba aquí Jennifer? ¿Jennifer qué querías, nubes? (There are no
big ones, then put little ones, let me cut some more, let’s see if we can find one.)
(Helps Jennifer look for pieces)
Jennifer: No (Does not want a cloud)
Ms. Carmen: ¿El sol? (A sun?)
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Jennifer: El sol. (The sun)
Ms. Carmen: Allí está. (There it is) (Points to a sun)
Jennifer: ¿Dónde? (Asks where the sun is)
Ms. Carmen: Nada más un sol hay, eh. No pongas dos soles. (There is only one
sun okay, don’t put two suns)
Jennifer and Ms. Carmen both laugh.
Ms. C: ¿Qué vehículo es éste mija, qué hiciste tú? No veo ninguna llanta. ¿Qué
vehículo es?
Jennifer: Carro
Ms. Carmen: Es carro, pero ¿dónde están las llantas? Aqui van las llantas.
¿No más una llanta tiene? ¿Y este que esta arriba de la calle? ¿Qué son?
¿Carros tambien? Ponles llantas. Aquí hay más llantas. (Is it a car, but where are
the wheels. The wheels go here. It only has one wheel? And what are these on
the street? What are they? Cars also? Put wheels on them. Here are some more
wheels). Jennifer attaches another wheel
Jennifer: Ms. Carmen ya acabé (Ms. Carmen I finished)
Jennifer and José then finish their pictures and get permission to leave.
In the previous scene we can see how two children can sit next to each
other without needing to communicate. Ms. Carmen structures the conversation
for them. In a scene later at the same table we see how Raymond tries to explain
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his drawing to Ms. Carmen. He is English dominant and is one of the few
children who uses very little Spanish.
Scene 3: In this scene we can see how the teacher provides a structure,
accepting his responses in English and the scaffolding his attempts at
conversation. She can probe him until he gives a response and she can even tease
him when he does not give an appropriate response to encourage him to continue
interacting.
Raymond: Ya mi gráfica, I finished my gráfica. (I finished my picture, my
picture)
Ms. Carmen: ¿Ya? (Already?)
Raymond: Yes, I finished.
Ms. Carmen: ¿Ya, qué hiciste? (Already, what did you make?)
Raymond: Una gráfica, gráfica. (A picture, picture)
Ms. Carmen: ¿Pero qué es? ¿Qué vehículo es?
Raymond: Es un casa. (It’s a house)
Ms. Carmen: No, ¿tu casa es un vehículo? Queremos vehículos. ¿Qué es un
vehículo, Raymond? Dame un nombre de un vehículo. (No, Your house is a
vehicle? We want vehicles. What is a vehicle Raymond? Give me the name of a
vehicle.)
Raymond…(Makes an inaudible response)
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Ms. Carmen: Te recuerdas que vimos muchos vehículos pasando por la calle
cuando nos paramos alla. Cuál era un nombre de un vehículo? (Don’t you
remember we saw lots of cars passing on the street when we stopped there. What
was the name of a vehicle?)
Raymond:……(Makes another inaudible response)
Ms. Carmen: ¿Qué eran, perros y gatos? (What were they dogs and cats?)
Raymond: ¡No! buses. (Responds to her humorous question with a vehicle they
saw on the street realizes what she is talking about finally)
Ms. Carmen: Ah, ¿y qué más? (And what else?)
Raymond: Y carros (And cars)
Ms. Carmen: ¿y qué más? (and what else?)
Raymond: Bicicletas (Bicycles)
Ms. Carmen: Andele, Esos son vehículos. ¿Ahora, qué vehículo es ese? (Alright,
those are vehicles, now what vehicle is this one)
Raymond: ….(Makes an inaudible response)
Ms. Carmen: Andele corozon. ¿Qué es éste mijo? ¿Qué vehículo? (Come on
dear, what is this? What vehicle?)
Raymond: Una carro (A car)
Ms. Carmen: ¿Un carro? ¿No tiene llantas tu carro? ¿Cómo puede ir sin
llantas? (A car? Your car does not have wheels? How can it go without wheels?)
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Raymond: Ya me acabo. (I finished)
Ms. Carmen: ¿Oye cuál es el vehículo? (Which is the vehicle?)
Raymond: A carro.
Ms. Carmen: ¿Dónde está, apuntalo? ¿Dónde debe de estar las llantas? Esto es
la calle? La llanta va suelta en la calle o esta con el vehículo? (Where is it? Point
to it. Where should the wheels be? Is this the street? The tire goes alone down
the street or is it with a vehicle?)
Raymond: Con el vehículo.
Ms. Carmen: Entonces ponlo y este que anda suelta se solto del vehículo. Este es
el vehículo abajo, abajo. Tu tienes ahi mami. (Then put it on and this one that
goes loose on the street fell off the car, that is the vehicle down there, down there,
you have it there dear)
Raymond gets the tires in the right place and then gets permission to leave
after finishing his picture. As we can see in this non-play activity the teacher can
act as an effective scaffold in order to get Raymond to respond in Spanish. The
teacher can create a high structure activity for the child so that the child is able to
use what little linguistic skills that he has to participate in the conversation. The
other factor that the teacher has that children do not have is persistence. In an
ordinary play situation where the players are not getting along or understanding
each other they often give up and look for a more promising play situation. When
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the teacher controls the conversation she can keep the activity going until she gets
the response she wants.

Low Structure High Interactions
Scene 4: For this section I have provided three scenes. The first and
second are a typical play situations between children who share a language. The
first occurs between two girls, Rocío and Alejandra both English dominant. They
are in the house corner playing HEB grocery store. There are a number of food
objects for props which the girls use to create a play scene about going shopping.
Alejandra is the shopper, she has a shopping basket. Rocío is the shopkeeper.
Alejandra has an interesting name for each role, the shopper is called ‘the ladies’
because they are the women who go to shop. She calls Rocío ‘the store’ which is
her word for shopkeeper.
Alejandra: I’m going to buy some of these. (Puts some items in her shopping
basket)
Rocío: Are you going to buy chocolate?
Alejandra: I’m going to buy these.
Rocío: No, those get to buy um.
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Alejandra: Not the store, only the ladies. (Tells Rocío that only the shopper gets
to choose products) I want one of these. Take one of these. Wait, wait store.
Okay, okay. I brought some Kool Aid
Rocío: Over here (She wants Alejandra to check
out).
Alejandra: I brought some of these because I want
some.
Rocío: Bring the basket.
Alejandra: Can I have some of these? Can I take some of these?
Rocío: Bring your basket (Alejandra gives Rocío the basket of food, and Rocío
rings up Alejandra’s food).
Alejandra: I bought one of these, okay?
Rocío: 4 dollars please.
Alejandra: 4 dollars?
Rocío: Yeah, Here, ma’am.
Alejandra: Wait, wait, Here’s the money. Okay 20 dollars (hands Rocío some
money)
Rocío: 4 dollars please
Alejandra: 4 dollars? Moneys (moneys are coins) Here’s my sticker (credit card)
4 dollars, 4 dollars.
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Rocío: Here
Alejandra: 4 dollars please, look 4 dollars, lady, lady, I tengo (have) 4 dollars.
Rocío: There’s your money ma’am (gives her back some change).
For Scene 4 we can see the smooth transitions between players. There is a
give and take to the scene and the responses that the girls make are on task and
follow from one another. In this scene we can see the similarities to Sawyer’s
Play as Improvisation (1997) as the children play the seen of shopping. Sawyer
suggests, “Many play episodes are enactments of scripts learned by watching
adults, or fantasy plots taken from TV or movies” (29). The girls in the above
scene have observed the creation of this play scene by Ms. Baker in the
description of this scene. When Rocío varies from the script and tries to grab one
of Alejandra’s lines, Alejandra quickly steps in to get them both back on script.
Scene 5: In this scene we see a similar situation, except between two
Spanish dominant girls and one bilingual girl. Iliana and Andrea are both Spanish
dominant girls. Sofía is bilingual and so she adjusts her play language to that of
her play partners. Again this scene takes place in the housekeeping corner except
it is set up this time as a traditional house for play. The girls take on the roles of
moms and daughters for this play scene. This scene, looking again at Sawyer is
closer to what he sees as improvisation. According to Sawyer (1997), “children’s
play is just as frequently a novel, creative improvisation, a combination of roles,
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characters, plots, and events that has never been enacted” (29). The following
scene represents this improvisation as the girls suggest roles and take into
consideration a number of possible options. The lead character, Andrea suggests
a number of interesting parts as she offers options on having babies and going to
the hospital. While this goes on, Iliana warms the food and Sofía talks on the
telephone.
Iliana: Ella va a ser la mamá. (She’s going to be the mom)
Sofía: ¿Quién va a ser la mamá? (Who is going to be the mom?)
Iliana: Yo voy a calentar la comida. (I am going to warm the food)
Andrea: Si quieres cocinar la carne. (If you want to cook the meat)
Sofía: Mamá, Mamá, abuelita. (Sofía pretends to talk on the phone Sofía then
gives the phone to Iliana)
Iliana: ¿Abuelita? (Iliana talks on the phone to her grandmother)
Andrea has a baby in the high chair, after talking on the phone Iliana returns to
cooking.
Sofía: Mamá, mamá.
Andrea: ¿Quién estaba trabajando? (Who was working?)
An English speaking girl Sandra, tries to get Sofía to leave and play a game with
her.
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Sandra: Do you want to play? (Sandra addresses this only to Sofía even though
there are two other girls playing in the center, she chooses the bilingual child as a
possible play partner, however Sofía turns her down. Sofía being bilingual has
this ability to select from a wider range of play partners.
Andrea: Yo soy la mamá. Yo soy la mamá. (I am the mom, I am the mom.)
Iliana: ¿Dónde vas? (Where are you going?)
Andrea: Al doctor.
Iliana: ¿Por que? (Why?)
Andrea: Y tú no sabías que tenías un bebé y trae una mesita para el bebé. ¿Pero
cuál era el mío? (And you did not know that you had a baby and bring me the
table for the baby, but which was mine?) (Andrea is giving the girls a script to
talk about. Which is about women having babies and having to take care of them.)
Iliana: Hello ¿quién es? (Who is it?) (Iliana talks on the phone)
Sofía: ¿La abrochas? (Sofía asks Andrea to help her zip up the dress. She is
getting into character. The dress is small for Iliana and it is hard to zip up.
Andrea pulls out the red dress and starts to put it on)
Andrea: Y yo sabía que vas a tener un hijo. (And I knew that you were going to
have a baby)
Iliana: Sí, quiero tener un hijo. (Yes, I want to have a baby)
Andrea: Aquí esta el hijo. (Here is the baby)
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Iliana tries to put on the red dress she did not fit into the pink dress so she tries the
red one which is somewhat larger.
Andrea: Sí, te queda ésta (Yes, that one fits on you)
Andrea: Y tú no sabes y tú no estabas allí (And you did not know and you were
not there. I am not exactly sure what she means by this except I think she is
talking about the baby and Iliana having a baby.)
Andrea: Aquí en el piso. (Here on the floor.)
Iliana: Y también así (And also this way.)
Andrea: Pero tú eras…(But you are…) (Andrea whispers in Iliana’s ear)
Sofía: ¿Quién va a sacar el bebe? (Who is going to take out the baby?)
Andrea: Y ya nacía y ya nacía y ya nacía (And he is born and he is born and he is
born) Andrea repeats this many times while holding one of the dolls. Sofía then
puts the baby in a blanket and puts it in the baby carrier. Andrea and Sofía leave
suddenly now that the baby is here. They take the baby with them. Iliana is left
alone in the house corner. She feeds the other baby with a spoon and she holds
the three necklaces and looks around while she talks on the phone. Sofía and
Andrea then come back with the baby.
Iliana: Yo soy la mamá (I am the mom) Iliana takes the baby from Sofía
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Andrea: Tú cuidabas el bebe (You take care of the baby) Andrea takes the baby
from Iliana and gives it to Sofía. Andrea and Iliana then leave Sofía in the house
corner. Sofía holds the baby and sits in the rocking chair in the house corner.
Sofía: This is my baby. (Sofía tells Beatrice who is passing by. Sofía being
bilingual is able to offer scripts to both English speaking and Spanish speaking
play partners.)
Beatrice: No one is playing with you? (Beatrice asks if anyone is playing with
Sofía.)
Sofía: That’s Andrea’s baby. (Sofía holds the baby)
Iliana and Andrea return bringing the baby. Iliana gets into the red dress again
and
Andrea puts on the blue jacket. Sofía hides in the closet.
Andrea: Yo me llevaba el bebé (I took the baby with me) (Andrea takes baby and
Iliana helps her wrap it in a blanket. Sofía comes out of closet)
Sofía: Mira (Look) (She has put on another dress and wants the girls to look at
her)
Iliana: Ven a comer (Come to eat)
Andrea: Yo queiro cenar. La bebé ya comio (I want to eat dinner, the baby
already ate)
Sofía and Andrea pretend to eat.
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Andrea: Yo terminé. (I’m finished)
Sofía: Yo también. (Me too)
After this all three girls then leave the house corner. Again in this scene
we can see the alternating of conversations, the players following each others play
suggestions. We can also see the ability of the bilingual child to switch from
language to language depending on who she was speaking to. The scene follows
on Sawyer’s (1997) description of play as script as the players play a scene from
their domestic experience. He suggests that, “When children play at putting the
baby to bed, there are obvious parallels with their everyday life” (168). He
suggests that this type of play is perhaps less creative than the creative fantasy
play themes that children got from movies and other media exposure.
On the other hand, this play scene seems to me to be a reflection of a
combination of a variety of domestic play themes combined from the everyday
lives of the children. The girls in the above scene are then creating an indirect
and collective performance style of play scene that Sawyer suggests that is more
creative than the direct performance play of domestic play themes. As Andrea
offers play options she is combining them with the cooking theme suggested by
Iliana and the telephone theme suggested by Sofia. The same sort of play
blending of themes that Sawyer suggests is more creative using the “rescues, fires,
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explosions, earthquakes, bad guys, good guys, spaceships and families of
animals” (168) of media based play.
Although more exciting perhaps, these media themes are not more
complex than the theme changes that occur in the above domestic scene or in the
other scenes produced by the players based on their domestic experiences. In the
following scene, we see three boys engaged in a type of media based theme.
Instead of being more exciting and creative the scene breaks down as the players
are unable to put together a coherent theme. Instead the play activity remains
superficial with little development of roles, blending of themes and events that
Sawyer sees as so creative.
Scene 6: In this next scene we see a cross linguistic situation between
three boys. In this scene we see how the play breaks down because the three boys
have difficulty maintaining a play scene. Raymond, an English speaking boy tries
to get the boys to follow his play theme with mixed results. We also have an
unusual situation where one boy rejects another based simply on their inability to
communicate. The three boys are; Raymond an English speaker, José a Spanish
speaker and Javier who is Spanish dominant but has some English understanding.
The boys are playing with toy cars on a small map of a town. Raymond
frequently suggests themes of car chases and police and jails. I have heard him
use this theme in the house corner earlier with some girls. José is also present at
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the beginning of the episode, he ignores Raymond completely for the first few
minutes.
Raymond: I came to get you (Suggests a play theme of car chases)
Javier: ¿Tiene uno verdad? (You have one right?) (Asks about the other’s car)
Raymond: Hey buddy, I came to get you, your van. I came to get your van. Hey
buddy, I came to get your van. Hey buddy, I came to get your van. We’re both
robbers. Pretend I was dead. (Makes suggestions for play themes)
Javier: Yo soy el robot (I am a robot) (Javier misunderstands play suggestion,
play continues disconnected for a few seconds) Yo soy el robón. Yo soy el robón.
Mira. (I am the robber, I am the robber, look) (Javier catches on to the play
theme)
Raymond: Which one are you?
Javier: Mira, Aquí está. (Look here it is)
Raymond: I’m already dead.
Javier: Está el robón. (Here is the robber)
Raymond: I’m already dead.
Javier: Dame (Give it to me)
Raymond: I’m already dead (Raymond repeats a phrase over and over again. It
reminds me a little of the tourist trying to purchase something in a foreign
country. He seems to think the more he says the phrase and the louder he says it
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the more likely it will be understood. Although Raymond and Javier are
alternating phrases they are clearly not on the same page as far as the play theme
goes.
José: No se metan (Don’t get in the way) (José is aggravated because Raymond
has gotten in his way by sitting on the map. He tells him to get out of the way so
he can continue driving his car on the map.)
Raymond: I got a gun (Raymond ignores what José has said, I am not even sure
if he is aware that he has upset José.)
José: ¡Siéntate para acá! (Sit over there!) (José continues to ignores the play
suggestions that Raymond is making and he is now telling Raymond to move
away)
Raymond: Pretend you saw the other robbers, Pretend you saw another, Pretend
you saw the other robbers! Pretend you saw another robber!! (Again Raymond
repeats the same phrase over and over without success. Each time he repeats this
he gets louder and more urgent)
Javier: Se aventó el carro (The car turned over.)
Raymond: Hey guys, pretend you saw another robber. (Javier seems to be
following along but Raymond does not realize that Javier is also playing.)
José: Hey! ¡Lo quebró! (Hey it broke) (Tells Raymond he broke one of the cars.)
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Raymond: Hey pretend you saw another robber dead (Javier makes a siren
sound, Javier indicates to Raymond that he is following the play by making a
sound which Raymond interprets correctly as a police sound) You saw a robber
alive, you saw a robber alive, you saw a robber alive.
Javier: Aquí está el robón. Ah, mira (Here is the robber, Ah look)(Javier follows
the chase theme)
Raymond: And you shot him
Javier: ¡Mira! (Javier shoots Raymond)
Raymond: You shot him dead. You saw a robber who was dead. You saw
another one dead!
José: ¡Shhhh! ¡Hace ruido él, él hace ruido el Raymond! (Shhh! He makes noise,
he makes noise that Raymond)(This is the end for José. He finally boils over that
Raymond continues to shout over and over the play suggestions. So he tells him
to be quiet but he refers to him in the third person)
Raymond: Pretend there’s another one dead. Pretend there’s another one dead.
(Raymond is completely oblivious to José’s aggravation, he continues with his
play theme, at last happy that Javier is playing along)
Javier: Hay otra aquí mira. (Javier continues to follow)
Bell rings for clean up and the play scene ends. In this scene, we see that
this is the most extreme case of Low Structure High Interactions. Although the
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props could potentially be scaffolds for a play interaction the boys are too
language dependent to make the play scene work. Unlike the sand table scene
which José was able to engage with Sara using the toys as props and scaffolds for
play. The play was basically functional and parallel in that situation. A low
structure high interaction activity which is involved with dramatic play
Interestingly a few days later the two Raymond and José were playing
outside together in a situation where Ms. Carmen had brought out a couple of bats
and balls for baseball. The two boys were very attracted to the activity, and so as
Ms. Carmen would throw the ball, each one would take turns swinging at the
balls. They harbored no resentment toward each other, it was just that in a
dramatic play situation they were too uncomfortable and impatient for the play to
continue.
High Structure High Interactions
Scene 7: In this final section we see that some activities can produce
interactions across languages. Unlike the dramatic play scenes before which
require a tremendous amount of understanding between players in order to
maintain the play the game sequence does not require that the players to share too
much language. The second factor that we see that is different than the sand table
sequence and other low structure low interaction activities for the game there is a
tremendous amount of interactions between the players. The game is what
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provides the structure. Ms. Baker had explained the game a few days earlier to all
of the class. It consisted of 32 cards, 16 large cards and 16 small cards. On each
large card there was a picture of a bird that matched a corresponding small card.
The children are supposed to place them in rows upside down and then turn over a
large card and a small card to see if they match. Five girls are playing the
matching card game during this play episode. Wendy, Sandra and Mary are
English dominant. Carmen and Andrea are Spanish dominant.
Mary

Sandra
Andrea

Wendy

Carmen

Figure 3.
The layout of the girls’ card game
Sandra: La grande, un grande aquí, un grande aquí. (A big one, a big one here a
big one here). Sandra is dealing the one set of large cards into rows.
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Carmen: ¿Quién empieza primero? (Who goes first?
Sandra: Yo no sé. (I don’t know)
??: Yo (Me)
Andrea: No! Primero Sandra, luego así, vamos así (No first Sandra and then this
way, we go this way)(Andrea says that can’t be right and points to Sandra as the
first one to go. She is trying to show the direction of the game. She is pointing
with an exaggerated motion to illustrate her point)
Carmen: Primero Andrea, y luego yo. (First Andrea and then me) (Interestingly
Carmen disagrees with Andrea who usually always agree with each other)
Sandra: Yo acabé primero. (I finished first) (Which means before Mary who is
laying out the set of small cards)
Wendy: I get to guess, I’m gonna guess.
Mary: I’m gonna put them down (Lays out the cards in rows)
Sandra: Let me have all of em and you don’t. (Tries to take the cards from Mary
who ignores her)
Carmen: Primero vamos con mi…(First we go with me) Carmen just goes first
ignoring the others, she selects a small card and is about to select another small
card when Sandra tells her that she is about to pick the wrong card.
Sandra: Un grande, No un grande. (A big one, a big one) (Carmen selects a card
and seeing that they do not match puts them back)
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Andrea: Sigo yo (I’m next) (Andrea says she is going next.)
Mary: Yo quiero ir. (I want to go)
Sandra: No look it’s going like that (Disagreement over who goes next, She
waves her arm in a counter clockwise direction to show how she thinks the game
should go.)
Group: Nooo!!! (The group disagrees with her)
Carmen: Asiií! (This way!!)(Wants the game to go in the opposite direction)
Wendy: No, I’m next. (Now everyone seems to be jumping in with suggestions
about who is next.
Andrea: No, luego tú sigues Carmen (No you follow Carmen)
Sandra: No, Carmen, no.
Andrea: Go Carm
Wendy: Mr John, yo quiero ir. (I want to go)(Turns to me to get the game going)
Mr John: ¿Quién fue el primero? (Who was first?)
Andrea: Yo, luego sigue Carmen (Me, and then Carmen is next.)
Sandra: Yo, no yo.
Wendy: Yo quiero ir así (I want to go like this indicating a direction.)
Mr John: Vamos como un reloj y Wendy es el segundo (Let’s go like a clock and
Wendy will be second)(I make a sugestion, that they go in order like a clock)
Sandra: Mary y luego yo y luego tú (Mary and then me and then you)
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Andrea: Ves. (See) Te lo puse allí, Aquí lo puse (I put it there, I put it there)
(Carmen has turned over a card and Andrea tries to tell her where the match is)
Sandra: No distes a ella! (Don’t tolded her!) (This upsets Sandra greatly who
demands that she not tell her but she misconjugates the verb which should be
Dices)
Andrea: Aquí lo puse (I put it there.)
Sandra: No dice a ella! (Don’t tell her) (She again tells her not to say anything
and this time gets closer to the correct conjugation)
The scene actually goes on for several more pages of transcripts. Once
they have agreed on an order for the game the girls play on until all the cards have
been matched up. Although the girls are limited in the amount of language they
share enough to explain the essentials of the game to each other. Key terms are
things like “my turn” and “who is next” and “son iguales” (They are the same).
Again as mentioned earlier this shows how the English speaking children know
important vocabulary in Spanish and use it in this situation. They most likely
know the important terms in English but prefer to use their Spanish in this case.
Analysis of Play Settings
In examining the context of play one of the important considerations is the
location of play. The materials and space available for play have an impact of
what type of play occurs in that setting. Teachers plan classrooms in order to
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support different types of learning. One way of adjusting the classroom is by
changing the materials available for play. In Ms. Baker’s classroom there were
always quite a few centers available for the children to use. Some days a center
would not be used at all during the day and other days the center would be busy
with children.
As Johnson, Christie and Yawkey (1999) point out.
Materials such as blocks, Tinkertoys and Legos inspire constructive play,
whereas dolls, dress up clothes and housekeeping props encourage make
believe. Materials can also affect the social quality of play with some
encouraging solitary play and others group play.
In examining the locations for children’s play the setting and type of play
activity had an important influence on children’s experiences. The materials
available for play directly influenced the type of play that occurred in the settings.
The materials available for play also had unexpected influences on the children’s
play. As expected, the presence of dramatic play materials in the housekeeping
corner encouraged dramatic play. Unexpectedly the Montessori practical life
materials were also regularly used for dramatic play. The idea that a particular
setting is meant to be used in a particular fashion, may be an inappropriate adult
concept of how materials are to be used. Although the materials were divided
carefully by centers the children tended to adapt the center to their own needs.
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This sometimes caused conflicts between the teachers in the classroom and the
children as seen in the previous scenes of children subverting the theme of play.
Howe, Moller, & Chambers (1994), have suggested that the different
themes that teachers use for dramatic play either encourages or discourages
dramatic play. They found that children preferred familiar scenes like domestic
scenes to unfamiliar scenes like pharmacies and pirate ships. Ms. Baker was
careful to select thematic units based on the experiences of the children and also
emphasized visits to the different locations that were the basis of the unit. On the
other hand, scenes like the post office may have been unfamiliar to the children
and so it may have limited the possible number of play options which occurred
there.
Housekeeping was by far the most popular setting for play. When the
children were released from group time they would often run to the house keeping
center. The housekeeping center frequently had a theme which the children were
supposed to follow for their play. Post office and HEB were two popular centers,
however in February as the HEB center entered its fourth week the children
nearly abandoned it completely in favor of the practical life center. As the
children had played out a play activity they would move on to new activities.
In developing a system for categorizing the types of interactions found in
the two way classroom I have developed a rubric for classifying play situations.
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The rubric is based on two factors. First, the structure of the activity, in a highly
structured activity the second language learner has a limited number of linguistic
responses. The limited number of responses also allows the speaker to learn the
appropriate responses and the situations where they can be used. Cummins
(1984) theory for second language and academic context in which situations can
be either context embedded or context reduced. Face to face interactions are
context embedded in that the speaker can easily refer to objects and information
in the area. Context reduced situations are ones where the discussion is abstract
in some way thus increasing the linguistic load of the conversation.
For play there is some debate as to how context imbedded or context
reduced the situation is. In Ms. Baker’s classroom there were differences in
levels of structure in the activities. Activities like teacher directed activities were
highly structured in that the teacher controlled the conversation and was able to
scaffold the learner’s speech and even allow the children to use English and
respond appropriately in Spanish. Most of the teacher directed activities do not fit
the play definition in that the children usually were not choosing to be in the
teacher directed activity or they were working on a project. All teacher responses
were in Spanish so the only cross linguistic teacher child interactions were
English speaking children to Spanish speaking teachers. Games also are highly
structured in that there is a highly structured response expected for each move
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during the game. Activities like sand and water play, and art also were not highly
structured.
Dramatic play for the purposes of this discussion is not structured. Some
authors suggest that dramatic play activities are context embedded in that the
objects for play are present and so players can adapt easily to the play situation.
Peregoy (1991), calls the materials for dramatic play ‘environmental scaffolds’.
Environmental scaffolds are “communication supports offered by a teacher or by
peers that assist second language learners in comprehension and production at a
level somewhat beyond their current level of second language competence”
(1991, 466). According to Peregoy, the playhouse is one area that provides
scaffolds for play activities as “the playhouse defined the context and limited the
range of meaning that were likely to be generated.” (471).
On the other hand, dramatic play also requires a great deal of
communicative competence. According to Garvey (1990), children need to be
able to gain access to play situations, negotiate roles, and enact play through
language. Peregoy does describe free choice centers as a challenge for second
language speakers in that they have to “negotiate entry into the scene and
appropriate roles.” Sawyer (1997) discusses dramatic play as being
improvisational in that speakers can choose from a number of possible responses
in order to keep the play activity going. Play as improvisation requires a different
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level of linguistic competence in that the speaker not only has to understand the
previous speaker’s verbal initiation but also has to respond appropriately.
In highly structured activities the children were able to maintain play
activities because the structure of the situation provided a context for the
conversation and limited the possible number of responses. In low structure
activities the children had difficulty maintaining the play situation or did not
communicate at all. Of the centers in the classroom the chart breaks down like
this:
Table V
High structure and low structure activities
High Structure Activities/Centers
Teacher Directed (Non-Play)
Games (Games)
Computers (Games)

Low Structure Activities/Centers
House keeping, Blocks, Practical
Life (Dramatic)
Sand and water, Puzzles
(Functional)
Art, writing, Science (Functional)

Second, the level of interaction of the activity, play activities carry more
or less requirements for interactions in order to maintain the play event. Dramatic
play situations require a high level of interactions in order to create a play
situation. Activities like games also require interactions between players as they
make decisions on who is to go next, turn taking and negotiating rules. Other
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activities like sand and water play are more functional and so players are more
likely to engage in parallel type play than in a housekeeping situation.
High interaction activities automatically put a strain on cross linguistic
interactions in that to maintain the play, players have to know what the other
player is doing. On the other hand children could play near a peer who did not
share their language in a low interaction situation. Teacher directed situations
were low interactions because in general the teacher controlled the interactions so
the children rarely interacted with each other, only with the teacher.

Table VI
High interaction and low interaction activities
High Interaction
Games, Computers (Games,
Functional)
Housekeeping, Practical Life
(Dramatic)
Blocks (Dramatic)

Low Interaction
Teacher directed (non-play)
Sand and water, puzzles
(Functional)
Art, writing, science (Functional)
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Low Structure
High Interactions
Blocks,
Housekeeping,
Practical life

High Structure
High Interactions
Games, Computers

Low Structure
Low Interactions
Art, Writing,
Puzzles, Science

High Structure
Low Interactions
Teacher Directed

Figure 4.
High and low structure and high and low interaction activities in the classroom
Looking at this rubric for understanding where and when cross linguistic
interactions occurred most frequently and most successfully in Ms. Baker’s
classroom. The High Structure/High Interaction situation i.e. games created the
most successful interactions. The Low Structure/High Interaction situation i.e.
dramatic play created interactions between players but they were often
unsuccessful. For the Low Structure Low Interaction situations i.e. art and sand
play there were very few interactions. Finally the High Structure/Low Interaction
situation i.e. Teacher directed also had very few interactions between players.
Taking each situation in turn we can see why this may have occurred.
High Structure High Interactions (Games)
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Children from different linguistic backgrounds can play a game together
without sharing a language. The World Cup this summer will be played between
32 teams from 32 different countries. The success of the tournament is that
although the players represent different languages and cultures they share the
same rules for the game. The games played in the classroom had a shared set of
rules that the children followed in order to keep the game going. The rules for the
game provide a structure that the players can depend on to know what is to
happen next. The games in the classroom also require high interactions in that the
children need to interact with each other to keep the game going.
According to Ervin-Tripp (1982) games provide an activity structure that
allows second language learners to interact with speakers of the target language.
According to Ervin Tripp games allow play with minimal language,
contextualized formulae, turn exchanges and gestural support. Games also
allowed for meaningful redundancy of forms and encourage cooperation from
speakers of the target language. The example listed above between the girls
playing the card game we can clearly see how the activity structure encourages
and supports interactions between the different players. Silver (1999), also
discusses how games allow interactions between players who do not share a
language. In his example, Peter and Yusuf are able to continue to play a game of
Connect Four using only pictures to communicate.
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Although the opportunity to engage in game playing was not successful
for all children in the classroom, the ones who had the most experience with
games were able to maintain game activities cross linguistically. The simple
language required and the repetition of routines provided a structure for games
that allowed them to continue with little linguistic support.
High Interactions Low Structure (Dramatic Play)
Dramatic play situations between children as discussed above required
high interactions to succeed. The children needed to negotiate roles, materials
and space among the players. The children preferred to play dramatic play
situations with children who spoke their own language. Cooperative
sociodramatic play requires complex language which creates the frame for the
players (Garvey, 1990).
Several authors have discussed how the materials in the classroom can
scaffold the activities. Peregoy (1991) discusses how routines can provide
language support within a routine. The predictability of language within the
routine allows for players to follow along. The most successful High Interaction
Low Structure activities occurred under the more scripted classroom dependent
theme activities while the classroom independent theme activities were much
more complex to arrange. Rocío participating in both the HEB and the Post
Office scenes takes on a non-speaking part while the other player describes the
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actions of the activity. Peregoy also describes the importance of the persistence
of players to “gain entry to the game even if you don’t know exactly what is going
on” (471). Rocío was one of the few children persistent enough to remain in the
scene even though she may not have known what is going on.
In the classroom independent theme activities like the one between
Raymond, José and Javier we can see the difficulty of maintaining the play frame
as Raymond repeated again and again his initiatives without response from the
others. While in the situations where the children knew and understood each
other like with Rocío and Alejandra as English speakers and Iliana, Andrea and
Sofía as Spanish speakers there was consistent following of the play scene and
complex introduction of play variables like having babies and shopping.
Although an important part of the classroom routine dramatic play
opportunities do not provide many opportunities for children to interact cross
linguistically. This may also have been limited in that there was very little
teacher support for these activities. Ms. Carmen worked primarily at the art and
writing tables while Ms. Baker worked with a small group. The presence of an
adult who was able to scaffold interactions and help children gain entry may have
made this type of situation more common.
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High Structure Low Interactions (Teacher Directed)
The High Structure Low Interaction activities were teacher directed
activities. In this classroom this tended to be the art and writing activities that
were more a part of the formal curriculum. These activities tended to be low
interactions in that the teacher tended to control the conversations and the children
tended to direct their comments toward the teacher rather than to each other. The
children from different linguistic backgrounds may have been present together but
they rarely interacted.
Peregoy (1991) suggests that teachers can provide scaffolding for
interactions by providing verbal scaffolds for the children’s speech and by
creating predictable routines that the children can depend on. The teacher
provided verbal scaffolding when she used Spanish and “expected an appropriate
response” (469). According to Lindholm-Leary (2001) based on Cazden (1988),
teacher talk in two-way classrooms tends to follow an Initiative Response
Evaluation routine. According to Lindholm-Leary (2001):
Teacher initiations frame information and cue learning, student responses
should then demonstrate acquisition and mastery of new material and,
finally, teacher evaluation remarks serve to guide the direction and pace of
the lesson. (125)
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The majority of responses expected of students are short factual recall type
responses, which are then evaluated by the teacher. The teacher directed activities
above follow this pattern as Ms. Carmen asks questions and then the students
respond to the question and then she evaluates the response. Ms. Carmen uses a
simpler form of questioning with José a Spanish dominant child and expects a
more complex response.
Ms. Carmen: No, Tu carro de tu papa cuántas llantas tiene? (No, your father’s
car how many wheels does it have?)
José: Uno, dos, tres, cuatro. (One, two, three, four) (José counts them out to
himself)
Ms. Carmen: Cuatro, muy bien José, cuatro llantas. (Four, very good José, four
tires).
From this we can see the Initiative Response and Evaluation pattern typical of
teacher talk. From the discussion with Raymond Ms. Carmen restates her
question in different forms trying to shape an appropriate response. In this way
Ms. Carmen provides a verbal scaffolding for Raymond so he can have many
attempts to create an appropriate response.
According to Wong Fillmore (1985) successful language teachers have
common instructional practices including separation of languages, repetitions,
tailoring of language to the learner, and an emphasis on communication. Clearly
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the language samples from the teacher-student interactions we can see Ms.
Carmen and Ms. Baker following these examples. Ms. Carmen also uses a
predictable routine in that the child engages with the activity until he or she has
finished it. She then questions the child about the creation until they have given
the appropriate responses at which point they can leave. Raymond spent a great
deal of time working with Ms. Carmen in the classroom. Although he enjoyed
playing with the boys he often had difficulty communicating with them and was
often left out of their games. Knowing that Ms. Carmen would provide a routine
and scaffolding for his language encouraged him to spend time with her.
Teacher directed activities during free play time provide important input
for language learners. The teacher as a sophisticated language user can adapt her
language to the language level of the student more easily. The teacher also can
maintain an engagement even when the speaker is giving inaudible or
unintelligible responses. On the other hand, the teacher also tends to dominate the
conversation and so children get little if any opportunities to interact with each
other while working with the teacher.
Low Structure Low Interactions (Art, Sand, Computers and
Manipulatives)
Based on activity structure these activities provided limited structure for
the play while at the same time did not require interactions between participants.
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The children at these activities did not have a specific outcome or routine so they
have a limited structure. The activities also did not require interactions, although
it is hard to demonstrate using transcriptions there were many occasions when
children would engage in these activities without speaking. At times the groups at
these activities would all share the same language and they would spend time
interacting with each other. At other times they would work silently.
Art construction materials and manipulatives tend to encourage solitary
play while clay, sand and water tend to encourage functional play (Rubin, 1977).
Silver (1999) hints at the way these materials can be used without language when
he describes several recent ELL arrivals to the classroom, “play allows those
children who do not socialize with others because of language differences to
function independently and feel successful” (67). He describes one child, Arthur,
who “spent hours of focused, uninterrupted play as he assembled puzzles and
made constructions with Lego materials” (67).
These functional play materials served a similar function in Ms. Baker’s
classroom. The children were able to engage in the activities without
communicating and in cross linguistic situations like the one described above
between Sara and José show how they are able to play side by side with little
communication. The presence of these types of materials created a situation
where children could opt not to communicate with others. A child whose primary
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play partner was absent or working in another activity would be able to engage
herself in functional activities until another play opportunity came along.
Summary of Question 3: How does the setting of play influence children’s choice
of language and play partner?
The setting for play played an important part in how and when children
would interact cross linguistically. The activities that encouraged interactions had
greater activity structure. This appears to be because the structure of the activity
scaffolds and/or limits the possible responses by the players. The activities that
had low structure did not scaffold and/or limit the possible number of responses
so the children had a more difficult time anticipating what the other children
would respond. High structure activities include games, teacher structured
activities and highly scripted dramatic play routines that provide the players with
a set of rules to follow or routines to act out. Low structure activities included
socio- dramatic play and functional play activities that used abstract materials and
language that did not provide a structure for the activity.
Activities which encouraged interactions also created opportunities for
cross linguistic interactions. These activities required that players interact to keep
the activity going, the players had a desire to keep the activity going in these
situations so they worked to interact. Activities which did not require interactions
were often silent as players did not need to interact with each other to keep the
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activity going. Activities that encouraged interactions were socio dramatic play
and games which required that players interact with each other to keep the game
going. Activities which did not encourage interactions were teacher directed
activities and functional play activities because the players could participate
without communicating with each other.
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Research Question 4: How did the environment of a two-way immersion
setting impact the children’s language development?
Controlling with Language
In the following scene we see Raymond trying to get Jaime and the other children
to play with him in the housekeeping center. The other children are playing with
the animals in the block center. The scene takes place between two bilingual
children and two English dominant children.
Raymond: Jaime want to play here? Carmen’s not going to play here. You want
to play here? Want to play here?
Jaime: I don’t want to.
Raymond: You want to play here? You want to play here? Yes, Carmen’s gonna
get out look.
Jaime: I don’t need, I don’t want to
Raymond: Here, ¿quieres ir con mi Wendy? (Do you want to go with me
Wendy?)
Wendy: Yo
Jaime: Wendy’s on my team Raymond
Raymond: No there’s no teams, there’s no teams
Jaime: We could do I don’t want to play there
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Raymond: There’s no teams
Jaime: Ow Mr John, Mr John, Raymond me hizo así. (Mr John Raymond did this
to me)
Sandra: Tell him no me hagas así (Tell him don’t do that to me)
Jaime: No me hagas así
Raymond: I’m not your friend
Sandra: Tell him todos somos amigos (We’re all friends)
Raymond: Well, play with me
Jaime: I don’t want to, Raymond
Raymond: Okay
Jaime: I can play with whoever I want
Raymond: I’m not your friend
Sandra: Raymond, somos amigos
Jaime: Like Raymond’s always telling me to be coming
Raymond: You don’t be talking about me. You don’t be talking about me. You
don’t be talking about me, Jaime. You don’t be talking about me Jaime. You
don’t gotta talk about me.
(Raymond is clearly hurt by the rebuff. The other children go on with their play
with the animals. This continues for a few seconds as Raymond pauses after his
first rebuff.)
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Raymond: Jaime, hurry come on
Jaime: Why?
Raymond: Because
Jaime: You don’t tell me where to play
Raymond: Well so
Jaime: I could play where ever I want. You want to go with me, Sandra and
Wendy?
(At this point Raymond watches for a while as the children continue their game
with the animals. They are creating animal families with cheetahs who are going
out and hunting. Finally after watching for a while Raymond tries a new tactic
which is offering Jaime total control over the game in order to get him to play.)
Raymond: Could you play with me?
Jaime: I don’t want to
Raymond: Please Jaime
Wendy: Not right now
Jaime: Yeah I could play whatever I want
Raymond: You could do whatever you want Right he can do what ever he want
Wendy: Yes he can
Sandra: You could go to whatever taller (Center) he wants to
Raymond: And he can do what he wants to do
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Jaime: Look what I did I put on my
Wendy: What he can’t do is don’t cross the road by himself
Jaime: I could put all the animales salvajes together look it
Raymond: Please play with me
Jaime: No
Raymond: Okay I’m not your friend
All together: Ummm
Sandra: He said it twice. Tell him todos somos amigos
All together: Todos somos amigos
Wendy: Todos los días cuando venimos aquí todos somos amigos. Como Andrea
es tu amigo y Jaime también es tu amigo. (Every day when we come here, we are
all friends. Andrea is your friend and Jaime also is your friend)
Raymond: No he ain’t.
Sandra: Yes, he is
Raymond: No, cause he don’t want to play with me right now
Sandra: That doesn’t mean he’s not your friend
Raymond: Oh yeah, He’s not my friend
Wendy: Yes he is. And don’t hit him on the head
Sandra: And don’t pinch him or anything
Ms. Carmen: Raymond, ¿qué estás haciendo? (Raymond what are you doing?)
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Sandra: Ms. Carmen Raymond’s being mean
Ms. Carmen: Raymond ven a recoger aquí no guardaste la material (Raymond,
come and pick up here. You didn’t pick up your materials)
Sandra: Raymond’s being mean
Ms. Carmen: ¿Estás enojado? (Are you mad?)
The girls laugh
Raymond: They’re laughing at me. They’re laughing at me
Jaime: Dijo que no es mi amigo (He said he is not my friend)
Wendy: Dijo dos veces que no es Jaime’s amigo (He said two times that he is not
Jaime’s friend)
Ms. Carmen: No me diga que no (Don’t tell me that)
Wendy: All by himself hmmph Ha ha ha ha
At this point Ms. Carmen gets Raymond to go to another center and
continue cleaning up. Raymond at the center of this scene is trying to use the
power of friendship withdrawal in order to get Jaime to join his play. As
suggested by Rizzo (1992), the threat of removal of friendship is more a sign of
friendship and control than a sign of actual conflict. As demonstrated in other
situations, Jaime is a persuasive player who often acts as a gatekeeper for games
and by not joining Raymond he is demonstrating his control of the situation.
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The above scene also is significant in that it represents an interesting
contrast with the typical language of the classroom. As mentioned earlier the
children tended to remain in English throughout their play activities except when
speaking with adults. Raymond and Sandra are English dominant while Jaime
and Wendy are more bilingual in their abilities. The only one who typically
played in Spanish was Jaime. In this scene which is mostly conducted in English
the children switch to Spanish when they are using the voice of authority.
Sandra is an interesting element in this scene. She started the school year
with nearly zero Spanish, by the end she was using phrases like the one above.
She identified herself as “the helper.” One day as she worked at the art table she
said about herself “And I’m gonna be a teacher and every kid who doesn’t know
how to draw good I’m gonna show em.” Sandra has the lightest hair in the
classroom. She has one European American parent and one Latino parent. She is
a very sophisticated player in the classroom. Of all the children in the classroom
she was the most likely to be playing alone. She is an only child, but when she
does play she is very civilized in that she directly responds and tries to engage
others in a way that they can respond. Sandra seems to feel a moral responsibility
for getting the children to get along and is very eager to please. If a child wants to
enter the center she is in she will give up her place. She makes tremendous
progress over the year in her ability to use Spanish, carefully paying attention to
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the things that are said and asking about words she doesn’t know when they come
up.
On March 23 she and Aime are at the art table and Sandra start a sharing
game where Sandra asks for a color of a pen and Aime gives it to her even though
Sandra could easily reach the pens on her own.
The conversation goes something like this:
Aime: let’s share
Sandra: That’s yours (Gives Aime some pens)
Aime: No wait, no wait
Sandra You put it right there you tell me what color you want. That’s what you
do to it (She is telling Aime what the rules of the sharing game are)
Aime: I need grey
Sandra: Grey?
Aime: Yeah, more grey (And Sandra hands her a pen.)
Sandra represents the altruistic classmate who worked to get all the
children to get along. For her the relationship between language and power was
different. A strong English speaker she seemed to see the learning of Spanish as
an extension of her desire to get along with others. She adapted quickly to the
idea that Spanish was the language of official discourse and demonstrated her
internalization of this by telling Raymond, “Todos somos amigos.”
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In several areas Ms. Baker’s class reflected a reversal of the relationship
of language power including language of official discourse, amounts of resources,
and type of language development. This emphasis on the importance of Spanish
in the classroom and the reversal of the roles of the languages is reflected on the
children’s language development over the course of the year. The importance of
language in the classroom independent of other curriculum issues is an important
consideration. Although the teachers controlled the discourse at the official level
to a certain extent they had only marginal control over the play discourse of the
classroom.
According to de Saussure (1959), “Among all the individuals linked
together by speech some sort of average will be set up: All will reproduce-not
exactly of course, but approximately – the same signs united with the same
concepts…..It is the social side of speech, outside the individual who can never
create nor modify it by himself; it exists only by virtue of a sort of signed contract
signed by the members of the community” (13-14). The idea is that language
only exists as a collective agreement on the sounds produced to signify concepts.
As the language learner is socialized into society he joins the compact with the
other members of society.
In the two-way classroom this compact exists in two separate collectives,
the Spanish collective and the English collective. However a third collective is
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created in the two way classroom. The concept of interlanguage applies to the
individual in which the speaker applies words and rules from one language in the
creation of the second language. In a more global sense the language produced by
the children in this classroom was the result of a collective interlanguage. The
children collectively agreed to a number of signs which resulted in an
interlanguage between English and Spanish which was a result of the collective
culture of the classroom. The form that this interlanguage takes is directly related
to the relative linguistic power that each language holds among the collective
speakers.
However looking at the language of the majority group in the classroom,
i.e. Chicano language speakers it is difficult to determine their relationship to this
alteration of relativistic linguistic power. For many of the children the imposition
of Spanish as the language of power may have put them at a disadvantage in the
classroom. At the beginning of the study some parents mentioned that they were
worried about the level of Spanish that would be spoken by the children in the
classroom. There were distinct differences between the Chicano children and the
children from Mexico. According to Trueba (1993) “The Spanish spoken by a
Chicano is quickly identified as a dialect primarily characterized by key
phonological, syntactic and lexical features, and is often seen by academicians as
‘bad’ or ‘deficient’” (29).
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Language of Discourse
The first area, language of official discourse was an important aspect of
the classroom. Ms. Baker and Ms. Carmen consistently used Spanish in the
classroom and elevated its status amoung the children. This emphasis on the use
of Spanish was reflected in the ways that children used language to control each
other in the classroom. As discussed earlier, according to Orellana (1994)
children take on the voice of “other” in their play which represents the language
of power which is English as it is the language of superheroes. In this case
however the language of power appears to be Spanish as the children take on the
voice of other and use it to correct Raymond. In most bilingual programs the
dominant language of discourse is English as children learn that the language of
power is English.
According to Cummins (2000), many of the programs for non-English
speaking children are settings that reflect coercive relations of power, which is
reflected in the expectation that children will give up their language and cultural
identities in order to assimilate into the dominant group. Although bilingual
programs have frequently tried to encourage children to maintain their bilingual
ability, as Sofía shows in the description at the very beginning of chapter four,
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even very young children are very aware of the language of power in the
classroom.
Two-way immersion programs have worked to balance the power in the
other direction. Many programs have adopted the 90-10 model because of their
sense that the minority language needed assistance in overbalancing. However in
Ms. Baker’s classroom, Spanish was the dominant language of official discourse.
The children to the best of their ability would use Spanish with the adults of the
classroom. Children would speak to me in Spanish and I would reply in Spanish;
the same occurred with Ms. Baker and Ms. Carmen. A number of researchers
have looked into the balance of language and questioned the ability of two-way
immersion programs to reverse the effects of language power in the classroom.
Valdés (1997), questions whether the English speakers in the classroom
will slow down the development of Spanish in the classroom. This is an
important question for two-way programs. In an effort to bring in children from
the dominant language are the children from the minority language being hurt.
The asymmetry of power between English and Spanish creates a situation for
children in which they have to choose whether to resist a language or reject their
first language. Children in two way programs also have an understanding of the
importance of their language choices. Griego-Jones (1994) and Orellana (1994)
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both demonstrate children’s awareness of the importance of language in the larger
social context.
Many two way programs have struggled with asymmetries of power based
on the use of language in the program. Amrein & Peña (2001) discuss how in a
two-way program there existed asymmetries of power. For example while the
Spanish language teachers were bilingual the English language teachers were
monolingual. The emphasis of many of the teachers in the school was that the
program helped students learn English faster rather than encouraging
bilingualism.
The amount of resources available also can impact the relationship of
linguistic power in the classroom. As in the Amrein and Peña study, in Drake
Elementary asymmetries existed in that there were many fewer library books in
Spanish in the library and many of the upper grade teachers were monolingual
English speakers. However, in Ms. Baker’s classroom the classroom library
books were all in Spanish and the read alouds were all done in Spanish. In
addition, although both Ms. Baker and Ms. Carmen were bilingual they used only
Spanish in the classroom and did not code switch with the students. This may
have counteracted some of the imbalances of language power in the classroom.
The classroom reflected a bilingual/bicultural context in many ways for
example, a growing number of children’s books are expressing the importance of
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bilingualism and biculturalism for many children in the United States. A
children’s story read by Ms. Baker to the class, Radio Man by Arthur Dorros
follows a boy across the country as he works with his family as a migrant farm
worker. The book begins in Spanish and English. “Diego woke up to sounds of a
deep voice on the radio. “Buenos días, good morning.” The words in Spanish and
English echoed across the room. “Esta es la voz de la frontera; this is the voice of
the border. Good morning Texans!”” (Dorros, 1993, 2). In a similar story Pepita
Talks Twice/ Pepita Habla Dos Veces by Dumas Lachtman (1995) Pepita is able
to switch from one language to the other depending on the situation.
The presence of this type of literature in the classroom is validating the
experiences that many of the children in this classroom live every day. For the
children in Ms. Baker’s class there was an understanding that bilingualism and
biculturalism is the norm rather than the exception in their community. The
children also were aware they shared a common culture with the people in Texas
and across the United States. In Ms. Baker’s classroom the children had their
Spanish language experiences validated. In addition the children who did not
speak Spanish saw Spanish as an important method of communication.
Use of Science and Math terms
In Ms. Baker’s classroom the development of language indicates the
importance of the development of Spanish. In my journal for April 5th I noted as I
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watched the children that “A lot of the vocabulary of school is only introduced in
Spanish. Days of the week, months etc. Sandra says “Mañana será seis,” as they
talk about numbers.”
In a number of transitional programs I have visited the vocabulary of
science and mathematics regularly reflect the power of English in the classroom.
In observations at transitional schools I frequently hear a number of teachers
telling students “Este es un triangle.” (This is a triangle) as they held up the
shape. Students quickly learn to count in English, learn colors and shapes in
English and learn words for animals in English.
Ernst-Slavit (1997) discusses how which language is accepted by the
teacher in the classroom is a powerful indicator of the language of power in the
classroom. In her example “Five Little Pigs.” The children offered different
versions of the word ‘pig’ in Spanish, including marrano, cochino, puerco,
chancho and cerdo. The teacher in this particular classroom selected cerdo as the
preferred term although all of them are appropriate words depending on the
context and the origen of the speaker. Terms from mathematics and science are
often not learned in bilingual classrooms as instruction for these subjects is
typically in English.
According to Huerta (1980) codeswitching is frequently content specific
in that bilingual speakers are more frequently exposed to certain terms which are
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then more frequently codeswitched. Huerta suggests that the terms most likely to
be code switched by bilingual speakers are terms from business and technology
because these terms are learned from English texts or technology sources.
Redlinger (1976) adds occupations, education and medicine to the list as these
terms are typically encountered frequently in English.
In observations of Ms. Baker’s class the more common pattern was for the
language to occur in English with topic specific words code switched into
Spanish. In many cases children demonstrated that they had developed math and
science vocabulary in Spanish even when they may have had an English
equivalent in their vocabulary. This may indicate how students’ expectations
were that their playmates would understand and expect the use of these Spanish
words in their play.
In a typical example two girls, Alejandra and Sara, are playing a memory
game where they look for matches of cards which have pictures of different types
of birds on them. In this example when the game is finished the girls need to tell
either Ms. Baker or Ms. Carmen the names of the different pairs of birds. Sara
has five pairs of birds, one of which is the pavo real or peacock. She represents
her depth of knowledge of birds by pointing out that a pavo real is not for eating
while a pavo or turkey is. Both Alejandra and Sara are English dominant in their
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play and unlikely to use Spanish in their language other than through
codeswitching.
Alejandra: First we have to tell Ms. Carmen the nombres. (Names)
Sara: I got cinco (Five). (Explains she has five matching pairs)
Alejandra: ¿Por qué? (Why?)
Sara: I got the pavo real. (Peacock)
Alejandra: Hurry. (Tells her to hurry so they can go talk to Ms. Carmen)
Sara: Yeah, This is not the pavo (Turkey) that we eat. This is not the pavo
(Turkey) that you eat. (Explaining that a pavo real (Peacock) is not the same as a
pavo (Turkey). The girls then recited the names to Ms. Carmen who was working
at the art table.
Choices of social roles as an indication of language power
Orellana suggests that the social roles that children select for play are
important for identifying the language of power in the classroom. In her study on
preschool children in a two way immersion classroom she found that the boys
preferred to use English for their superhero play as they identified it as the
language of power. In Ms. Baker’s classroom there was very little super hero
play to attach to this concept of power role. There were indications however that
language was important in the selection of roles. Although the children’s play
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took place primarily in English there were selected times when the children would
change language in order to indicate a particular role.
The one role in the classroom which seemed to create a role for Spanish
was the role of mother. Although in most cases the children would remain in
English for both planning and enactment of the mother’s role on two occasions
children changed from English to Spanish to indicate that the mother was a
Spanish speaker.
In one case Ms. Baker was leading a dramatic play theme of visiting a
restaurant. Some children were workers in the restaurant and some were chosen
to be family members. A group of children were given some chairs Aime, Sara,
Pablo and Beatrice. Beatrice was given the purse so she could be the mother and
Pablo was the father. The other girls then had to argue what roles they were
going to play. Sara and Aime both wanted to be the mother and were upset that
Beatrice got this favored role. Sara selected a compromise role of being the tía
(aunt).
As they pretended to drive across the classroom Beatrice would turn
around in the seat and tell the girls, “¡Cállate niños! ¡Cállate niños!” (Quiet
children, Quiet children) As in Riojas (1998) the children would use terms of
endearment in Spanish rather than in English. Although moms spoke English in
most of the play situations among the English speaking children, in cases where
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the mom was comforting the child or regañando (scolding) the mom would use
Spanish.
Although English was the language of play in the classroom, the language
the children associated with their parents was Spanish. In most cases this seems
like a logical conclusion as for the children they most likely associated Spanish
with home. This also may indicate that they have not made the entire transition to
Spanish in the classroom as the language of power.
The development of language in the classroom by the children shows that
codeswitching was the common language of the classroom. Other examples
include literacy terms like when Mirella says, “I’m coloring my tres cochinitos.”
(three little pigs). Counting was frequently heard done in Spanish rather than in
English and other common terms like colors were also typically spoken in
Spanish during play. Although this was not always the case, for example, Aime
does the exact opposite when she says, “Yo quiero yellow” (I want yellow) to
which Sandra replies “Amarillo.” Both Aime and Sandra are English dominant.
Level of Language Development
The typical asymmetry of power found in bilingual programs appeared to
be reversed in Ms. Baker’s classroom. One of the most important reflections of
this power can be found in the children’s language development over the course
of the year. First, looking at the development of Language Aptitude Scales
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(PreLAS) given before the year and then again in March gives a clear indication
of how students language was changing over the course of the year. The PreLAS
test given at the beginning of the year was used to balance the language levels in
the classroom at the beginning of the year. The number of low scores at the
beginning of the year most likely results from nervous students being asked
unfamiliar questions by an unfamiliar adult. The growth also is not an exact
indication of a student’s growth, but in my view represents more a rough guide on
overall development of the class.
Table VI represents the children’s PreLAS scores at the beginning of the
year. Table VII shows the children’s scores at the end of the year. Table VIII has
arrows to indicate the direction of language development from the beginning of
the year to the end of the year.
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PreLAS
Level
At the
beginning
of the year
Spanish
level 1

English
level 1

Alejandra,
Javier,
José,
Mirella

Spanish
level 2

Carmen
Iliana

Spanish
level 3

Andrea

Spanish
level 4

English
level 2

English
level 3

English
level 4

English
level 5

Beatrice
Sofía

Mary
Jennifer
Aime
Sara
Raymond
Rocío

Sandra

Wendy
Pablo

Jaime

Spanish
level 5

Table VII
Children’s Language Aptitude Scores for Spanish and English at the
Beginning of the School Year
Note: PreLAS levels represent relative abilities for language ability. Level
1 in either English or Spanish refers to either a non-English speaker or a nonSpanish speaker. Levels 2 and 3 are Limited English speaker or Limited Spanish
speaker and Levels 4 and 5 refer to Fluent English speaker or Fluent Spanish
speaker.
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PreLAS
Level at
the end of
the year

English
level 1

Spanish
level 1

English
level 2

English
level 3

Alejandra

Spanish
level 2

Sofía

Spanish
level 3

José

Spanish
level 4

Iliana
Javier

Spanish
level 5

Carmen
Andrea

Mirella

English
level 4

English
level 5

Aime
Raymond

Sandra

Sara
Beatrice

Jennifer
Rocío

Jaime
Pablo

Mary

Wendy

Table VIII
Children’s Language Aptitude Scores for Spanish and English at the End
of the School Year
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PRELAS
Level at
the end of
the year

English
level 1

Spanish
level 1

English
level 2

Alejandra

Spanish
level 2

Spanish
level 3

English
level 3

Sofía

José

Mirella

English
level 4

English
level 5

Aime
Raymond

Sandra

Sara
Beatrice

Jennifer
Rocío

Spanish
level 4

Iliana
Javier

Jaime

Mary

Pablo

Spanish
level 5

Wendy
Carmen
Andrea

Table IX
The Direction and Distance of Children’s Language Development From
the Beginning to the End of the School Year
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The obvious trend from these charts is the increases in Spanish ability
across the board for most children. Looking at the last chart as a sort of Chutes
and Ladders game we can see that some children increased a great deal and others
did not increase at all. An arrow pointing down indicates an increase in Spanish
score, while an arrow pointing to the right indicates an increase in an English
score. Of the 19 children in the classroom, 14 made at least a one level increase
in Spanish. Only five made at least a one level increase in English. Four children
did not increase in either English or Spanish.
Some considerations when looking at this chart; clearly it only indicates
the trend of the classroom and suffers from a number of errors of reliability and
validity. The test is not an exact measure of language ability and a child’s
inclusion in one level or another may be based on a few questions. Second, the
test clearly was more difficult at the beginning of the year for the Spanish
dominant speakers. Finally, Ms. Baker served as the tester for both situations and
we have no comparison sample to see if this is a typical trend or something based
on some predisposition of the children.
One additional observation worth mentioning is that although the children
scoring at the bottom of the scale, a one in Spanish and a one in English are
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basically considered non-lingual according to the test. Obviously from the
classroom language samples collected over the course of the year the children
were able to effectively communicate in many different situations and expressed a
normal amount of vocabulary. A test like this should clearly not be used for any
other purpose than a rough estimate of a child’s linguistic ability in both
languages.
Summary of Question 4: How did the children’s language develop during the year
and how did that relate to play language?
Unlike in many bilingual and two-way programs the asymmetries of the
power of language were more balanced in Ms. Baker’s classroom. Although the
language of play was typically English, the language of official discourse was
Spanish and this was reflected in the language of the children. Secondly there
were many more resources in Spanish in the classroom to validate the children’s
bilingual identities. Finally the children learned many terms and procedures in
Spanish first rather than learning them in English first which is the typical pattern.
The over balance of language created by the 90-10 program in Ms.
Baker’s classroom resulted in higher levels of Spanish development among the
children than English language development. This language development is
reflected in the over all Language Aptitude Scores of the children in the
classroom. The development of children’s language as measured by the PreLAS
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was uneven and may reflect children’s differences in exposure and personal
identity. This reflects the level of success of the program of creating balanced
bilinguals at least at the prekindergarten level.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Discussion

The purpose of this study was to look into how the children learned to play
together in a cross-linguistic, cross-cultural situation. As an educator and
researcher I feel it is important that we look carefully into the environments of
classrooms to see how well the needs are being met. I also am a strong advocate
for using play as part of the curriculum in the classroom. Research into children’s
play environment helps inform both theory and practice. As a researcher I am
very interested in the implementation of two-way immersion programs from a
theoretical and a practical level. Research which demonstrates the success of
these programs reinforces the theory behind the program. In addition research
into these programs also informs practice as teachers, parents, children and
administrators work to implement these programs in schools.
Two-way programs have shown tremendous success over the last 30 years
and are currently being implemented across the United States. Research on these
programs is also being used to justify the expenditure of funds for implementing
programs. Bilingual education and bilingual education research has been
constantly challenged as outcomes based on a number of measures are used to
justify the development or dismantling of bilingual programs (Baker, 1996).
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Two-way programs have built up a foundation of research which supports these
programs and their goals of linguistic, academic and social success of the students
in the program (Sutterby, 1996). In adding to the research that will inform
practice it is important to look at the theoretical foundation of two-way immersion
to see how the results of this research fit into the existing research.
Theory can inform practice by prescribing “actions which are to be
implemented or actualized in practice based on the theoretical explanation”
(Schoonmaker and Ryan, 1996, 118). One theory behind two-way immersion
education is based on the idea that asymmetries of power exist in the education of
minority language children. These asymmetries of power often lead to children
deciding to abandon their first language in order to assimilate into the mainstream
culture. Two-way programs try to reverse this by counter balancing the balance
of power in the classroom. The practice in the classroom also needs to reflect the
theoretical understanding of the program.
As a number of researchers have pointed out that implementing bilingual
programs cannot be done in an apolitical way. Without addressing the
asymmetries of power in the classroom these programs are likely to continue to
create unequal opportunities for the children served by these programs (Valdés,
1997; Amrein & Peña, 2001).
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One way of addressing the asymmetries of power which exist in the
classroom is through modifications of the environment. The environment where
children are educated is an important element in the success of students.
Changing children’s environments can have an effect on the linguistic, academic
and social development of children. In an investigation of the environment I have
taken some time to discuss what that environment was like and then I asked
several questions which would demonstrate the importance of the environment for
the children in the classroom.
1. What language choices do children make during play?
2. How are the cultural themes for play influenced by the cross-cultural
cross-linguistic situation of the classroom?
3. How does the setting of play influence children’s choice of language
and play partner?
4. How is language power and identity reflected in this cross-cultural and
cross-linguistic classroom?
The answers to these questions were found in the language of the children
as demonstrated by the transcriptions and notes I took of the children’s play over
the course of the school year.
Interpretation of Results
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In my interest in the importance of the relationship of power to schooling I
found a collaborator in Ms. Baker. As the instructional leader in the classroom
Ms. Baker worked to provide an environment that encouraged choice, democracy
and social justice for the children. The key to the environment was the
opportunity for the children to engage in free play. As children spent time in the
classroom they had the opportunity to choose where they wanted to play and who
they wanted to play with.
Play is an important activity for children as they develop socially,
emotionally, cognitively and physically (Bredekamp and Copple, 1996). Play is
also important for children as they have the opportunity to practice language
during play (Garvey, 1990). Play is also an important element in both the
reproduction and creation of culture (Laseur & Sutterby, 2001). Play also reflects
the relationships of power in the classroom between students as they negotiate
between each other over resources and friendships (Corsaro, 1985).

Question 1: What language choices do children make during play?
The choices that children make about language are an important element
to this study. According to Gaskins, Miller and Corsaro (1992), “language is a
key to understanding meaning because it is both the primary tool by which human
beings negotiate divergent points of view and construct shared realities and the
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primary tool by which children gain entry into the interpretive frameworks of
their culture”(13). Using language choice as emblematic of children’s identities
we can see several important issues being explored by the children through their
play.
The children in this study made important choices about how they wanted
to be identified through the language they chose to use. This choice was
somewhat independent of the origin of the children. Some Mexican origin
children like José and Andrea and have identified themselves strongly as Spanish
speakers. On the other hand Mirella identified more closely with the English
speakers in the classroom. The choices that children made about language were
also to a certain extent independent of the language ability. For example, some
children identified themselves as bilingual speakers like Jaime and Sofía. They
enjoyed moving from group to group. On the other hand, equally bilingual
children Wendy and Pablo preferred to use English and moved in circles of
children who were English speakers.
Overall the discourse of the classroom reflected a dichotomy between
official and play discourse. Official discourse used for circle time and in speaking
with adults was regularly done in Spanish. Play discourse, the language of play
was normally done in English.
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Choosing a linguistic identity had consequences for the children. The
consequences of the choices that children made are in their access to play
partners. Children who identified strongly as Spanish speakers were limited to
the handful of children who also had made that choice. The tight clique of girls
Iliana, Andrea and Carmen played together daily, especially Andrea and Carmen
so if either girl was absent then the other was left at loose ends.
On the other hand, children who shared a language were helped
significantly in the negotiations that go on between players. In the few situations
where an English speaker and Spanish speaker were together they were usually
limited to having one player talk while the other responded with one word
answers or non-verbally. The alternative was to play independently of each other,
which for many of the children was not a preferred play experience. Due to the
limitations on the number of players in a particular setting choosing a center with
someone you do not share a language with leads to this type of experience.
The negotiations between players who shared a language were more
complex and allowed for deeper explanations of themes and greater expression of
conflict over friendships, materials and space. The conflicts between players who
did not share a language were usually brief and left the players with few effective
tools for negotiating so children had to resort to either leaving the scene or
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resorting to a physical response. It was a little like they were saying, “If you
don’t understand me then I won’t bother to fight with you.”
Implications for Practice
The implications for practice of these results are obvious. Balancing
language groups in the classroom is frequently planned with great care by two
way programs (Lindhom-Leary, 2001). Even in a situation where there is a good
balance between players at the beginning of the year this does not take into
account how players will identify themselves during the course of the year.
Clearly, the opposite could easily occur. A balance of language toward Spanish
could easily have changed the children’s language preferences in the other
direction.
Another important implication is that the language of official discourse
can be and often is different than the language of play discourse. Although
teachers can control official discourse through their modeling this is not
completely connected to the language of the children during play. Although Ms.
Baker and Ms. Carmen worked very hard to create situations where children
would reinforce their Spanish language development this effort was often lost on
the children as they engaged each other in what to them was a more pressing
issue, finding friends and creating an identity.
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Finally, using play in the classroom is an important way for children to
practice language. The importance of language development for later academic
success cannot be underestimated. During play children are exposed to more
vocabulary and more extended discourse than during teacher controlled
conversations (Dickenson & Tabors, 2002). Although children may not be
accomplishing the specific linguistic goals of the two-way program at all times,
they are having important experiences during play that are at least as significant
as the academic and linguistic curriculum of the adult world.
Based on the results of this research I have come up with several possible
implications for practice for teachers interested in implementing a two way
program. Teachers in early childhood classrooms should consider the following
points when implementing a two way program.
1. Children will not naturally play cross-linguistically. Teachers
implementing this type of program should be careful observers of
children’s play to see which languages children are choosing for play.
They need to be careful observers and listeners to children because:
2. The language that the teachers use may not be the same as what the
children prefer. Although the teacher can control the discourse during
group time and while she is present, it is difficult to modify the language
of the children.
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3. Teachers setting up these programs should be aware that not all
children are making the same choices about language. The expectation
that all members of the class are having the same types of relationships
and experiences is unrealistic.
4. Teachers need to follow children over the course of the year. Looking
at short term events may mask other questions. A child may be resisting
language development or be isolating himself from the rest of the class, or
that child may be isolated and rejected by the others.
5. Recording is an effective way of gathering language samples of
children’s play when the teacher is not around. These recordings can be
used to monitor children’s linguistic progress more effectively than short
term testing which only captures a moment.
6. Teachers should be aware that play is an important way for children to
learn and assimilate their experiences. Allowing sufficient time for play
will give children opportunities to practice new language, interact with
others and work on identity formation.
Summary
The key to the success of a two way program is linguistic planning.
Research has consistently indicated that unplanned choices by the teacher lead to
inconsistent linguistic input for the children. People interested in implementing
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programs need to carefully balance classrooms and then observe them carefully
over the course of the year. Teachers need to consider how children are grouped
and how they group themselves and how they can shake up groups that may be
isolating themselves through their choice of play locations or play partners.
Teachers also need to allow sufficient time for play so that children can get the
maximum benefit of linguistic input and interactions.

Question 2.

How are the cultural themes for play influenced by the cross-

cultural cross-linguistic situation of the classroom?
Play, culture and language are intricately linked. The effect that the cross
cultural situation has on the classroom is going to be situationally dependent. The
most obvious division of themes that the children developed during their play
were based on two foundations, the foundation of their own experiences from
home and the foundation of the themes suggested by the teachers. The third
division of themes, those representing popular culture or media themes did not
exist in this classroom. As Riojas (1998) suggests the themes of play of the
Latino children in Ms. Baker’s classroom are enriched by their home cultures.
Ms. Baker worked to include cultural elements in the classroom based on
the everyday experiences in the classroom. Rather than focusing on surface
culture traits like holidays and festivals Ms. Baker included themes like the HEB
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and Post Office in her activity centers. Ms. Baker also included real experiences
in the classroom like visits to the zoo, the nearby cemetery and walks in the
neighborhood as part of her curriculum which reflected the lives of the children.
Ms. Baker could have set up the housekeeping corner as a small town Mexican
Plaza, but this experience would have been as foreign to the children as New
York City.
The children in Ms. Baker’s classroom used themes from the classroom in
their play. The routines suggested by the classroom themes supported the
children’s play as they worked together to follow a script. The shopping script
involved two roles, the shopper and the clerk. Each child would take a turn at
each role as they would select items, check them out and then put them into bags.
Following this the children would return the products and the process would be
repeated with a reversal of roles. These events tended to be short in duration, take
place in certain locations and follow a certain routine.
The children in Ms. Baker’s classroom also used themes from their
domestic experiences. These routines tended to involve more sophisticated
language and roles and the pattern typical of classroom themes with the reversing
of roles was not observed. The make up /going on a date to a party theme and the
having a baby theme were drawn from experiences outside of the classroom. In
these themes the play was more reminiscent of Sawyer’s Play as Improvisation, as
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suggestions for additions to the theme came from all parties involved as players
came and went. These events tended to be extended in length, took place in all
areas of the classroom and sometimes extended from center to center.
The media related themes that occurred in Ms. Baker’s classroom were
nearly non-existent. The only theme that may have been from a media source was
the police chase theme that Raymond suggested on a couple of occasions at the
housekeeping center and the block center, although even in this case there were
not specifically identified television or media characters taking roles in the play.
The lack of media themes may have been the result of many possibilities.
One influence might be that the children wore uniforms so they did not wear
media related clothing. Secondly there were few if any media related materials in
the classroom. Finally Ms. Baker and Ms. Carmen although not discouraging
media related play, were not enthusiastic about it either. The alternative is that for
some reason the two-way classroom in some way kept the children from knowing
about each others’ experiences with the media or perhaps because they were from
different backgrounds they did not share the same types of media experiences.
I was very surprised not to find media related themes. A number of
researchers have explored the importance of media themes in children’s play
(Paley, 1984; Orellana, 1994; Scales, 1996) and their absence from Ms. Bakers
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seems to suggest that as researchers we can’t assume that popular culture will
play an important role in children’s play.
Implications for Practice
Adapting a preschool for culture means much more than including a few
cultural items in the housekeeping corner and in the words of Riojas (1998)
Teachers often tend to look at culture at the surface level without
realizing that other elements such as values, beliefs, and language, among
others, are what define a culture. Caution must also be given not to look
at these elements as if they were in a package because they will tend to
become static, which contradicts the dynamic notion of culture. (157)
Ms. Baker had taken the experiences of the children in their everyday
lives and provided props that the children were likely to find in their own homes
and used them in the classroom. In order to allow for children’s culture in the
classroom teachers should think more about how children arrange themselves in
groups by allowing them to move to areas where they want to play. In addition
teachers should anticipate that children will not see the centers as determiners of
the type of play that will go on there. As Woods (1997) suggests children in
many homes are used to playing in all areas of the house surrounded by adults.
Limiting dramatic play to particular centers for example may be an inappropriate
adult concept.
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A more important cultural construct is not to treat the play of children
from different cultures as exotic in some way. The film Topsy Turvy explores the
creation of Gilbert and Sullivan’s musical The Mikado. Gilbert, the librettist, is
inspired by the arrival of a carnival and exposition of Japanese people and
products. He converts this impression of the exotic into the movements and songs
of the characters. I think concentrating too closely on the differences of
children’s play across cultures makes the different cultures seem exotic. When
we look at children’s play culturally, we can also focus on the similarities which
were abundant. In addition, the children were creating a common culture in the
classroom that for them creating a common understanding rather than a
misunderstanding between them.
The children in Ms. Baker’s classroom were from a variety of
backgrounds and experiences; they were able to create and follow the scenes that
were suggested by the other players. The far greater influence on the children’s
play was based on the influence of language rather than any specific cultural
elements. As the same time, adapting a classroom to the culture of the children
can best be done by following the children’s lead and encouraging them to bring
in their own experiences and arrange themselves in the classroom.
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Teachers interested in implementing two-way programs should consider
the following implications for practice in order to adapt the curriculum for
children of different cultures.
1. Teachers should be aware of and should include in their classrooms
materials and themes that represent the everyday lives of their students
rather than exotic elements or holidays.
2. Teachers should have students experience activities from their
community so that they can bring them into the classroom.
3. Teachers should expect that children will have a different point of view
of the activities and materials in the classroom. This point of view may
differ in how play spaces are viewed and how children will want to
arrange themselves.
4. Teachers should have areas which are themeless so that children will
have a more open canvass on which they can create their themes.
Themeless areas with nondescript everyday materials appear to encourage
the development of classroom independent themes which are more
extended.
Summary of Question 2
Two way classrooms will bring children from different backgrounds
together in the classroom. Generalizing a typical two-way classroom is
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impossible as each situation is completely unique. Teachers should bring in
materials and experiences familiar to the students in order to best adapt to the
different cultural elements that may be present in the classroom. Teachers can
provide themes for children’s play, but also should allow for areas that are not
based on particular themes so that children can have more control over the
environment in the development of their play themes.
Question 3: How does the setting of play influence children’s choice of language
and play partner?
The different settings of the classroom encourage different types of play.
Some settings encourage functional play, other settings encourage dramatic play
and other materials suggest games to children. These activities are either more
structured or less structured and they either encourage more interaction or less
interaction.
High Structure activities support cross linguistic interaction because they
have concrete supports for children’s language and require a limited range of
language.
Low Structure activities discourage cross linguistic interaction because
they do not have concrete supports for language and require abstract and many
different types of language.
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High Interaction activities support cross linguistic interactions when
combined with high structure activities, because they require consistent
interactions to keep them going. In combination with low structure activities high
interaction activities often keep children from interacting because of the
interaction requirement.
Low Interaction activities do not require children to communicate so there
may or may not be any type of cross linguistic interactions.
The structure and interaction requirement of a play setting has a great deal
to do with whether cross linguistic activity is going to occur there. In order for
teachers to create classrooms which meet the needs of students then they need to
have a variety of different types of settings. Children get different types of
experiences from different types of settings.
Games are an excellent activity for encouraging cross linguistic
interactions. The scene where Carmen, Sandra, Wendy, Mary and Andrea are
together shows the vast number of interactions that can occur in this type of
situation. Also as it was important for the children to interact we can see how it
shapes Sandra’s language as she tries to use all of her linguistic knowledge to get
her point across. However a classroom curriculum based on encouraging only
games because they allow for cross linguistic interactions is unrealistic, not all
children are interested in games especially at the age of 4 or 5. The cross
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linguistic interactions which occurred were limited to a few girls at the card
games and to a few boys at a ball tossing game.
Dramatic play can become more structured and thus allow for more cross
linguistic play when teachers provide themes for the activity, but again this may
be good in some cases and not in others. The dramatic play that the children
created that was not based on classroom themes was far more complex and
extended than the play based on the classroom themes. By only allowing for
theme based play teachers may be unintentionally reducing the complexity of
play. In addition, especially at the pre-kindergarten level children from both
language groups are still developing their first language. By limiting children to
cross-linguistic interactions then teachers are unintentionally creating a linguistic
desert. So for example one suggested way of encouraging cross linguistic play is
to eliminate children’s choices for play partners and require mixed linguistic
groups. However bringing children to the same center who do not share a
language may just encourage them to play solitary type activities as they play past
each other.
Teachers are an essential part of any classroom. Teachers are also very
good at scaffolding language; however teachers should also be aware that they
tend to dominate the conversation and thus discourage cross linguistic experiences
for the children. In addition teacher talk tends to be formulaic in its Initiative
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Response Evaluation patterning. This type of conversation is common in
classrooms but not very common in the real world. The complex dramatic play
that occurred in the classroom never occurred when teachers were present. The
presence of teachers tended to try to insert teaching into the activity which the
children either tried to subvert or ignored completely.
Low structure, low interaction activities like sand and water play and art
and writing activities also have an important role to play in the classroom.
Although they did not require interactions they allowed for the presence of
different language speakers in the same setting. Although the players may not
have been specifically responding to each other they may have been acquiring the
language they heard receptively.
Implications for Practice
Understanding how centers either support or discourage different types of
play helps teachers set up their classrooms. Although a two way classroom has a
specific language component that does not exist in many early childhood
classrooms, the first consideration should be that the children in a two-way
classroom are children and thus have the same needs as other children. Teachers
in two way classrooms however may need to be especially vigilant in their
observations of the children’s play patterns.
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1. Teachers should be aware that children who do not share a language
will have difficulty maintaining play in a dramatic play situation. One
way to encourage interactions is to scaffold the children’s language in the
play center in order to help children keep the play going. A second way to
encourage interactions is to provide scripts for the children to follow so
that the situation is scaffolded by the activity.
2. Teachers should consider the positive elements of games for
encouraging children to interact. Although this may apply more for older
children, getting a group of players together will naturally create
opportunities for children to interact.
3. Teachers should be aware of their own language in the classroom.
Children are good language teachers and so teachers should not try to
control every interaction in the classroom. Teachers should scaffold some
conversations and let children work out problems in other activities.
4. Teachers should spend time observing the groups that form in the
classroom. Children may find a comfort zone where they no longer try to
interact with others or avoid certain centers. Teachers who are aware of
this may be able to nudge students into more challenging activities or
change centers to make them more appealing to different groups of
children.
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Summary of Setting
The setting of the classroom is one of the elements teachers have the most
control of. Two way programs require an awareness of the types of activities
which encourage cross linguistic interactions. The goal of the program is to
create bilingual and bicultural children. This is best achieved when children have
opportunities to interact with each other in the classroom. Although teachers are
important language models, the children are even more important language
models for each other so opportunities should be created where this can occur.
Increasing the success of interactions comes from increasing the structure or
scripting of the activity. On the other hand, although cross linguistic interactions
are important teachers also need to be aware of the other needs of children
including time to be alone, time to use functional play materials and creative arts
materials which do not encourage great amounts of interactions.

Question 4: How is language power and identity reflected in this cross-cultural
and cross-linguistic classroom?
Although not specifically stated, addressing asymmetries of power is an
important foundation of two-way programs. There is a long history of Mexican
origin students having unequal outcomes when compared to other immigrant
groups. These unequal outcomes have been attributed to a number of factors
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historically, including that they were genetically inferior, that they were culturally
inferior or that they had a cultural deficit that they had to make up (Valdés, 1997;
Riojas, 1998).
Another explanation is that “educational institutions function to reproduce
the structure of production and that schools serve as sorting mechanisms rather
than as true avenues for movement between classes” (Valdés, 1997, 399).
Treating a two-way program as solely a linguistic enrichment program and
apolitical is unrealistic. Without addressing the type of instruction that takes
place in the program from a political perspective the results of the program are
likely to continue to reproduce the status quo.
Ms. Baker has worked to address the asymmetries of power in the
classroom in several ways. She introduced cultural themes from the classroom.
She also encouraged democracy and free choice and addressed social justice
issues in the classroom. Ms. Baker saw part of her role as an educator as working
to address these issues. Ms. Baker also addressed significantly the issue of
linguistic power in the classroom.
Although the language of children’s play was primarily English in the
classroom, the language of official discourse was Spanish. In addition the
language of academic learning was also primarily in Spanish. The resources of
the classroom also were primarily in Spanish. In the school library at Drake
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Elementary there were about 20 books in English for every one in Spanish. By
including a large library of books in Spanish that the children were familiar with
Ms. Baker was addressing this asymmetry of power.
Children also learned science and mathematics terms first in Spanish.
Many Spanish speakers in the United States are bilingual and monoliterate having
had only limited exposure to Spanish at home and at school. This is a
reproductive issue in that teachers who learn only academic English then have
difficulty teaching using academic Spanish. Guerrero and Sutterby (2000)
address the issue of the learning of academic Spanish in the two way classroom
suggesting that many teachers are uncomfortable teaching in Spanish as they have
not learned the academic terms for many activities.
The children represented this reversal of linguistic dominance in two ways
that were revealed in this study. First the children also used Spanish as the
language of official discourse. They used Spanish to address adults in the class
and to participate in group discussions to the best of their ability and in the case of
Sandra, used Spanish to get students to follow the rules of the classroom.
The second way that children represented that Spanish was the dominant
language was in the amount of Spanish they acquired over the course of the year.
Unlike the programs described by Orellana (1994), Stipeck, Ryan, and Alarcón
(2001), and Griego-Jones (1994), where English was seen by the children as more
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significant in their everyday lives, Spanish was acquired in significant amounts by
nearly all children as represented by their PreLAS scores. This is significant in
that with at least a foundation of Spanish learned in pre-kindergarten the children
can then they can continue the development of Spanish in the program.
Implications for Practice
Although Spanish was clearly the dominant language of the program there
are a couple of concerns related to this reversal of linguistic dominance. In the
program described by Valdés (1997), the children who were primarily being
immersed in Spanish were white middle class Anglophones. In Drake Elementary
the children being immersed in Spanish are Chicano children from low to middle
income families. For these students there was not the perceived status outside the
classroom enjoyed by the Anglophones in Valdés’ example. Instead some of
these children seemed to be immersed under another layer. For the recent
immigrants from Mexico the use of Spanish in the classroom reinforced their
identities. These children were from middle class backgrounds in Mexico and so
for them there is perhaps less concern about their possibility of success in the
classroom.
In the case of the card game playing scene described in Chapter Four, the
five girls that participated in the activity were all from middle class backgrounds.
They found a common activity which overcame their linguistic differences. The
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reason this activity may have worked so well in this classroom may have been
based more on social class and middle class culture in that they may all have had
game playing activities which some of the other children did not have as much
experience with.
In the case of Alejandra, a Chicana, I saw a child who may have been
resisting the acquisition of Spanish. For Alejandra her first language was English
and the use of Spanish seemed to reinforce her marginalized status in the school.
During the course of the year she seemed to acquire very little Spanish despite
being in a classroom that emphasized Spanish acquisition. Sandra and Wendy
who were from middle class backgrounds and educated parents saw that their
bilingual ability was rewarded by an increase in status in the classroom. Twoway programs which are implementing programs in areas like Drake Elementary
need to also be aware of how children like Alejandra may be resisting the
curriculum. As McCollum (1999) writes, “the imposition of a ‘high’ variety of
Spanish was a form of language domination that taught students their vernacular
Spanish was inferior” (16).
Raymond also may have been in a similar situation in that the inclusion of
two languages in the classroom further subdivides the number of possible play
partners. Perhaps in a classroom of primarily English speakers he may have been
able to avoid some of the incidents where he was rejected by the other children.
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His coping strategy to this rejection was to spend either more time at the computer
in solitary play or more time with Ms. Carmen at the art and writing tables
because she was able to engage him and scaffold his language development. Two
way programs need to focus also on students like Raymond who may be having
difficulty adapting to the social structure of the classroom.
Two-way programs cannot address every imbalance of power in the
classroom. On the other hand it is important to note that every educational
intervention may have consequences for the students who participate in these
programs and the Drake Elementary two-way program is no exception. It would
also be virtually impossible to guarantee that all children will have equal success
in a program. For Ms. Baker and myself, I think the program in the long run will
be beneficial to students like Raymond and Alejandra in that they will eventually
be able to take advantage of their bilingual ability and greater connection with
their communities. In the short run they may feel alienated by the curriculum of
the program. It is important however to be aware that teachers and administrators
are aware of these asymmetries of power so that the consequences can be avoided
with as many students as possible.
Teachers interested in the level of language dominance in the classroom
should consider several possible implementation issues.
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1. The importance of language programming cannot be overstressed.
Even though Spanish is present in the school and in the community, English is
present in even greater amounts and so children may get very little exposure to
Spanish except in the classroom. Creating an environment where Spanish is the
official language of discourse goes a long way toward addressing asymmetries of
power.
2. Teachers cannot expect that all children will accept the program in the
same ways. Children are individuals and they will make choices about their
identity whether to embrace the curriculum of the classroom or to resist it.
Teachers should expect that children will be making these choices and so they
should also address issues like democracy and social justice in the classroom.
3. The only way to find out how a student is adapting to a program is
through careful observation. Educational interventions need careful analysis in
order to see how they are affecting all students. These observations can be done
through careful testing, observations and recordings of their play and charts of
their movements through the classroom.
Summary of Question 4
The two-way program if properly implemented can lead to tremendous
academic and linguistic success in creating well educated bilingual and bicultural
students. These programs can also address asymmetries of power in the
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classroom faced by immigrant children and heritage speakers who may be
marginalized by the American educational system. In order to address these
issues educators need to look at educational interventions as political as well as
academic initiatives. These interventions may have short and long term
consequences for whole groups of students or for individual students. The careful
planning of language can be a powerful first step in addressing the issue of
asymmetries of power in the classroom.

Limitations of the Study
Typically for most qualitative work it is impossible to generalize the
findings from this study. Clearly the linguistic and cultural aspects of learning
addressed in questions 1 and 2 are site specific. They represent the experiences of
a small number of children creating their own cultural and linguistic climate. To
the extent that question 3 reinforces the findings of previous studies then this
study can be added to a growing body of research based on the impact of setting
on the type of language and interactions that occur there. Finally question 4
addresses many of the issues that are being addressed currently in the two way
literature which are that although these programs can go a long way toward
increasing academic and linguistic success they need to be carefully implemented
rather than applied wholesale across a number of educational settings.
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A second limitation is that as an observer I was only able to focus on one
particular setting at a time. At times I peripherally heard and observed other
activities which would have added more to the context of this study. These
activities have also indirectly influenced the findings of this particular study even
though I was only able to record the context and record the language of one
particular setting at a time. Although this study is based solely on the
observations of one classroom, there was so much going on in a single day that it
would be impossible to record it all.
A final and most important limitation of this study is that the results of this
study interpretations seen through my lens. As a middle class, white, educated
male I represent a particular view of the world and a particular view of education.
Although I am aware of some of my limitations as a researcher I am certainly
blind to many others. Some of the major limitations that existed for this study
include the fact that I never visited any of the homes of the students and I had
relatively few conversations with the parents of the children in this study. Almost
all of my experience and understanding of the children’s play comes from the
time I spent with them in the classroom and from the few things I knew about
their community and families. Unlike previous studies of Mexican origin
children in school settings like Riojas (1998) and Woods (1996), I definitely was
approached as an outsider and I approached this study as an outsider as well.
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Suggestions for Further Research
The list of questions that could be continued in the future based on this
study is nearly infinite. However several questions specifically could be based on
this study. The first question is that the children’s identity appeared to be formed
by their experiences with these particular children. A follow up study which
looked into the children’s continued language and playmate choices may further
illustrate the need of children to identify with particular groups. As McLaughlin
(1995) suggests there is an ebb and flow to children’s language. He suggests that
a perfect balance of children’s language is an unrealistic goal as each language
may stall or rush forward depending on the particular circumstance of the child.
The movement of children to the next grade and their experiences with a new
teacher and a new group of students may dramatically change the choices they
make.
I think another interesting follow up to this research would involve
simultaneous recordings of all the centers. Simultaneous recordings would be
able to capture the movement and decisions that children make as they move from
center to center rather than focusing on the child as he or she arrives at the center
and engages with the children that are there.
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Finally comparisons between different types of programs would make an
interesting follow up study. I have been in schools where the two-way program
schools where the program was not working well. Looking into the
implementation choices that teachers make between classrooms and between
programs may go a long way toward better understand the underlying issues that
face children in the classroom.
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